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Abstract
The primary theme in the vehicles industry is the increase in automating
and integrating more robust intelligent electronic systems to enhance the safe
functioning, flexibility, and to extend the virtual productive age of the vehicular
systems. Further, significant efforts focus on developing monitoring systems
for the abnormal driving conditions such as wheel spinning and sliding that
can increase the hazardous in the operating environment and speed up the
wearing off process. Thus, these events play a primary role in influencing the
safety of the involved humans and determining the vehicle’s lifelong as well as
the incurred maintenance costs because of the encumbrances by the generated
vibrations and shocks.

However, the existing measurement systems are not compatible with being
used in safety-critical environments because their initial development did not
concern the terms of functional safety. Further, the current systems depend on
a costly sensory system that requires strict, complex installation procedures.
Therefore, the prevention of wheel spinning and sliding events by a safety-related
miniaturized digital intelligent monitoring system comes to a corresponding
meaning.

Accordingly, this research work investigates the development of a novel
safety-related platform following the standard IEC 61508 for monitoring and
controlling the abnormal driving conditions through vibration sensors incorpo-
rated with rotation sensors. Besides, the research work tests the novel system
on a locomotive where the experiments reveal some recognition patterns of the
targeted events with some barriers that hinder the detection. Therefore, the
research work improves the system and tests it on a generic prototype vehicle
where the conducted experiments prove the capability of the system to detect
the events with high accuracy. Further, the evaluation of this novel approach
shows that the system represents a significant enhancement for various similar
researches and applications.
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Zusammenfassung
Die zunehmende Automatisierung und Integration von robusteren intelligenten
elektronischen Systemen ist ein wesentlicher Forschungsbereich in der Fahrzeug-
industrie, um die sichere Funktion sowie die Flexibilität von Fahrzeugsyste-
men zu erhöhen, und deren virtuelles Produktivitätsalter zu verlängern. In
diesem Zusammenhang werden erhebliche Anstrengungen unternommen, um
Überwachungssysteme für abnormale Fahrbedingungen, wie schleudernde und
gleitende Räder zu entwickeln, die das Risiko in der Betriebsumgebung erhöhen
und den Verschleißprozess beschleunigen können. Diese Ereignisse beeinflussen
in erster Linie die Sicherheit der beteiligten Menschen und bestimmen die
Lebensdauer des Fahrzeugs sowie die anfallenden Wartungskosten aufgrund der
Belastungen durch die erzeugten Vibrationen und Stöße.

Die vorhandenen Messsysteme sind jedoch nicht für den Einsatz in sicher-
heitskritischen Umgebungen geeignet, da ihre ursprüngliche Entwicklung nicht
unter dem Aspekt der Funktionalen Sicherheit erfolgte. Darüber hinaus sind
diese Systeme von kostspieliger Sensorik abhängig, die strickte und zugleich
komplexe Installationsverfahren erfordert. Daher kommt der Verhinderung von
Radschleuder- und Gleitereignissen durch ein sicherheitsrelevantes miniatur-
isiertes digitales intelligentes Überwachungssystem eine wichtige Bedeutung
zu.

Vor diesem Hintergrund wird in der vorliegenden Dissertation die Entwick-
lung eines neuartigen sicherheitsrelevanten Systems in Anlehnung an die Norm
IEC 61508 zur Überwachung und Steuerung von abnormalen Fahrzuständen
mit Hilfe von Vibrationssensoren in Verbindung mit Rotationssensoren unter-
sucht. Die Verifikation des vorgestellten Systems erflogt zunächst an einer
Lokomotive, wobei die Experimente einige Erkennungsmuster der anvisierten
Ereignisse mit einigen Barrieren, die die Erkennung behindern, aufzeigen. Die
erzielten Ergebnisse werden analysiert und an einem generischen Prototyp-
fahrzeug optimiert, wobei die durchgeführten Experimente die Fähigkeit des
Systems, die Ereignisse mit hoher Genauigkeit zu erkennen, beweisen. Des
Weiteren zeigt die Auswertung dieses neuartigen Ansatzes, dass das vorgestellte
System eine deutliche Verbesserung für verschiedene ähnliche Forschungen und
Anwendungen darstellt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Nowadays, the vehicular means are no longer only seen as an assembly of steel
and engine, powered by fuel. Still, the electric components represent more than
forty percent of the total cost of modern vehicles, and this percentage reaches
seventy-five percent for electric or hybrid vehicular systems1. Further, modern
vehicles like cars can have more than fifty computerized systems for monitoring
and controlling almost everything from ride handling to entertainment and
communication systems2. However, different factors drive this increase in the
number of functions and electronic systems in modern vehicular means such as
safety, performance, and ecological requirements. Further, the major trends
that drive the development process of the new electrical vehicular parts and
components are cost savings by Mass reduction, flexible designs, miniaturization,
and functional safety. Thus, giving the manufacturers the ability to continue
to focus on increasing the safety functions and reducing the total weight and
cost of the vehicle by increasing electrification, and this trend is continuing
with the new technologies, such as electrified and autonomous cars.

However, the electronic systems are being more integrated into almost all
new kinds of vehicular means, and they operate as driver assistance systems
that relieve the driver or the vehicle controller and optimize the safety in the
operating environment. Further, the interaction and collaboration between
these different complex systems ensure the fault-free function of the vehicle and
consequently increasing the comfort and safety of vehicular means. Accordingly,
the safety guarantee of the involved humans in the operating environment of
the vehicular machine comes into concern if some of these electronic functions
start to fail. Therefore, the significant interests in the vehicles industry are

1 [Rob14] Robert Bosch GmbH. Bosch automotive electrics and automotive
electronics: Systems and components, networking and hybrid drive. 2014

2 [O’s17] O’shea. Automotive electronics: What are they, and how do they differ
from "normal" electronics? - Power Electronics. 2017
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the safety of involved humans in the operational environments, extending the
virtual age of the vehicles, and reducing the costs related to the maintenance
and repairing with assuring a high level of safe functioning of these driving
machines.

In General, the vehicular systems consist of two main sets of parts that
cooperate in providing the functionality and the safe use of the vehicles. The first
set is responsible for delivering forward motion, such as engine and transmission.
In contrast, the second set is responsible for limiting the movement and retarding
the vehicle, besides the systems that protect the vehicle occupants in the
accidents.

Because of the vehicular system is a technical realization by acting ahead
of many different mechanical parts in interaction with each other; the concept
of vehicular means here covers a broad spectrum starting from small logistic
transporters inside warehouses to passenger vehicles and more powerful ma-
chines such as trucks and trains. During the operation, it takes some time to
wear off the mechanical parts. Still, some extraordinary conditions during the
operation time of the vehicular machine, such as wheels slipping and spinning
caused by exceptional situations, could speed up the wearing off process and
increase the hazards in the operational environment. Further, these abnormal
events play a primary role in determining the vehicle components lifelong, the
incurred costs regarding maintenance and repair, and in particular, the safety of
humans involved directly or indirectly in the operation of the vehicular system.
Moreover, many factors affect vehicle safety during regular activities3:

• Vehicle status and condition with consideration to the state of the different
vehicular parts and components, e.g., level of equipment, condition of
tires, component wear out.

• The different conditions in the operating environment such as the weather,
the roads or tracks surface, the density of the traffic, winds, rain, snow,
ice, and others.

• The human factor concerns the controller of the vehicular systems, and
it depends on the capabilities, the skills, and the health conditions of the
user.

• Recently the last factor is replaced with the fully automated control
system and its capabilities with the newly emerged self-controlled vehicles
or so-called autonomous vehicles.

3 [Rei14] Reif. Brakes, brake control and driver assistance systems: Function,
regulation and components. 2014
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The previously mentioned factors combined with abnormal events like slipping
and spinning can increase the hazardous situations in the working environment
that might influence the safety of the involved humans. Accordingly, many
considerable efforts have been taken to develop robust and intelligent monitoring
systems that are efficient enough to detect the special statuses to reduce the
consequent encumbrances of the various assemblies such as bearings, gears,
chassis, wheelsets, and engines. Also, lessening discomfort and emerged risks
to the passengers and the damage to the payload in the vehicle.

Regarding that, the existing detection and measurement systems are not
compatible with being used in safety-critical environments because they are
not initially developed in terms of functional safety. Further, the cost of the
currently available systems in the market is very high because of the mechanical
engineering primarily dominated the entire automobile industry, and they
developed the safety mechanisms based on hydraulic or pneumatic without
relying on electronics or digital systems4. Therefore, the prevention of wheel
slipping and spinning events by a safety-related miniaturized digital intelligent
monitoring system comes to a corresponding meaning.

Generally, driver behavior includes two major categories that are vehicle
guidance and responding to vehicle instability. Thus, such an automated
safety-related detection system will improve safety by reducing human driving
errors through triggering the related signals to the control unit in the vehicular
system to issue the required intervention to increase stabilization and guidance
ability. Also, detecting the abnormal events will reduce their effects on the
vehicular mechanical parts; thus, this system will help to reduce the cost related
to maintenance and will extend the virtual age of the vehicle. Further, the
significant features of the system, such as compact size, low-power consumption,
and customized component, make the system easy to install and save a lot
of space and weight of the vehicle, consequently helping in reducing the fuel
consumption.

1.2 Goal of this Researach

A critical approach is to identify and overcome potential abstractions such
as vibration, which is one of the significant challenging undesirable natural
phenomena in machines and structures as well as vehicular systems. Thus, the
design engineers pay a more considerable effort to control the vibration and

4 [Ros16] Ross. Functional safety for road vehicles: New challenges and solutions
for e-mobility and automated driving. 2016
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shocks related to the extraordinary events, because they produce more stresses,
waste and absorb energy, speed up the wearing out process5,6. Therefore, the
goal of this research work is to develop a novel concept for a safety-related
intelligent acceleration vibration measurement system for safe wheel slipping
and spinning protection and detection system to monitor, analyze, record, and
store vibration signals permanently. This concept system uses piezoelectric
sensors, micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) to measure the vibration,
and incremental optical encoders to measure the change in rotational motion.
Through analyzing the captured sensory data of multiple connected peripherals,
the system can detect and recognize the current status of the driving vehicle
and actively engage in controlling it through interfering with the breaking and
accelerating behavior of the vehicle to reduce the harmful effects of these two
special statuses. The design of the entire system will meet a high safety integrity
level SIL3 according to the international safety standard IEC-61508. Besides,
it is the first safety-related system that offers the possibility of permanent
monitoring and recording of the safe sensory data, which is roughly equivalent
to a "black box" from the aircraft industry. Accordingly, by evaluating the
real-time captured data, the system will help to prevent the failures and take
the appropriate countermeasures at an early stage, thus avoiding significant
downtimes and efficiently minimize the related costs.

Further, the recorded vibration sensory data will play a vital role in tracing
the vehicle behavior in case of an accident to reveal new introductory measures to
prevent similar incidents from occurring with other vehicles. Due to the compact
design of the new safety-related measuring system, and the undependability in
which the system does not require any external reference point to operate, it
should be easier to retrofit than mechanical systems previously available on
the market. Consequently, this system is customizable to retrofit with any
vehicular system, including the existing vehicles, quickly and easily.

Moreover, the safety-related structure of this new system combines many
subsystems that implement the safety integrity level SIL3 under the standard
IEC-61508. The first subsystem is the redundant vibration sensor system that
uses an advanced system-on-chip device that combines three types of MEMS
sensors that are accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer. Further, this
modern system-on-chip implements a sensor fusion algorithm to provide a wide
range of vibration data such as linear acceleration and gravity vector. The
second sub-system is the redundant incremental optical encoder sensor system,

5 [Inm14] Inman. Engineering vibrations. 2014
6 [Rao11] Rao. Mechanical vibrations. 2011
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which provides a pulse signal reflecting the change in the rotational speed of the
vehicle. Both redundant sensory systems are integrated with a SIL3 safety-chip,
which is responsible for capturing, evaluating, and recording the safe sensory
data in real-time from both subsystems. The fourth subsystem is the redundant
wireless communication system, which implements the white-channel concept
in data transmission for safety-related embedded systems to transfer the related
signals from the safety-related detection system to the control unit. Thus,
reducing the wiring needs of the entire system, providing a universal interface,
and miniaturized size that makes this system comprehensive, stand-alone, and
easy to mount to the vehicular system and to integrate with the control unit.

1.3 Organization of the Thesis

The rest of this thesis is organized in multiple chapters as follows. Chapter 2
introduces a quick survey of some essential concepts and principles adopted and
implemented in this research work. Chapter 3 presents a survey about the recent
technologies in the related fields with the existed safety systems integrated
into different types of vehicular systems and inspects the related research
works. Chapter 4 reviews the related norms and safety standards prepared
for the vehicle industry, and it overviews the justifications for the followed
standard in this research. Chapter 5 presents in detail the concept of the
novel safety-related detection system for railway and automotive applications
with related solutions and approaches. Chapter 6 describes the hardware and
software implementations of the novel safety-related system, where detailed
information about the utilized hardware components and the development
process of the software are introduced. Chapter 7 presents the findings of
the proposed system for the experiments conducted on a locomotive and a
generic prototype vehicle. Chapter 8 discusses the findings of this research
concerning the stated expectations and evaluates the outcomes against the
related works. Finally, chapter 9 concludes this research work and provides a
list of recommendations and future works.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a quick survey of some essential concepts and principles
that are used and implemented in this research work. This survey overviews the
forces that act upon the different parts of the vehicular system and how they
influence the performance of the vehicle, making them a potential opportunity
to understand the current state of the vehicle. Further, the related sensor
technologies that utilize similar principles to convert different types of forces
and vibration motions into electrical signals to combine them through one
process in the safety-related detection system to reveal the dynamic state of the
monitored vehicular system. Moreover, presenting the advantages of adopting
wireless technology in the safety-related supportive systems of modern vehicular
systems.

2.2 Vehicle Dynamics

The literature defines the vehicle as a mobile machine that is capable of
transporting people and cargo in different environments such as ground, water,
air, and space7. Further, the ground vehicles are categorized into two main
categories based on their movement that are the track restricted, which drives
on a specific track set on the ground like railways, and the track unrestricted
that are free to drive in any direction on the ground like road vehicles8. The
second category is capable of moving by using steering mechanisms freely, which
makes it similar to other kinds of transportation means such as aircraft that
can fly freely in the air as well as the ship that can sail freely on the water
surface.

7 [Hal79] Halsey. Macmillan Contemporary Dictionary. 1979
8 [Abe15] Abe. Vehicle handling dynamics: Theory and application. 2015
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However, the standard ISO 3833 classifies the road vehicles based on their
size and number of axles into the following groups9:

1. Motorcycles
2. Passenger cars
3. Busses
4. Trucks
5. Agricultural tractors
6. Passenger cars with trailer
7. Truck trailer/semi-trailer
8. Gigaliners and road trains

As a matter of fact and in the viewpoint of dynamic motion, moving objects
receive forces generated by their movement that are required to reach the
desired new location. In that, aircraft rely on lift force generated by the relative
motion of its wings and the air, and ships rely on lift force that emerged from
the relative movement of its hull and the water. In contrast, the land vehicles
depend on the wheels’ lateral force produced by the relative motion of the
wheels and the road.

However, to illustrate the different forces applied to ground vehicles in both
categories, a coordinate system is attached to the body with the origin at
the vehicle’s mass center of gravity (COG), and three axes that aligned as
follow10,11,12:

• X-axis aligned along the vehicle body in the longitudinal direction shows
the longitudinal force Fx, vehicle translation with the related longitudinal
velocity vx, and rolling rate.

• Y-axis aligned on the width of the vehicle body in the lateral direction
shows the lateral force Fy, vehicle direction with the related lateral
velocity, and pitching rate.

• Z-axis is in the vertical direction, illustrates the vehicle rotation as yaw
rate, and the vertical force Fz.

Figure 2.1 illustrates this coordinate system with the related applied forces
on each axis for free ground vehicles. Further, with this coordinate system,
the vehicle motion has six independent degrees of freedom (DOF) distributed
among the three axes as the following:

9 [Int12] International Organization for Standardization. ISO 3833 Road vehicles -
Types - Terms and Definitions Second Edition. 01.12.1977

10 [Abe15] Abe. Vehicle handling dynamics: Theory and application. 2015
11 [Jaz19] Jazar. Advanced vehicle dynamics. 2019
12 [Kno16] Knothe. Rail Vehicle Dynamics. 2016
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1. Forward or longitudinal movement along the X-axis ux
2. The rolling motion which is rotation around the X-axis ϕx
3. The lateral movement to left and right along the Y-axis uy
4. The pitching motion which is the rotation around the Y-axis ϕy
5. Vertical motion along the Z-axis uz
6. The yawing motion which is the rotation around the Z-axis ϕz

x y

z

Fx
Fy

Fz

vx

vz

vy

COG

φx
φy

φz

mg

Figure 2.1: Unrestricted vehicle body coordinate and force
system.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the coordinate system with the applied forces and
motions on each axis for track restricted vehicles.

x

y

z

Fx

Fy

vx

CoG

φx

φy

φz

Fz

Figure 2.2: Restricted vehicle body coordinate and force
system.
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Accordingly, the motion of the ground vehicles can be described and divided
into two main groups13; the first group represents the motions generated
without direct steering and curved tracks in unrestricted and restricted vehicles
respectively, and this group includes three movements:

• The straight-line movement ux is due to the traction and braking.
• The yawing motion ϕy is generated from different sources such as road

unevenness, and the driver capabilities that determine the characteristics
of acceleration and braking.

• The vertical motion uz is caused by an uneven road or track surface, and
it is related to the driver’s capabilities.

The second group represents the motions related to the steering or directing of
the vehicles such as:

• The lateral uy and the yaw ϕz movements are generated by the direct
steering of the unrestricted vehicles or by curved tracks of the restricted
ground vehicles.

• The rolling motion ϕx which is produced by both the lateral and yaw
movements or the road unevenness.

Consequently, the action of a ground vehicle results from different forces
that act upon it, and these forces include two types based on their origin.
The first type, which is the majority of the applied forces on a land vehicle,
originated from the wheels, and the second type includes forces generated from
the aerodynamic downforce, drag, and the gravitational load. Therefore, the
wheel is subjected to various types of forces applied to it by the vehicle weight
and to torques originated in the driveline system and braking mechanism in
the ground vehicle14,15,16.

The wheels are essential components of the ground automobiles because
they support the vehicle’s weight and reduce the impact from the ground. Also,
the interaction between the wheels and the ground generates the required forces
and torques such as tractive force, braking force, and aligning moment which
change the vehicle motion17,18. However, to analyze the different combinations
of factors that act on the wheel, as the vehicle body, the wheel is considered

13 [Abe15] Abe. Vehicle handling dynamics: Theory and application. 2015
14 [PB12] Pacejka and Besselink. Tire and vehicle dynamics. 2012
15 [AKV10] Andreev, Kabanau, and Vantsevich. Driveline systems of ground vehicles:

Theory and design. 2010
16 [Jaz19] Jazar. Advanced vehicle dynamics. 2019
17 [Che+16] Chen et al. Integrated vehicle dynamics and control. 2016
18 [Fer17] Ferrara. Sliding mode control of vehicle dynamics. 2017
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to be a six degree of freedom element that operates between the road surface
and the mounting axle. In that, the most used modeling approach of the wheel
is the standard wheel axis system defined by the U.S. Society of Automotive
Engineers (SAE), which describes the six-component wheel forces that include
three forces and three rotations named moments19,20,21.

Figure 2.3 illustrates the wheel system in the unrestricted vehicles with the
various forces and moments acting on the wheel and its angular velocity ω. In
this coordinate system, the origin is at the center of the wheel road contact
patch. The X-axis is the line of intersection of the wheel plane and the land
road plane with a positive forward direction. The Y-axis is perpendicular to
the X-axis and parallel to the wheel pivot line with a positive path to the right.
The Z-axis is vertical to the road surface and pointing upwards. However,
similar forces apply to the axel of the wheel coordinate system beside three
moments that are the aligning moment Mz which is the steering torque, the
overturning moment Mx which is the torque generated about the wheel center
and it is related to the wheel characteristics, and the wheel rolling resistance
My to the imposed motion.

Fx=Traction force = Longitudinal Force

Fy= Cornerring Force = Lateral Force

Fz= Vertical Force = Wheel Load

φx

φy

φz Mz

Mx
My

Spin axis

Tractive 

Torque

Aligning 

moment

Overturning 

moment

Rolling 

Resistance

ω 

x

z

y

Figure 2.3: Wheel coordinate system with related forces and
moments.

19 [RC20] Rill and Castro. Road vehicle dynamics: Fundamentals and modeling with
Matlabr. 2020

20 [SHB18] Schramm, Hiller, and Bardini. Vehicle dynamics: Modeling and
simulation. 201821 [Bal17] Balkwill. Performance vehicle dynamics: Engineering and applications.
2017
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Similar effects apply to restricted vehicles such as railway trains that run
along a track. These vehicular systems are considered one of the most compli-
cated dynamical systems in engineering because of many bodies comprising the
system, thus having many degrees of freedom. However, the railway wheelset
is a rigid link between two wheels, and it drives straight ahead, and on curves,
it goes to flange contact. Further, the interface between the wheel and the rail
track is a small contact patch, which is the origin of the wheel coordinate system
and the application point of tangential forces such as traction and braking Fx,
and guiding forces Fy beside the aligning and overturning moments22,23,24.

The direction of these forces depends on the driving status and the track
curvature, as shown in figure 2.4.

Mz

Mx

Fx

Fy

Fz

x

z

y

Figure 2.4: Wheelset coordinate system with forces and mo-
ments.

22 [Iwn06] Iwnicki. Handbook of railway vehicle dynamics. 2006
23 [Spi16] Spiryagin. Design and Simulation of Heavy Haul Locomotives and Trains.

201624 [Kno16] Knothe. Rail Vehicle Dynamics. 2016
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As illustrated previously, the vehicle wheel produces different forces at
the contact patch, which might be in different directions, such as forward for
acceleration, backward for braking, lateral for curving, or any combination
of them. Therefore, it is vital to understand and analyze these forces on the
vehicle body and wheels in different operational statuses such as steadiness,
acceleration, and braking to get some information about the current behavior
of the vehicle25,26.

The vehicle’s movements are controlled by either the driver or by the control
unit in the driverless vehicles. In that, the second group of motions which
includes the lateral uy, yaw ϕz, and roll ϕx is generated by either the driver
steering or the guided tracks. However, the vehicle steering is not meaningless.
Still, the driver continuously looks at the path and observes many things such
as the current position regarding the target path, present vehicle motion, and
predicts the expected vehicle behavior to make the suitable steer action27.

Consequently, driver behavior is broken down into two basic categories28:

• Vehicle guidance
• Response to vehicle instability

Figure 2.5 depicts the relation of vehicle motion and control concerning the
external disturbances.

Driver Vehicle

Disturbance

Motion

Figure 2.5: Relation of vehicle and driver’s control.

25 [Gui18] Guiggiani. The science of vehicle dynamics: Handling, braking, and ride
of road and race cars. 2018

26 [Bal17] Balkwill. Performance vehicle dynamics: Engineering and applications.
201727 [Abe15] Abe. Vehicle handling dynamics: Theory and application. 2015

28 [Rei14] Reif. Brakes, brake control and driver assistance systems: Function,
regulation and components. 2014
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Moreover, the driver can interfere with the vehicle by various means con-
cerning the information provided from the vehicle and the environmental
influencers29, as illustrated in figure 2.6.

Driver

Steering wheel

Accelerate pedal

Brake pedal

Clutch

Gear shift

Lateral Dynamics

Longitudinal Dynamics

Vehicle

Driver

Vibrations:   longitudinal, lateral, vertical

Sounds:        motor, aerodynamics, wheels

Instruments: velocity, external temperature, etc

Vehicle

Driver

Climate

Traffic density

Track

Environment

Figure 2.6: Vehicle and driver interaction with influencers.

Accordingly, during the regular operation of a vehicle and under the interfer-
ence of the previous influencers, some abnormal events might happen, such as
spinning and skidding. These events have many adverse effects on the vehicle,
like speeding up the wear off of the mechanical parts by adding more stress and
increasing the hazards by reducing vehicle stability. However, the automobile
skid is an abnormal handling condition where the wheels slip relative to the
road. There are different types of automobile skid30,31,32,33:

• Wheel slip or burnout during acceleration when the rotational speed
is higher than the free-rolling rate. Further, in railway, the overall slip of
the wheel relative to the rail is called creepage.

• Wheel skid during braking with or without yaw changes where the
vehicle locks up the wheels moving forward in a straight line.

• Spinout when the vehicle skids during rotating or rotation during skid-
ding; thus, the vehicle starts moving out of control.

• Fishtailing occurs when the vehicle yaws alternatively across the motion
direction.

29 [RC20] Rill and Castro. Road vehicle dynamics: Fundamentals and modeling with
Matlabr. 2020

30 [Ada93] Adams. Chassis engineering. 1993
31 [Cro09] Crolla. Automotive engineering: Powertrain, chassis system and vehicle

body. 2009
32 [RSB01] Reimpell, Stoll, and Betzler. The automotive chassis: Engineering

principles. 2001
33 [PB12] Pacejka and Besselink. Tire and vehicle dynamics. 2012
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The first two types are the primary interests of this research work. In
the wheel slip, the dynamic friction of the spinning wheel against the road in
unrestricted vehicles causes significant damage to the tire and might produce
smoke. Similarly, the wheel slip occurs in the restricted vehicles at startup
when the engineer applies too much power, so the wheel turning force exceeds
the opposing friction force affected by the surface of the rail. Therefore, the
wheel starts to turn without moving the train forward and causes significant
damage to the rail track, as shown in figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Wheel slip damage on the railway.

On the other hand, the wheel skid during braking causes vehicle instability,
increasing the distance required to stop, and damage to the wheels, as illustrated
in figure 2.834.

Figure 2.8: Wheel skid during braking.

34 [Con10] Conversation. Brake Distances. 2010
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Same as in railways, the wheel skid has similar effects, such as increasing
the distance required to stop and damaging the wheels by creating a wheel flat,
which is an area of the wheel surface that has been worn flat. Further, this wheel
flat, which is also called a flat spot, occurs because of the emergency braking
where the brake mechanism has locked up under poor adhesion conditions at
the wheel-rail contact, as shown in figure 2.935.

Figure 2.9: Wheel flat spot.

Further, wheels with flat spots produce high levels of noise to the mechanical
parts as well as the passengers and introduce a relative displacement input to
the wheel-rail system. Also, they impact the loading of the track, which might
lead to damage to the track components. Consequently, these abnormal events
increase the hazards in the operating environment of the vehicle, and they
cause impairments that require repairing and maintenance, thus more downtime.
Besides, such failures in wheelsets of the trains might lead to accidents like the
disaster of the high-speed ICE train in Hanover 1998, a shown in figure 2.1036.

Consequently, monitoring and analyzing changes in the forces applied to the
vehicle frame and the wheels during operating provides a potential opportunity
to predict the occurring of unwanted events to reduce their side effects, thus
reducing the related costs and ensure higher safety.

35 [Iwn06] Iwnicki. Handbook of railway vehicle dynamics. 2006
36 [Wel] Welle. Eschede: Germany’s worst train disaster remembered 20 years.

DW. 02.06.2018
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Figure 2.10: ICE accident in Hanover.

2.3 Mechanical Vibration

Vibrations are defined as oscillations of a mechanical or structural system about
an equilibrium point or position. Generally, imparting energy to a vibration
system through an external source causes displacement to an inertia element
from its equilibrium position and thus initiating vibrations. Further, the moving
part pulled back toward equilibrium by a conservative force developed in a
potential energy element37.

However, the manufacturers of mechanical products compete on the level of
vibrations in their products concerning noise and extreme shocks. Further, this
competition occurs predominantly in the vehicle industries where the issues
related to sound, noise, and extraordinary events have long attracted attention.
Moreover, many reasons drive the significant interest in vibration38:

• Vibration can be a source of disease in humans like vibration white fingers
(VWF)39 due to the long-term exposure, and back injuries due to severe
shocks.

• Failure in vibration control can cause discomfort in vehicles.
37 [Kel12] Kelly. Mechanical vibrations: Theory and applications. 2012
38 [Bra11] Brandt. Noise and vibration analysis: Signal analysis and experimental

procedures. 2011
39Also known as hand-arm vibration syndrome (HAVS) and it is considered as secondary form
of Raynaud’s syndrome which is an industrial injury due to continuous use of vibrating
hand-held machinery.
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• Vibration may cause fatigue, like braking products after being exposed
to vibrations for a considered time, or damaging the mechanical parts in
vehicles due to severe shocks or abnormal statuses.

• Vibration can be a reason for dysfunction in both humans and equipment.
• Vibration is the primary source of noise, which causes annoyance, disease,

and discomfort.

Generally, vibrations are classified based on the number of degrees of freedom
required for modeling or based on the type of the excitation force40,41,42:

Firstly, the number of degrees of freedom classifies vibrations into

• Single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system that has one degree of freedom.
• Multiple-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) system that has two or more degrees

of freedom.
• A discrete system has a finite number of degrees of freedom.
• A continuous system is a system with an infinite number of degrees of

freedom.

Secondly, vibrations can also be classified based on the type of forcing, that
they are exposed to, into many categories

• Free vibrations that are initiated only by initial energy present in the
system.

• Forced vibrations that are caused by an external force or motion that
continuously supplies energy to the system to compensate the dissipation.

• Harmonic vibrations exist when the external input force is periodic or
deterministic in which the amplitude and the frequency of this exciting
force are completely predicted at any designated scheduled time from the
history.

• Transient vibrations exist when the external input is random and defined
in statistical terms where it is only possible to estimate the probability
of the occurrence of designated magnitudes and frequencies.

• Random vibrations exist when the external input is stochastic without
any apparent pattern in a vibration record. In such a category, many
vibration records necessary to provide a statistical description.

In the field of mechanical dynamics, the concept of vibration analysis deals with
dynamic events such as forces and displacements that represented as functions

40 [Kel12] Kelly. Mechanical vibrations: Theory and applications. 2012
41 [Rao11] Rao. Mechanical vibrations. 2011
42 [GD84] Garg and Dukkipati. Dynamics of railway vehicle systems. 1984
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of time. Further, the fundamental theory in mechanics established by Isaac
Newton (1642-1727) is mostly used to describe vibration systems and includes
three well-known laws that were published in Principia (Newton 1687)43:

1. The Law of Inertia: when an object is moving, it tends to continue its
motion the same as when an object is at rest tends to stay at rest unless
an external force is acting upon the target object.

2. The Law of Acceleration: the changing rate (time derivative) in the
momentum of a moveable object is proportional to the sum of all applied
forces on the object. The energy or momentum of an object is equal to
the object’s mass times its velocity. This law is widely used to represent
the vibration systems based on the well-known mass-spring model, as
shown in detail next section.

3. The Law of Action and Reaction: if an object exerts a force on a
neighboring object, the second object reacts by applying an equal but
opposite force on the initiative object.

Since ground vehicles are complex vibrating systems with multiple degrees
of freedom operating in complex environments, the frequency range of vibration
of the mechanical components is quite broad, and this range can affect both
the human and vehicle parts. Further, a typical range of frequency vibration is
divided as follows44:

• The vibration of the vehicle body is in the range of 1-1.5Hz
• The jumping wheel is in the range of 10-12Hz
• The frequency of human motion inside the vehicle is in the range of 4-6Hz
• The range of powertrain mount is 10-20Hz
• The range of the structure is over 20Hz
• The frequency of the wheel is in the range of 30-50Hz and 80-100Hz

Therefore, the vehicles are modeled as various 3-dimensional models with
multiple degrees of freedom. This model includes the input signals from the
wheels, which are caused by road surface irregularities and from the vehicle
body mechanical parts. Consequently, the vibration phenomenon is evident
everywhere and dramatically affects engineering devices such as vehicles in
their performance. Therefore, avoiding the harmful vibrations caused by some
abnormal behaviors and events in the ground vehicles is a primary concern
of designers. Also, these vibrations are extremely useful in predicting and

43 [New+16] Newton et al. The Principia: Mathematical principles of natural
philosophy. 2016

44 [Che+16] Chen et al. Integrated vehicle dynamics and control. 2016
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preventing extraordinary statues and reduce their side effects on both human
safety as well as vehicle efficiency.

The next section introduces the required knowledge about how to analyze,
measure, and control the vibration systems based on the previously illustrated
characteristics and features.

2.4 Motion Measurement Technologies

Generally, the environmental stimuli that are conditions, properties of a specific
factor, or quantities are captured through sensors and converted into electrical
signals such as vibration, acceleration, distance displacement, rate of motion,
and wavelength. Further, these electrical signals are amplified, channeled,
modified, and transmitted to other electronic devices like microcontrollers to
perform the related action. Thus, the sensors translate the different nature of
nonelectrical input values into electrical output signals.

However, there are many definitions of these measurement devices. Still,
the most widely used one is based on the concept introduced by the Instrument
Society of America, which says that the sensor is a device that provides a
usable output in response to a specific measurand. At the same time, the
transducer converts energy from one physical form to another45. Figure 2.11
below illustrates this general definition of the sensor in which the input signal
refers to different physical forms such as mechanical, thermal, electric, magnetic,
radiation, chemical, and optical46.

Sensor

Primary 

transduction 

mechanism

Intermediate 

transduction 

mechanism

Power Supply
Sensor 

Supply

Electronic 

output signal

Input 

Signal

Primary 

Signal
Measurand

Figure 2.11: General sensor definition.

The following introduces the sensors that are suitable to detect the different
applied forces and motions in the vehicles such as accelerometers, gyroscopes,
and the rotary encoders.

45 [Fer19] Fericean. Inductive sensors for industrial applications. 2019
46 [Dor97] Dorf. The electrical engineering handbook. 1997
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2.4.1 Accelerometers

The first type of sensors is the accelerometer, which is an electromechanical
transducer that converts the vibration into an electrical signal. Unlike dis-
placement and velocity that are relatively measured, it is possible to measure
the acceleration as an absolute quantity. This feature, combined with other
characteristics such as accuracy, robustness, and efficient sensitivity of the
modern accelerometers, makes them ideal for use in monitoring applications in
vehicles.

However, acceleration is a dynamic characteristic of a moveable object,
which is under Newton’s second law, it can be obtained via inertial force (F )

on a mass (M) subjected to acceleration (a) of the moving object. Also, it is
defined as the rate of change of velocity concerning the time.

dv

dt

Accordingly, the accelerometer measures the inertial force exerted on the
seismic mass attached to the measured object without the need for a reference.
Further, this functionality is implemented through a spring-mass model with one
degree of freedom and governed by Newtonian mechanics47,48,49. Figure 2.12
shows an overall mechanical structure of a single degree of freedom accelerometer
in which the essential sensing element is a proof mass "M" attached to a spring
having stiffness "k" and its movement damped by a viscosity damping element
with coefficient "b." Moreover, the governing equations of these elements are as
follows:

ForceMass = M ·Acceleration (2.1)

ForceSpring = k ·Displacement (2.2)

ForceDamper = b · V elocity (2.3)

When subjecting the system to linear acceleration, a force will act upon the
proof mass and causes a deflection, which is sensed and converted into an
equivalent electrical signal. Since the accelerometer mass "M" is constrained to
linear motion, the system has one degree of freedom. When applying a force

47 [Fer19] Fericean. Inductive sensors for industrial applications. 2019
48 [Bra11] Brandt. Noise and vibration analysis: Signal analysis and experimental

procedures. 2011
49 [RT07] Ripka and Tipek. Modern sensors handbook. 2007
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on the body, the proof mass moves for a distance "x", but the spring and the
damper counter its movement. Thus, by using Newton’s second law of motion:

ForceMass + ForceSpring + ForceDamper = 0 (2.4)

ForceMass = −ForceSpring − ForceDamper (2.5)

M .Acc = −(k · x)− (b · ẋ) (2.6)

Acc = −
(
b

M

)
ẋ−

(
k

M

)
x (2.7)

M

Spring Mass
Dampin
g

b

k

x0

M
kx b(dx/dt)

x

Figure 2.12: Accelerometer principle.

Moreover, this mechanical model that uses a seismic mass that vibrates when
excited is called an energy harvester, and adopted in micro-electromechanical
systems (MEMS) that are designed using concepts of vibrations50. Accordingly,
the most crucial feature of MEMS accelerometers is that they do not need any
external references to measure the forces that act upon the vehicles and their
wheel, which is an advantage for being used in safety-related applications for
automotive.

2.4.2 Gyroscopes

The gyroscope sensor measures the angular rotation around an axis concerning
an inertial space. Therefore, this sensory device has a broad spectrum of

50 [Kel12] Kelly. Mechanical vibrations: Theory and applications. 2012
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applications in different industrial fields such as space engineering, aeronautical
and military industry, automotive, and medicine.

However, the operating principle of gyroscopes utilizes the effect of Coriolis
force on a vibrating mass. A simple two degree of freedom spring-mass-damper
system is adopted to model the working principle of the gyroscope, as illustrated
in figure 2.1351,52.

Fx

M

Dyky

kx

Dx

x

y

z

Figure 2.13: Gyroscope model of coriolis force effect.

This model illustrates the Coriolis force, which is a fictitious force exerted
on a mass in a rotating reference frame and defined as follows:

−→
F c = 2m

(−→v ×−→Ω)
(2.8)

Where

• M is the body mass
• −→v is the linear velocity of the mass in the rotating reference frame
•
−→
Ω is the angular velocity of the reference frame.

Further, the mass in this simplified model can move along X and Y axes,
whereas the angular velocity directed along Z-axis. Therefore, the vibration

51 [Arm10] Armenise. Advances in gyroscope technologies. 2010
52 [RT07] Ripka and Tipek. Modern sensors handbook. 2007
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along X-axis is exerted by the force Fx which is directed along the X-axis,
whereas the vibration along Y-axis is due to system rotation around Z-axis.

Accordingly, this function makes gyroscope a key sensor in measuring differ-
ent rotational motions along both vehicle body and the wheels, as illustrated in
figures 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4. Further, the silicon-based MEMS inertial gyroscopes
that adopt the previous model are the most widely used sensors in the automo-
tive industry regarding their reduced cost, size, weight, and power consumption.
Therefore, modern vehicles are equipped with many supportive systems such
as traction control, rollover detection unit, and antilock braking systems that
employ MEMS sensors.

2.4.3 Rotary Encoders

It is significant to regulate and control almost every rotational movement like
rotational axes in a vehicle or a machine. Further, the most widely used
measurement devices for such functions are the encoders that convert the
mechanical motion by detecting the angle of two objects that can rotate relative
to each other into an electrical signal. However, the three essential elements
form the sensor core of an encoder to perform the required function are as
follows53:

• The transmitter which introduces energy to the encoder system
• The modulator changes the input energy in proportion to the mechanical

angle, thus performing the required dimensional scaling.
• The receiver converts the modulated physical input into an electrical

signal.

Further, these three components, combined with signal processing and
the required electrical and mechanical interfaces from the rotary encoder.
Figure 2.14 presents the general function blocks of an encoder.

Accordingly, rotary encoders are electromechanical sensors that encode
the rotational motion, which is represented as a sine cosine signal pair to a
digital output signal. This coding functionality is done by the internal optical
displacement transducers that are based on light intensity modulation done by
two adjacent gratings. Therefore, the encoders are categorized based on their
output code into54,55:

53 [Bas16] Basler. Encoder und Motor-Feedback-Systeme: Winkellage- und
Drehzahlerfassung in der industriellen Automation. 2016

54 [Bas16] Basler. Encoder und Motor-Feedback-Systeme: Winkellage- und
Drehzahlerfassung in der industriellen Automation. 2016

55 [RT07] Ripka and Tipek. Modern sensors handbook. 2007
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Figure 2.14: Schematic representation of the function blocks
of a rotary encoder.

• Incremental encoders: generate a series of sinusoidal or square waves
as they move; the number of generated waves in one complete turn of
the shaft represents the encoder resolution. These waves can be fed
to a counter to measure the linear speed. Figure 2.15 below roughly
illustrates the internal structure of the optical rotary encoder in which a
light source located in front of a rotational coded disk that is connected to
the rotational shaft. Moreover, the emitted light is alternatively detected
by two adjacent optical detectors converting the rotational motion of the
disc into two digital signals with a phase shift of 90 degrees.

• Absolute encoders: generate a whole digital word with a unique code
pattern that indicates the actual current position directly.

Figure 2.15: Rotary encoder internal structure.

Regarding that, the vehicular systems convert the energy into a mechanical
rotational movement to the wheel, and thus into a linear motion, the rotary
encoders provide a significant approach to measure and monitor the changes
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in this rotational motion, especially for sudden changes related to unusual
behavior of the vehicular system.

2.4.4 Sensor Fusion

The sensor fusion process is often used to handle information from multiple
different sources of sensory systems that gather and analyze sensory data of the
observed dynamic system to compute and estimate its current state. In other
words, it is a process of integrating incomplete and imperfect sensory information
in such a way to provide improved recognition of the target phenomena. In that,
sensor fusion improves the resulted estimation more than using the sensors
individually. However, this improvement could refer to higher accuracy, more
reliability, higher safety integrity, or increased availability in that the absence
of one sensory system will not stop the performing of the related task56,57.
Figure 2.16 presents a basic overview of the sensor fusion framework in which
the main components are shown in the middlebox, and they receive sensory
readings from multiple sources to fuse them and produce a state estimation.

State Estimation

Process Model

Sensor Fusion

State

Estimate

Sensors

Measurement Model

.

.

.

.

Applications

Figure 2.16: Sensor fusion framework.

However, in the automotive industry, there is a significant interest in inte-
grating more sensors for different safety applications, especially for autonomous
driving. Further, all active-safety-related applications require more sensory
information about the vehicle states and its operating environment. Therefore,
sensor fusion is a reasonable approach to provide a low cost and reliable systems.
Accordingly, sensor fusion is adopted in this research to provide more accurate
information and detection of the studied abnormal events that are skidding
and slipping in the vehicular systems.

56 [Lun11] Lundquist. “Sensor Fusion for Automotive Applications”. 2011
57 [Koc14] Koch. Tracking and Sensor Data Fusion: Methodological Framework and

Selected Applications. 2014
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2.5 Wireless Communication

Nowadays, vehicles are capable of assisting their drivers by supporting many
functions such as braking automatically to avoid accidents, maintaining a
safe distance from other surrounding vehicles, avoiding drifting, and others.
All these features are performed by subsystems that rely on sensors through
which vehicles monitor themselves and their operating environment. Therefore,
reliable communications among various vehicle subsystems are essential and
significant for the proper functioning. Further, each subsystem requires internal
communications to receive feedback from sensors and to control the related
actuators. On the other hand, the growing interest in many new emerged
concepts in vehicle industries such as intelligent vehicles (IV), electrical ve-
hicles (EV), and self-driving vehicles, together with the rapidly developed
wireless technologies, have drastically shaped by and fused vehicles and wireless
communication into each other.

Moreover, in autonomous vehicles, which are the development trend of
intelligent vehicles (IVs) and from a technical viewpoint, there are two essential
vehicular communication networks (VCN)58:

• Onboard networks among vehicle subsystems; for this purpose, several
networks have been designed to fulfill the onboard vehicle communication
needs, but the currently dominant in modern vehicles is the controller
area network (CAN)59.

• Offboard networks which include

– Vehicle to vehicle (V2V) communication applications
– Vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) applications.

Accordingly, the safety and reliability in vehicles could be ensured and
enhanced via safety-related vehicular communications and networking. Besides,
the wireless technology offers many significant advantages in vehicular systems
such as reducing the mass and volume by eliminating cables, can be embedded
in different materials, the cost-effective, rapid installation of the subsystems,
and the ability to penetrate many materials without the need to actual physical
penetration.

However, there are many safe wired communication technologies widely used
in industries and vehicular systems such as Profinet-Safety, Interbus-Safety,

58 [CZY18] Cheng, Zhang, and Yang. 5G-Enabled Vehicular Communications and
Networking. 2018

59 [DZ12] Delgrossi and Zhang. Vehicle safety communications: Protocols, security,
and privacy. 2012
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Profibus-Safety, Safe-Ethernet, and CANOpen-Safety. Nevertheless, regarding
the significant advantages of wireless communication, a safety-related wireless
communication system comes into concern, and it should be developed under
the European standard EN 50159-2 to overcome the two main categories of
challenges of safe communications60:

1. Functional requirements concern with many factors like response time,
data size, and operation mode, whether high or low demand mode.

2. Qualitative measures against failures. These failures include transmission
errors, repetition of a message, loss of complete packet, insertion of an
unwanted message due to a mistake, a wrong sequence of messages, data
corruption, and delay.

Besides, data integrity is considered as the most critical challenge in safety-
related systems, and this integrity can be assured using redundancy, which
assumes that both the sender and receiver have more than one communication
channel. Hence, the transmitted messages are compared to guarantee the
correctness of transmission. Further, this redundancy is achieved in one of the
four defined architectural models61,62,63.

Figure 2.17 illustrates how the channels are connected, and the communica-
tion is manged across different layers of the communication stack for each one
of the four models.

• Model A represents a single channel of a controller for both safety-related
end nodes.

• Model B describes an entirely redundant system, in which the safeguard
and the transmission layers are designed dual. This research work adopts
this model to enhance the proposed detection system.

• Model C corresponds to Model B with a single-channel transmission
medium. The transmission layers and the safeguards exist in both safety
channels of the safety-related end node.

• Model D presents two-canal link layers via a single-channel of transmission
layer, and both link layers can access the transmission layer independently.

60 [BS32] Börcsök and Schwarz. “Principles of safety bus system”. 4/23/2006 -
4/29/2006

61 [BS32] Börcsök and Schwarz. “Principles of safety bus system”. 4/23/2006 -
4/29/2006

62 [EN 10] EN 50159. EUROPEAN STANDARD NORME EN 50159. 2010
63 [Ahm09] Ahmed-Zaid, F., Bai, F., Bai, S., Basnayake, C., Bellur, B., Brovold, S.

Vehicle Safety Communications Applications (VSC-A) Project. 09
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Figure 2.17: Redundant communication models.

Consequently, integrating safe wireless communication into miniaturized in-
telligent systems to support and enhance vehicular systems is a significant
concern.
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2.6 Summary

This section introduced different factors that influence the vehicular system by
acting upon separate mechanical components. Further, the relation between
these factors and the concept of mechanical vibration encountered in operating
environments is also introduced with their characteristics in extraordinary
events that might happen in daily working time. Besides, this section reviewed
the suitable measurement and sensory technologies that adopt similar principals
to convert these different factors and forces which act on the vehicular system
into useful signals to be analyzed and monitored. Finally, wireless technology
is briefly introduced and how to integrate it with safety-related systems of the
vehicles.
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Chapter 3

State of Research and
Technology

3.1 Introduction

The first section of this chapter introduces a survey about the recent tech-
nologies in the field of mechanical vibration monitoring; thereby, the features
of the related products are reviewed with their advantages and drawbacks.
The second section discusses the existed safety systems in different kinds of
vehicles to control the critical driving conditions and the performance of target
vehicles. Further, the internal structures of these systems are reviewed with
their advantages and disadvantages. The third section examines the related
literature and the associated research works where the proposed concepts and
solutions to overcome the drawbacks in the existed systems and to improve
their efficiency are revised. Also, this section reviews the weak points in the
recent research works regarding the safety-related requirements.

3.2 Industrial Technologies

The phenomenon of mechanical vibration represents a potential opportunity to
understand the behavior of different machines by either diagnosing or predicting
their status through different patterns that describe the various operating
conditions of devices. Further, the increasing complexity of the machinery that
drives the modern industries leads to the importance of vibrational condition
monitoring of different machines in designing predictive maintenance programs
that play a vital role in the health and the virtual age of these machines. Hence,
enabling planning for timely and cost-effective intervention by performing the
required maintenance to detect failures in advance, extend machine life, reduce
maintenance costs and downtime, and maximize productivity.
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However, many pioneer companies have exploited this phenomenon by pro-
viding related tools to protect assets and to monitor the mechanical conditions
of rotating equipment such as Bently Nevada, which is an essential company
in the asset protection and condition monitoring industry64. This company
produces a variety of condition monitoring systems that combine vibration
hardware and software with the related vibration sensors. Further, these moni-
toring systems are suitable to monitor the mechanical conditions of rotating
equipment in various fields of industries such as wind energy, hydroelectric,
oil and gas production, electric power generation, pulp and paper, automated
production lines in automotive factories, mining, and water treatment.

Bently Nevada produces four different series of acceleration and velocity
sensors that help to keep the monitored machine in an optimal condition. Fur-
ther, these sensors have unique features that make them suitable for monitoring
plant industry, such as withstands extreme heat and radiation resistance. These
series are as follows:

(i) Acceleration sensors series offer special features making them ideal for
installation in harsh environments and locations with limited space. This
series includes:

(a) The 20015X and 20035X accelerometers that are general-purpose
sensors with a stainless-steel case, and they contain a piezoelectric
sensing device to generate a charge when subjecting the sensor to
vibration. Further, the sensor electronically converts the generated
charge to a differential voltage signal, which is proportional to the
captured acceleration that is parallel to the axis of sensitivity of the
transducer65,66.

(b) The 3304XX accelerometers are designed for critical machinery
applications to measure the casing acceleration, such as gear mesh
monitoring. Further, they are designed to suit the petroleum indus-
try67.

(c) The AM3100XX case mounted accelerometers are well suited for
harsh industrial environments, and they require minimal space for

64 [Ben22] Bently Nevada. Condition Monitoring & Machine Asset Protection.
6/12/2020

65 [Benb] Bently Nevada. 200150, 200155 and 200157 Accelerometers Datasheet:
Bently Nevada Machinery Condition Monitoring

66 [Benc] Bently Nevada. 200350 and 200355 Accelerometers Datasheet: Bently
Nevada Machinery Condition Monitoring

67 [Bend] Bently Nevada. 330400 and 330425 Accelerometer Acceleration
Transducers Datasheet: Bently Nevada Machinery Condition Monitoring
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installation. Also, they provide the acceleration measurements in
units of g and m/s2,68.

(ii) Specialty acceleration sensors that are Seismoprobe velocity transducers,
and they are designed to measure structural vibration by using moving-coil
technology and provide output voltage proportional to the transducer’s
vibration velocity. This series represents a convenient choice for portable
measurement applications. This series includes

(a) The 9200 and 74712 transducers that are suitable for continuous
monitoring or periodic measurements69.

(b) The 370300 accelerometers provide high electrical isolation between
the transducer’s base and its internal electronics to offer better
protection against arcing/electrostatic discharge70.

(c) The 350900 high-temperature velocity and acceleration sensor (HT-
VAS) provides two signals, the continuous acceleration signal and
velocity output signal71.

(iii) Velocity sensors that include four types as follows:

(a) The 190501 Velomitor Cooling Tower (CT) Transducer which is a
low-frequency sensor and designed to measure the casing vibration
velocity of the cooling tower and air-cooled heat-exchanger fan
assemblies72.

(b) The 330500 Velomitor Piezo-velocity Sensor measures the structural
vibration and incorporates embedded integrated electronics in a solid-
state design; thus, it has no moving parts, and it does not suffer
from mechanical degradation73.

(c) The 330505 Low-Frequency Velocity Sensor is designed for hydro-
electric turbines with slow rotating speeds74.

68 [Benm] Bently Nevada. Case Mounted Accelerometers Datasheet: Bently Nevada
Machinery Condition Monitoring

69 [Benl] Bently Nevada. 9200 and 74712 Seismoprobe Velocity Transducers
Datasheet: Bently Nevada Machinery Condition Monitoring

70 [Benk] Bently Nevada. 370300 Accelerometer Transducer Datasheet: Bently
Nevada Machinery Condition Monitoring

71 [Benj] Bently Nevada. 350900 HT Velocity and Acceleration Sensor Datasheet:
Bently Nevada Machinery Condition Monitoring

72 [Bena] Bently Nevada. 190501 Velomitor CT Transducer Datasheet: Bently
Nevada Machinery Condition Monitoring

73 [Bene] Bently Nevada. 330500 Velomitor Piezo-velocity Sensor Datasheet:
Bently Nevada Machinery Condition Monitoring

74 [Benf] Bently Nevada. 330505 Low Frequency Velocity Sensor Datasheet -
169872: Bently Nevada Machinery Condition Monitoring
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(d) The 330525 Velomitor XA Piezo-velocity Sensor is a ruggedized ver-
sion of 330500, and it is suitable for moist and dust environments75.

(iv) Specialty velocity sensors include

(a) The 330530 radiation resistant Velomitor measures the structural
vibration, and it is a solid-state piezoelectric accelerometer with
embedded electronics; thus, it has no moving parts and does not
suffer from mechanical degradation. Further, this sensor is designed
to function in a gamma-radiation environment76.

(b) The 33075X high-temperature Velomitor systems are suitable for
high-temperature environments77.

However, these sensor systems are expensive, and the required input voltage
is 24V because they are designed for specific harsh industrial applications; hence
they are not very suitable for vehicular systems. Further, they do not adopt a
safety-related architecture and not developed under IEC 61508 standard; thus,
using them for safety-critical applications involves hardware redundancy in
that increasing the related cost of such safety sensory systems.

Generally, repairing failed asset costs approximately fifty percent more
than addressing the problem before failure. Therefore, many participants have
been involved in developing and providing predictive intelligent monitoring
systems to protect critical industrial assets to reduce maintenance costs and
increase safety and availability. Emerson Reliability Solutions company offers a
wide range of monitoring systems and applications to address the criticality of
machines in different industries such as power generation, oil and gas, Electric
Rope Shovels, and water78. Further, this company provides complete solutions
to monitor the machinery’s health, including hardware and software as well as
different series of non-safety and safety-related vibration sensors as follows:

• A07xxGP series includes general-purpose accelerometers that cover all
standard applications and they are designed as triaxial accelerometers
to reduce the time of collecting data. Further, this series is developed

75 [Beng] Bently Nevada. 330525 Velomitor XA Piezo-velocity Sensor Datasheet:
Bently Nevada Machinery Condition Monitoring

76 [Benh] Bently Nevada. 330530 Radiation Resistant Velomitor Datasheet: Bently
Nevada Machinery Condition Monitoring

77 [Beni] Bently Nevada. 330750 and 330752 High Temperature Velomitor System
Datasheet: Bently Nevada Machinery Condition Monitoring

78 [Eme20] Emerson Reliability Solutions. EMERSON: Automation Solutions. 2020
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in partnership with industry-leading manufacturers, and it includes the
non-safety version A0710GP79 and the safety-related version A0761GP80.

• A02125x Safety-Related series designed to work with EMERSON’s
portable analyzers and for general purposes with different ranges of
frequencies such as 12 kHz and 15 kHz81,82,83.

• PR642x series designed as non-safety sensors for high-temperature posi-
tion measurements84 and large position measurement85.

• PR9270 series includes safety-related sensors designed to be integrated
into machinery protection systems with two different frequency levels86,87.

• A0120LF low-frequency accelerometer for slow-speed machinery88, and
A0220HF high-frequency accelerometer which covers a wide frequency
range up to 15kHz for applications with high-frequency output89.

• A032xzz series includes different sensors such as:

– a triaxial accelerometer90.
– a high-temperature capabilities accelerometer that makes it ideal

for high-volume online monitoring systems91.
– sensor with high accuracy by using a quartz element to resist thermal

shocks92.
– safety-related and non-safety-relates sensors with wide sensitivity

range and more straightforward calibration for permanent mounting
79 [Eme17g] Emerson Reliability Solutions. A0710GP General Purpose Accelerometer:

Specifications Sheet. 2017
80 [Eme17h] Emerson Reliability Solutions. A0761GP-EX Safety-Rated Premium

Accelerometer: AMS_PSC_A0761GP-EX: Specifications Sheet. 2017
81 [Eme14a] Emerson Reliability Solutions. A021251-EX Safety-Rated Accelerometer:

Specifications Sheet. 2014
82 [Eme14b] Emerson Reliability Solutions. A021252-EX Safety-Rated High Frequency

Accelerometer: Specifications Sheet. 2014
83 [Eme14c] Emerson Reliability Solutions. A021253-EX Safety-Rated High Frequency

Accelerometer: Specifications Sheet. 2014
84 [Eme17i] Emerson Reliability Solutions. PR6425 16mm Sensor: Specifications

Sheet. 201785 [Eme17j] Emerson Reliability Solutions. PR6426 32mm Sensor: Specifications
Sheet. 201786 [Eme17k] Emerson Reliability Solutions. PR9270V-EX Safety Rated Sensor:
Specifications Sheet. 2017

87 [Eme18] Emerson Reliability Solutions. PR9270-EX Safety-Rated High Frequency
Accelerometer: Specifications Sheet. 2018

88 [Eme17a] Emerson Reliability Solutions. A0120LF Low Frequency Accelerometer:
Specifications Sheet. 2017

89 [Eme17b] Emerson Reliability Solutions. A0220HF High Frequency Accelerometer:
Specifications Sheet. 2017

90 [Eme19] Emerson Reliability Solutions. A0323TX-EX Triaxial Accelerometer:
Specifications Sheet. 2019

91 [Eme17e] Emerson Reliability Solutions. A0322R5-HT High Temperature
Accelerometer: Specifications Sheet. 2017

92 [Eme17f] Emerson Reliability Solutions. A0322RTS Temperature Hardened
Accelerometer: Specifications Sheet. 2017
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in online monitoring systems93,94.

Nevertheless, some of these sensors are safety-related sensors. Still, they
are designed to operate in explosive atmospheres that are typically found in
industrial sectors such as oil and gas, chemical, and mining. Also, they are
approved by the ATEX agency, which is a European regulatory framework
for manufacturing, installing, and using equipment in Explosive Atmospheres
(ATEX), thereby increasing their cost. Further, they require an input voltage in
the range of 18V to 30V. Consequently, these sensors are not designed according
to IEC 61508 or for automotive applications, and their cost is relatively high
for vehicles and primarily suitable for monitoring systems from the company.

Another pioneer in providing products for consistent plant condition mon-
itoring through vibration analysis is the Reliability Maintenance Solutions
(RMS) company. This company has an experience for over twenty years in
vibration analysis for industrial sectors such as vac pump, Rotorbar fault, differ-
ent machines with bearings like dryer systems, and gas compressor95. However,
RMS introduces a different approach to analyze the vibration based on Motion
Amplification (MA) to identify the source of vibration motion. This MA system
visualizes the complete monitored machine, asset, or component motion using
cameras of 2.3 million sensors, and it obtains the related frequencies with a
high level of accuracy and amplitude data from the MA video96,97,98,99.

Although the MA system provides high accuracy in measuring deflection,
movement, and vibration of machines, it is not suitable for mobile devices such
as vehicles; also, it is not a safety-related system with referring to its high cost.

The next section reviews the current safety supportive systems in the
different vehicular systems with their internal structures and components as
well as their advantages and disadvantages.

93 [Eme17c] Emerson Reliability Solutions. A0322L5-EX Safety-Rated Low Cost
Accelerometer: Specifications Sheet. 2017

94 [Eme17d] Emerson Reliability Solutions. A0322L5 Low Cost Accelerometer. 2017
95 [RMS20] RMS Ltd. Reliability Maintenance Solutions (RMS) Ltd. 6/7/2020
96 [RMSc] RMS Ltd. Motion Amplification Camera – Iris MX™: Enhancing Vision
97 [RMSb] RMS Ltd. Motion Amplification Camera – Iris M™: Enhancing Vision
98 [RMSa] RMS Ltd. Motion Amplification Camera – Iris CM™: Enhancing Vision
99 [Fan] Fanning. RDI Technologies: RDI CASE STUDY
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3.3 Vehicles Systems for Critical Driving Con-
ditions

Nowadays, the utilizing of electrical safety systems in the automobile sector
occupies a prime spot. Also, these electronic systems are becoming the main
cost of a vehicle, especially in the newly emerged types such as electric and
autonomous vehicles. However, these systems automate and enhance vehicular
systems through increasing road safety by helping the driver since most accidents
are related to human error. Although such electronic safety systems are
primarily designed to help the driver, they are still used in driverless vehicles
to enhance the behavior and take the correct decisions from the control unit.

These electronic safety systems are called advanced driver-assistance systems
(ADAS), and they are classified into active and passive safety systems100. The
active safety systems are supportive, and they contribute during the operation
of the vehicle by handling responses in the critical situations to maintain and
ensure the safety and stability of the vehicle to prevent occurring of accidents.
The active systems include:

• Antilock braking system (ABS).
• Traction control system (TCS).
• Electronic stability program (ESP).
• Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) maintains a safe distance with the obsta-

cles that are in the front of the vehicles.
• And others.

The second class is passive systems that provide protection when the accident
has already occurred. They are related to the design of the vehicles to protect
the occupants, human in working environments, assets, and payloads from
severe injury or damage in the event of accidents by reducing the risks of injury
and severity of the related consequences such as seat-belts, airbags. Figure 1
introduces a rough representation of some examples of these active and passive
systems integrated with today’s modern vehicles and how they intervene in the
vehicle behavior during operations101,102,103,104.

100 [Rei14] Reif. Brakes, brake control and driver assistance systems: Function,
regulation and components. 2014

101 [Che+16] Chen et al. Integrated vehicle dynamics and control. 2016
102 [Rei15] Reif. Automotive Mechatronics: Automotive Networking, Driving Stability

Systems, Electronics. 2015
103 [Win 2] Winner. Handbook of driver assistance systems: Basic information,

components and systems for active safety and comfort. op. 2016
104 [Bos05] Bosch. Driving stability systems. 2005
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Figure 3.1: Structure and behavior of active and passive
integrated safety systems.

Similarly, in trains and locomotives, there are many safety electronic systems
integrated to increase safety for all participants, such as workers, operators,
passengers, payloads, and the environment. These protection systems exist in
all parts of the railway, including the mobile vehicles, the tracks, the stations,
power systems, and other environmental systems. Further, most of these
protection systems designed under safety-related standards, and they achieve
different levels of safety integrity, for example,105,106:

• The speed monitoring and display system analyzes several measurements
and displays the values to the crew.

• The monitoring system of axle box bearing temperature.
• System of train speed measurement.
• The lateral acceleration monitoring system.
• Fire detection system monitoring.
• Safety communication systems.
• Door operation systems.

105 [EE20] EKE-Electronics. “Safety Integrity Level (SIL) functions for railway
applications”. 2/3/2016

106 [Tos20] Toshiba Infrastructure Systems & Solutions Corporation. Train
Information System / Train Safety System | Railway Systems. 6/3/2020
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However, the interest of this research work is the wheel sliding protection
system (WSP) that might be different in design according to the train type,
the manufacturer, and the country where the train runs. In general, the wheel
sliding protection system includes the following main parts107:

• Speed sensor.
• Phonic wheel.
• Microporcceor.
• Dump valves.
• Presser switch.

The brain of this system is the microprocessor, which evaluates the wheel speed
signal detected by the speed sensor to generate the related control commands
to send them to dump valves known as antiskid valves to control the pressure
of the brake cylinder in the case of detecting locking or skidding. Therefore,
the control on the brake cylinder pressure is required to be instantaneous to the
wheel to rail adhesion to keep the wheels within the optimum and minimum
range of skidding. Moreover, when the train is in the operational mode and
during brake application, each axle might be exposed to different possibilities of
abnormal events such as skidding, sliding, and locking. In the wheel protection
systems, the adhesion between the rails and the wheels plays a vital role in
avoiding wheel sliding and spinning so thus to reduce the related dangerous
consequences and to cut the maintenance cost.

Accordingly, most of the safety electronic systems in vehicles intervene
in the work of other components and mechanical systems. For example, the
brake system is considered as an essential part of the vehicular systems and
classified as high demand mode operation system, so it is a vital part of the
vehicle’s safety. Further, there are many electronic systems actively intervene
in the braking operating of the vehicle, such as the anti-lock braking system in
passenger vehicles or wheel slide protection system in train.

Similarly, to the wheel slide protection system in trains, the anti-lock braking
system is one of the electronic safety systems used in passenger vehicles. The
ABS maintains the tractive contact between the wheels and the driving surface
while braking to prevent the wheels from locking up, which is the ceasing of
the rotational motion of the wheel and accordingly avoiding the uncontrolled
skidding as well as reducing the stopping distances either on dry or slippery
surfaces. Moreover, other critical driving situations can also occur when a

107 [Gov11] Govt. of India, Ministry of Railways. Handbook on Wheel Slide Protection
Device ( WSP ). 2011
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powerful longitudinal force applied at the contact spot between the tire and
the ground during starting off or acceleration, causing the vehicle to become
unstable. The traction control system solves this problem by preventing the
wheels from spinning through reducing the drive torque at the wheels. Further,
the railway industry utilizes a similar concept for traction control108. Figure 3.2
depicts a rough design of the ABS with its different components that form the
system, in particular, the wheel speed sensor, which is used by ABS and TCS
to detect and control the sliding and spinning conditions109,110.
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Figure 3.2: Structure diagram of the ABS.

Consequently, the driver assistance electronic systems are supported by
different types of sensors to improve the safety of driving. Regarding the safety
issues, the wheel speed sensors (WSS) are particularly essential and enormously
used in various electronic systems in vehicles. However, wheel-speed sensors
have different kinds and are designed to measure the rotational speed of the
wheel; therefore, they are integrated into different complex driver assistance
systems such as ABS, TCS, and ESP. The wheel speed sensors transmit the
speed signals into the control unit, which triggers the required contribution to
the braking force and fuel system to prevent the wheels from locking up with
ABS or form spinning with TCS or ESP. Hence, increasing the stability of the
vehicles and relatively the safety in the operational environment.

There are two categories of wheel speed sensors based on the mode of
operations that are active sensors that need a power supply and passive sensors
without power supply. In particular, these sensors generate a pulse signal used
to calculate the rotational speed of the wheel, and this signal is generated either
by a steel pulse generator fixed to the hub of the wheel as in the passive type or
by a multi-pole magnetic pulse generator. Further, this pulse generator reflects

108 [Spi16] Spiryagin. Design and Simulation of Heavy Haul Locomotives and Trains.
2016109 [Che+16] Chen et al. Integrated vehicle dynamics and control. 2016

110 [Fer17] Ferrara. Sliding mode control of vehicle dynamics. 2017
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the rotational speed when it moves past the sensitive part of the sensor head
without direct contact with it, and this sensitive part of the sensor reads the
changing in pulses via an air gap of up to 2mm to ensure the interference-free
acquisition of the signal111,112,113,114,115. Accordingly, the wheel speed sensor
must be installed directly adjacent to the pulse generator above or next to it.
However, this pulse generator has different names such as tone wheel, toothed
wheel, or the ABS ring, and it is attached to a rotational part of the vehicle
that rotates same speed as the wheel like wheel hub, brake disc, or drive shaft
as illustrated in figure 3.3116.

Pulse generator

Wheel speed 

sensor

To electronic control unit (ECU)

Figure 3.3: Wheel speed sensor.

Generally, the passive wheel speed sensor consists of a magnetic core and
a permanent magnet that extend the magnetic field into the pulse generator
disc. Therefore, the rotation movement of the pulse disc alternates teeth and
gaps to trigger the changes in the magnetic flux through the disc inducting
an alternation in the voltage frequencies that are measured by the sensor to

111 [Rei14] Reif. Brakes, brake control and driver assistance systems: Function,
regulation and components. 2014

112 [Hel17] Hella. Wheel speed sensors in motor vehicles: Function, diagnosis,
troubleshooting. 2017

113 [Inf18] Infineon. Wheel Speed Sensor: iGMR based Wheel Speed Sensor:
TLE5041plusC Datasheet. 2018

114 [Inf17] Infineon. Sensing the world: Sensor solutions for automotive, industrial
and consumer applications. 2017

115 [Bos19a] Bosch Motorsport. Equipment for High Performance Vehicles. 2019
116 [Mec62] MechanExpert. ABS Sensors: Automotive Technical Resource. 6/26/2020
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produce the speed signal117. However, the passive sensors are relatively large
and less accurate compared with the active sensors. Also, they need a certain
speed of the wheel to start working correctly; thus, they have limited operation
capabilities at lower rates. Further, they operate in one direction in that
unable to determine the rotational direction, and they are sensitive for many
factors such as external electromagnetic interferences, vehicle vibration, and
temperature fluctuations118,119,120,121,122.

On the other hand, the active sensors are more accurate than the passive
type and able to detect speed less than 0.06mph (0.0268 m/s), which is a vital
feature for the modern safety vehicles systems. Besides, some models of this
wheel speed sensor can detect the rotation direction. However, active sensors
require an external source of power supply, and they work cooperatively with
the toothed or magnetic ring to generate a digital signal. The active sensors
are classified into two classes123:

Hall effect sensors: this class uses the hall effect, which is the generation
of the hall voltage across an electrical conductor; thus, the voltage differences
are generated as a reaction to the changes in the magnetic fields in the form
of a square wave124,125,126,127. Moreover, the hall effect sensors capture the
wheel speed via either a toothed or magnetic disc, which is installed in the
wheel hub, braking disc, or the bearing. Figure 3.4 illustrates both types of
pulse generator disc128,129,130. There are some hall effect sensors designed to
comply with the safety integrity level ASIL B like the ARS19200 sensor131.

117 [Ape] Apec. Apec Braking | Full Spec. Full stop. - ABS Sensors
118 [Rei15] Reif. Automotive Mechatronics: Automotive Networking, Driving Stability

Systems, Electronics. 2015
119 [Rob14] Robert Bosch GmbH. Bosch automotive electrics and automotive

electronics: Systems and components, networking and hybrid drive. 2014
120 [Bos18b] Bosch Motorsport. Inductive Speed Sensor IS. 2018
121 [NXP16] NXP Semiconductors. KMI25/2; KMI25/4 High performance rotational

speed sensor: Product data sheet. 2016
122 [Bos19b] Bosch Rexroth AG. Speed sensor DSM. 2019
123 [AZO18b] AZO Sensors. Vehicle Speed Sensors: Types of VSS. 2018
124 [Bos20a] Bosch Motorsport. Speed Sensor Hall-Effect HA-P Datasheet. 2020
125 [Bos18a] Bosch Motorsport. Hall-Effect Speed Sensor HA-Di Datasheet. 2018
126 [Bos17] Bosch Motorsport. Hall-Effect Speed Sensor HA-P2 Datasheet. 2017
127 [Hon12] Honeywell. SNDH-H Series: Hall-Effect Speed Sensors Datasheet. 2012
128 [Ele18] ElectricalFundaBlog. Hall Effect Sensors - Work, Types, Applications,

Advantages and Disadvantages. 2018
129 [WE16] Webster and Eren. Measurement, instrumentation, and sensors handbook:

Spatial, mechanical, thermal, and radiation measurement / edited by John
G. Webster, Halit Eren. 2016?

130 [Ape] Apec. Apec Braking | Full Spec. Full stop. - ABS Sensors
131 [ALL20] ALLEGRO microsystems. ARS19200-Datasheet: ASIL-Compliant Wheel

Speed Sensor IC. 2020
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Toothed ring Magnetic ring

Figure 3.4: Types of hall effect sensor disc.

Magneto-resistive sensors: this class of sensor uses a magnetic encoder
disc similar to the one used with the hall sensor, but this one has a magnetic
arc segment that produces the changes in resistance when passing the sensor
head to determine the speed as well as the rotational direction. However, this
type is more precise than the hall effect sensor but more expensive132.

Although the wheel speed sensors are accurate and relatively small, they
still have the following disadvantages133,134:

• The air gap in the wheel-speed sensor is strict tolerances; hence the
distance between the pulse generator and the sensitive head must be
strictly installed according to the specification of the sensor to ensure the
free interferences. Therefore, the installation conditions of the wheel may
disturb this air gap so, thus reducing the efficiency of the sensor.

• The basic principle in the wheel speed sensor is the magnetic field in
which the accuracy of the measured pulse values might be affected by
external magnetic fields or the oscillation patterns in the proximity of
the brakes and the mechanical vibration.

• Environmental factors like high temperature and moisture affect the
conductor resistance and, in turn, change the sensitivity of the sensor.

132 [WEA14] Webster, Eren, and Ali. Measurement, instrumentation, and sensors
handbook: Electromagnetic, optical, radiation, chemical, and biomedical
measurement / edited by John G. Webster, Halit Eren ; Mushtaq Ali [and
one hundred eighty four others], contributors. 2014

133 [AZO18a] AZO Sensors. Hall Effect Sensors. 2018
134 [Ele18] ElectricalFundaBlog. Hall Effect Sensors - Work, Types, Applications,

Advantages and Disadvantages. 2018
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• Housing the sensor in the wheel hub near the road surface exposes them
to different influencers such as dust, salt, precipitation, debris, and road
hazards. Further, the brake dust and the grime from the road are well
known to accumulate around the magnetic sensor, causing interference
and malfunctioning.

Moreover, replacing the wheel speed sensor in cars requires many steps, such
as disconnecting the electrical connectors, unscrewing the sensor from the hub
of the wheel. Besides, some hub models need to be replaced completely, which
means removing the wheel, brakes, maybe drive axles, and lastly, the wheel
hub with the bearing assembly. Further, the lower ball joint is required to be
disconnected from the steering spindle or the lower control arm to freely move
the drive axle away from the wheel hub and bearing assembly. The expected
time and cost for the entire process of replacing the wheel speed sensor varies
based on the brand of the car so that it can take about an hour and a half and
costs from 200 Euro to 1000 Euro135,136,137.

Similarly, the detection mechanism of rotational speed in trains is fulfilled
by utilizing two main components that are the wheel speed sensor and the
phonic wheel, as illustrated in figure 3.5138. The detection process depends

Figure 3.5: Wheel speed detection mechanism in trains.

on the air gap between the sensor probe and the phonic wheel, and the speed
is measured based on the noncontact type of counting of rounds per minute
(RPM), which requires a proper fitment of the phonic wheel and the probe
according to the manufacturer specifications. Also, here the purpose of the
phonic toothed wheel is to alter the internal inductance of the adjacent sensor

135 [Rep] RepairPal. Audi A6 Wheel Speed Sensor Replacement Cost Estimate
136 [Aut] AutoServiceCosts. Speed Sensor Replacement Cost - Auto Service Costs
137 [You05] Your Mechanic. Speed Sensor Replacement Service & Cost |

YourMechanic Repair. 23.05.2018
138 [Gov11] Govt. of India, Ministry of Railways. Handbook on Wheel Slide Protection

Device ( WSP ). 2011
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probe, thus generating a signal representing the rotational speed. Same as in
cars, this mechanism requires ensuring the concentric movement of the phonic
wheel where the eccentric movement may cause signal errors and damages the
sensor probe139,140,141,142.

In general, all vehicular means require regular maintenance at different
frequencies depending on their functionality and operational time. For example,
in passenger vehicles and trucks, each component requires a different schedule
for inspection based on either time or traveled distance, which is determined and
recommended by the manufacturer. Further, such predetermined maintenance
routines are essential to ensure the well-operating conditions and the availability
for the users. Similarly, trains must also be regularly maintained and inspected.
For this purpose, all train companies such as Deutsche Bahn AG manage
operating and repair facilities to provide the necessary scheduled and emerged
maintenance routines regarding that the proper operation and availability of the
trains only guaranteed with a sophisticated maintenance program. Therefore,
the critical issue for the successful performing of any vehicular system is the
well scheduled and maintained service system that considers the different usage
frequency of each vehicular type.

Accordingly, and due to the high-frequency use of trains, maintenance is
an essential prerequisite for the safe transportation of passengers as well as
payload. Therefore, high demands are being placed on new check routines and
operation of trains to keep maintenance cycles and the related costs as low
as possible. Besides, the downtime for workshop stops should be as short as
possible, and they should take place during the night time, so the trains are
ready for operation next day time without delays.

Moreover, carrying out maintenance procedures for either regular mainte-
nance intervals or urgent repair in case of failure in some parts of the vehicles;
requires specialized equipment that is sometimes easy to move and use as the
case of passenger vehicles. However, in the case of trains and locomotives,
they need more specialized equipped workshops for storage and for performing
repairing. Further, the basic structure of these facilities has hardly changed
in the last decades; also, their original locations and buildings are still in
use to this day. This adherence to old traditions and facilities in the field of
railway technology makes it difficult to convert or introduce new maintenance

139 [JAQ] JAQUET Technology group. Speedsensors for Railways Applications
140 [Len18] Lenord Bauer. Sensor solutions for rail vehicles. 2018
141 [NOR18] NORIS. NORIS Automation: Solutions for Transport Technology. 2018
142 [SKF12] SKF Railway business unit. SKF Axletronic sensors: Extract from the

Railway technical handbook, volume 1, chapter 7, page 136 to 151. 2012
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systems in these areas. Consequently, appropriate maintenance halls must be
provided for maintenance to enable inspection and to carry out the necessary
maintenance work. Figure 3.6 shows a particular facility equipped with heavy
and specialized tools for locomotives maintenance143.

Figure 3.6: Locomotive in maintenance.

Moreover, in modern and most legacy vehicular systems such as cars and
trucks, the failure is triggered to the operator to take the required action
directly or to plan the nearest possible maintenance. However, if a fault is
found in a train during the running time, the computer-aided diagnostic system
reports this fault remotely using a data transmission system to the maintenance
station. This advanced faults-reporting helps the operators to prepare the
needed spare parts and space to carry out the repair procedure so that the
maintenance procedure is already ready when the defected train roll into the
hall. Thus, the required time to spend in repair facilities can be reduced by
developing intelligent diagnostic systems for trains and other vehicular systems
that efficiently detect, diagnose, and report problems. Also, these systems can
record and analyze driver behavior to identify how deep the human factor is
involved in accidents or failures and to evaluate the driver experience.

The next section introduces a survey about the recent related research works
to increase the safety and efficiency of different active systems that control the

143 [Exp92] Express Service. Locomotive Maintenance. 4/29/2020
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abnormal events like vehicle sliding. Furthermore, the review introduces how
the phenomenon of vibration is used in the vehicle industry to monitor various
critical issues as well as the different applications of vibration sensors.

3.4 Related Research Works

Vehicle stability is an important concept that covers the whole types of vehicles
and involves different kinds of active systems. However, there are many research
works conducted to improve the vehicle stability controller (VSC) to enhance
the active safety of the passenger vehicles by helping the driver to maintain
control on curves and slippery conditions efficiently. Accordingly, the research
works conducted in the university of Dayeh in Taiwan by Le et al.144 and in
the university of Ton Duc Thang in Vietnam by Anh et al.145,146; introduced
systems use data such as differential braking, steering angle, the angle of vehicle
slid-slip, the tire slip angle, and yaw rate to generate the right stabilizing
yaw moment. The proposed controller converts the yaw moment into braking
pressure applied for the wheels. So these works improve previous works by
reducing the error factors in the used equations, thus give a small yaw-rate
error and a side-slip angel in an accepted range. The proposed systems are
tested using simulation software.

Another research work for improving the control system using a fuzzy
logic controller (FLC) using a genetic algorithm is introduced by Chen et
al. from the University of Dayeh in China147. Further, many research works
introduced various implementations using fuzzy logic to improve the con-
troller148,149,150,151, and different approaches of using neural networks with

144 [Anh17] Anh-Tuan Le. “Vehicle Stability Controller Based on Adaptive Sliding
Mode Algorithm with Estimated Vehicle Side-Slip Angle”. 2017

145 [AC15] A. Le and C. Chen. “Adaptive sliding mode control for a vehicle stability
system”. 2015

146 [LC16] Le and Chen. “Vehicle stability control by using an adaptive sliding-mode
algorithm”. 2016

147 [CTM08] Chih-Keng Chen, Trung-Kien Dao, and Min-Fang Lo. “A
compensated-yaw-moment-based vehicle stability controller”. 2008

148 [L. +19] L. Zhang et al. “Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy-based Kalman Filter Observer for
Vehicle Side-slip Angle Estimation and Lateral Stability Control”. 2019

149 [CQ17] Cao and Qiao. “Application of fuzzy control in four wheel steering control
system”. 2017

150 [Zha+16] Zhang et al. “A Novel Observer Design for Simultaneous Estimation of
Vehicle Steering Angle and Sideslip Angle”. 2016

151 [AS10] A. Hakima and S. Ameli. “Designing a fuzzy logic controller to adjust
the angle of tires in four wheel steering vehicles”. 2010
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Kalman filters152,153,154,155.
Also, another approach introduced by Cui et al. in the university of

Changchun in China156, where they use an approach to reduce the side-slip angle
and the related error in tracking the yaw rate of four-wheel steering vehicles
by utilizing a fuzzy proportion integration differentiation (PID) controller to
control the rear wheel angle. Besides, many research works conducted to
control vehicle stability through different algorithms based on the yaw rate and
other dynamic variables for four-wheel steering vehicles157,158,159,160,161,162,163.
Further, one more approach introduced by Yuan et al.164 where the slip angle
and the yaw rate of the vehicle gravity center are used to estimate the yaw
moment to control four-wheel steering vehicles. Another work introduced by
Lestanto et al.165 to investigate the vehicle stability considering the influencing
internal and external factors such as vehicle dynamics, environment, wind
forces, surface coarse of road, lane bend, or sudden maneuver, so this work
uses the onboard sensors to develop a new mathematical model to improve the
controller.

However, the introduced systems and approaches use the sensory data
obtained from the onboard sensors; thereby, there are no safety-related concepts
implemented in either the sensor systems or the controllers.

152 [Gra+19] Graber et al. “A Hybrid Approach to Side-Slip Angle Estimation With
Recurrent Neural Networks and Kinematic Vehicle Models”. 2019153 [Mar+11] Martino et al. “Real-time estimation of the vehicle sideslip angle through
regression based on principal component analysis and neural networks”.
10/11/2017 - 10/13/2017

154 [WDO14] Wielitzka, Dagen, and Ortmaier. “State estimation of vehicle’s lateral
dynamics using unscented Kalman filter”. 2014

155 [Du+10] Du et al. “A prediction model for vehicle sideslip angle based on neural
network”. 2010156 [G. +19] G. Cui et al. “Lateral Stability Control of Four-wheel Steering Vehicles”.
2019157 [MS10] Marino and Scalzi. “Asymptotic sideslip angle and yaw rate decoupling
control in four-wheel steering vehicles”. 2010

158 [Wan+11] Wang et al. “Simulation Research on Vehicle Stability Control for 4WD
Electric Vehicle”. 2011159 [Mad+14] Madaras et al. “Algorithms for vehicle control stability system with 4
WS”. 2014160 [FB92] Ferencey and Bugar. “Algorithms vehicle control stability for military
systems with 4 WS”. 5/19/2015 - 5/21/2015

161 [SM17] Saikia and Mahanta. “Vehicle stability enhancement using sliding mode
based active front steering and direct yaw moment control”. 2017?

162 [Yan+17] Yan et al. “Distributed adaptive sliding mode control for vehicle platoon
with uncertain driving resistance”. 2017

163 [Xu+19] Xu et al. “Improving Handling Stability Performance of Four-Wheel
Steering Vehicle Based on the H2/H∞ Robust Control”. 2019

164 [H. +17] H. Yuan et al. “Four-wheel-steering vehicle control via sliding mode
strategy”. 2017

165 [YAF17] Y. Lestanto, A. Subiantoro, and F. Yusivar. “Two-stage least square
method for model identification of vehicle motion”. 2017
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Moreover, the American University of Beirut introduces two research works
to estimate vehicle stability and control the sliding statues. The first work
conducted by Daher et al.166, uses the lateral and longitudinal acceleration
signals to build a graphical representation of different areas that define the
normal driving condition area where no control action is required, and the
vehicle is stable. Therefore, the intervention is needed when the sensors readings
fall outside the region to stabilize the vehicle by calculating the corrective yaw
moment. This approach requires a proportional derivative (PD) controller
to perform the calculations. The other work conducted by Bardawil et al.167

proposes a fuzzy logic estimator that estimates the dynamic variables that play
a vital role in active safety systems and influence the vehicle stability, such as
the speed at the center of gravity and the side-slip angle.

However, both research works use the onboard sensors like wheel speed
sensor for acceleration and the steering sensors for side-slip angles, and the
systems are tested using simulation software such as CarSim and Matlab. On
the one hand, these approaches do not implement safety-related standards, and
they require more calculation power, which means extra cost with redundancy.
Besides, they manage the whole vehicle during the maneuvers, and the work
contributes to the active safety systems in passenger vehicles. Further, this
work improves other research works by reducing the required calculations by
using fuzzy logic168,169,170,171,172.

The concept of vehicle stability and controlling abnormal events are also
attractive fields for researchers in the newly emerged types of vehicles such as
electric, autonomous, crewless vehicles, and even robots. Accordingly, a research
work conducted by Zhang et al.173, in Changchun university of technology in
China, to develop a new approach to distribute the torque for electric vehicles

166 [ACN17] A. M. Daher, C. R. Bardawil, and N. A. Daher. “Vehicle stability based
on g−g diagram through braking and driveline”. 2017

167 [CN18] C. Bardawil and N. Daher. “Combined fuzzy and nonlinear dynamic
observer for vehicle longitudinal velocity and side-slip angle”. 2018

168 [A. +19] A. Chokor et al. “Design of a new gain-scheduled LPV/H ∞ controller for
vehicle’s global chassis control”. 2019

169 [M. +17] M. Doumiati et al. “A method to estimate the lateral tire force and the
sideslip angle of a vehicle: Experimental validation”. 2017

170 [C. +14] C. Bardawil et al. “Integrated vehicle lateral stability control with
different coordination strategies between active steering and differential
braking”. 2014

171 [M. +13] M. Doumiati et al. “Design, experimental validation, and comparison of
two model-based EKF observers for lateral vehicle dynamics estimation”.
2013172 [Dou+11] Doumiati et al. “Onboard Real-Time Estimation of Vehicle Lateral
Tire–Road Forces and Sideslip Angle”. 2011

173 [Zha+17] Zhang et al. “An optimal torque distribution for electric vehicle based on
sliding mode observer”. 2017
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equipped with four independent wheel motors to improve vehicle handling and
stability performance under different driving conditions. This work considers
the tire forces and vehicle weight obtained from onboard sensors. Further,
many research works conducted to reasonably distribute the wheel force to
improve the driving performance for four wheels driven pure electric vehicles
through different mathematical models and fuzzy logic174,175,176,177.

Furthermore, Cheng et al. from the college of automotive engineering in
Jilin university in China178, introduces a system to control the yaw moment for
electric wheel vehicles. This work uses the PID controller to identify the road
adhesion coefficient depending on the onboard sensors, and they introduce a
mathematical algorithm to control the stability of electric vehicles by reducing
the sliding effects. Further, similar works provided different mathematical
controllers for electric vehicles with independent motor wheels and for two
in-wheel motors small electric vehicles179,180,181,182.

Also, there are many research works concern the stability of the newly
crewless vehicles. So that many approaches introduced to control the vehicle
against skidding by controlling the motors torque183,184, or by a fuzzy logic
controller185, or by a sliding mode controller to provide steering stability186, or

174 [ZSW16] Zhai, Sun, and Wang. “Electronic Stability Control Based on Motor
Driving and Braking Torque Distribution for a Four In-Wheel Motor
Drive Electric Vehicle”. 2016175 [MN12] Mutoh and Nakano. “Dynamics of
Front-and-Rear-Wheel-Independent-Drive-Type Electric Vehicles at the
Time of Failure”. 2012176 [YTH11] Yu, Tseng, and Hsu. “Electronic stability control for direct-drive Electric
Vehicle”. 2011177 [ZZ10] Zhao and Zhang. “Fuzzy control for the handling stability of motor drive
electric vehicle”. 2010178 [WSL15] W. Cheng, S. Chuanxue, and L. Jianhua. “Improvement of Active Yaw
Moment Control Based on Electric-Wheel Vehicle ESC Test Platform”.
2015179 [WXJ] W. Wang, X. Chen, and J. Wang. “Unsprung Mass Effects on Electric
Vehicle Dynamics based on Coordinated Control Scheme”

180 [TY18] T. A. Tamba and Y. Y. Nazaruddin. “Nonlinear Stability Analysis of
Vehicle Side-Slip Dynamics using SOS Programming”. 2018

181 [Sub17] Subroto. “Vehicle stability control of 4WD electric vehicle using combined
adaptive sliding mode controller and control allocation method”. 2017

182 [SPM18] S. M. Asyraf, P. M. Heerwan, and M. I. Ishak. “Skid control
enhancement for small electric vehicle by using sliding mode control
strategy”. 2018

183 [Y. +16] Y. Zhang et al. “Hierarchical Control Strategy Design for A 6WD
Unmanned Skid-steering Vehicle”. 2016

184 [Sun+17] Sun et al. “Sensor fault-tolerant observer applied in UAV anti-skid
braking control under control input constraint”. 2017

185 [XH18] X. Zhang and H. Lin. “UAV Anti-Skid Braking System Simulation”. 2018
186 [YYH17] Y. Ma, Y. Li, and H. Liang. “Design of sliding mode controller on

steering control of skid steering 6×6 unmanned vehicle”. 2017
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by a mathematical controller to manage the stability of autonomous vehicles187.
These research works provide mathematical models using speed sensors of the
wheels and electrical motors.

Furthermore, many studies and research works were conducted to improve
the control of the stability of mobile robotic systems to manage some events
such as sliding and spinning as well as to estimate position. So these works
introduce control systems based on mathematical models, fuzzy logic, or neural
networks to control the driving system of the robots188,189,190,191.

Consequently, the introduced studies investigate the possibility of improving
the stability control of vehicles during critical driving conditions like sliding
and spinning. Moreover, the proposed approaches adopt different methods
from this research work, and they require high power calculation and utilize
the onboard sensors to obtain the necessary data where none of the introduced
controllers or the sensory systems are safety-related systems. Further, the cost
will be very high in the case of implementing hardware redundancy to execute
some safety-related structures. Besides, the approaches that adopt artificial
intelligence, such as fuzzy logic and neural networks, need to fit the training
datasets, and they struggle to generalize the control models.

At the same time, many studies use the vibration phenomenon and the
vibration sensors to understand and detect the vehicles conditions and various
other factors in the operating environment of the vehicles as well as using the
low-cost vibration sensors to estimate position like the study conducted by
Kok et al.192, in the University of Cambridge in the United Kingdom and the
University of Uppsala in Sweden. However, the MEMS inertial sensors are
widely used in automotive applications due to their small size and low cost,
and their measurements obtained at high sampling rates can be integrated to
determine the position and orientation information. Still, these estimations are
accurate on a short scale, and they suffer from integration drift over longer

187 [JS14] J. A. Alvarado and S. V. Drakunov. “Skid detection of an autonomous
vehicle under extreme driving conditions using a sliding mode observer”.
2014188 [Zha+19] Zhang et al. “Fault-Tolerant Dynamic Control of a Four-Wheel
Redundantly-Actuated Mobile Robot”. 2019

189 [YYJ17] Y. Jinhua, Y. Suzhen, and J. Xiao. “Trajectory Tracking Control of
WMR Based on Sliding Mode Disturbance Observer with Unknown
Skidding and Slipping”. 2017

190 [Sut+18] Sutoh et al. “Motion Modeling and Localization of Skid-Steering Wheeled
Rover on Loose Terrain”. 2018191 [S. +18] S. Zhou et al. “Vision-Based State Estimation and Trajectory Tracking
Control of Car-Like Mobile Robots with Wheel Skidding and Slipping”.
2018192 [KHS] Kok, Hol, and Schön. Using Inertial Sensors for Position and Orientation
Estimation
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terms. So, this study combines these inertial sensors with other sensors and
models to overcome these drawbacks by introducing different modeling choices
and several algorithms to increase the accuracy of such sensors. However,
studies presented by Freie University in Berlin and Reykjavik University in
Iceland add surveys about inertial sensors and their applications193,194.

Further, another study about tracking the attitude of a moving vehicle is
introduced by Ko et al. from Peking University in China195. This work proposes
a system to track the position of a moving vehicle based on calculations per-
formed using a triaxial accelerometer and a triaxial gyroscope with quaternion
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). This tracking system uses a mathematical
algorithm to fuse the sensory data from two sensors to improve the accuracy of
the estimated values. Many other studies about attitude tracking for moving
vehicles, especially the crewless vehicles, were introduced based on Kalman
filter196,197,198,199. Also, various studies use the MEMS inertial measurement
unit (IMU) sensors with Kalman filter to estimate the accurate attitude, speed,
and acceleration of a moving vehicle200, and to estimate the orientation with
the external acceleration201,202.

Nowadays, navigation systems are significant components in all types of
vehicles; therefore, utilizing the MEMS sensors to improve such systems have
been investigated in many studies. The research work introduced by Wahyudi
et al.203, proposes using a gyroscope to measure the rotational motion and an
accelerometer to measure the translational motion to develop a navigation con-
trol system for land vehicles. So, the researchers use two different gyroscopes to

193 [Adl+13] Adler et al. “A survey of experimental evaluation in indoor localization
research”. 10/13/2015 - 10/16/2015

194 [Cad+16] Cadena et al. “Past, Present, and Future of Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping: Toward the Robust-Perception Age”. 2016

195 [Y. +18] Y. Ko et al. “Moving Vehicle Attitude Tracking Algorithm Based on
MEMS Inertial Navigation System”. 2018

196 [N. +18] N. Y. Ko et al. “Improvement of Extended Kalman Filter Using Invariant
Extended Kalman Filter”. 2018197 [CLC15] Chang, Li, and Chen. “Initial Alignment by Attitude Estimation for
Strapdown Inertial Navigation Systems”. 2015

198 [Bou+27] Bourmaud et al. “Global motion estimation from relative measurements
using iterated extended Kalman filter on matrix LIE groups”. 10/27/2014
- 10/30/2014

199 [BMS09] Bonnabel, Martin, and Salaun. “Invariant Extended Kalman Filter:
theory and application to a velocity-aided attitude estimation problem”.
2009200 [AT17] Ahmed and Tahir. “Accurate Attitude Estimation of a Moving Land
Vehicle Using Low-Cost MEMS IMU Sensors”. 2017

201 [Suh10] Suh. “Orientation Estimation Using a Quaternion-Based Indirect Kalman
Filter With Adaptive Estimation of External Acceleration”. 2010

202 [OC12] Oh and Choi. “Vehicle Velocity Observer Design Using 6-D IMU and
Multiple-Observer Approach”. 2012

203 [WN15] Wahyudi and Ngatelan. “Design of multi-sensor IMU for land vehicle”.
2015
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cover a wide range of sensitivity as well as two similar accelerometers configured
with two different sensibilities. Consequently, the hardware redundancy used
in this research work is adopted to cover a broader range of sensor sensitivity
not to perform a safety-related structure. Further, some other studies propose
mathematical models to use MEMS for navigation systems in mobile plat-
forms204, also for autonomous vehicles with Kalman Filter205; besides, other
work proposes the integration of MEMS with the Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS)206.

Moreover, there are various conducted applications of MEMS for vehicle
monitoring like the work of Hong et al. Hanyang University in South Korea207

in which they introduce an approach to control vehicle stability using Global
Positioning System (GPS) and the MEMS. The proposed mathematical model
uses the sensors to estimate the required side-slip angle to stabilize the vehicle
in critical driving conditions. Further, Palella et al. introduce another concept
to determine the vehicle slop using MEMS IMUs208.

Accordingly, the previous studies that introduce various applications of
MEMS to control and monitor different factors in vehicles do not consider
safety-related standards. Thereby, the proposed systems do not implement
safety requirements that are required to be fulfilled in the automotive industry.

However, other factors in the operating environment of vehicles like road
conditions are also analyzed using MEMS in a research work introduced by
Gawad et al. from the German University in Cairo209. This work uses the
accelerometer and GPS sensors of a smartphone to detect the different conditions
of the road. Further, another study conducted at the University of California210,
and the University of Michigan in the USA211,212,213, introduces an approach to
detect and report the slippery locations in the road, especially the snowy streets
in the wintertime. This proposed system gathers data from smartphone sensors

204 [Bat+11] Batista et al. “Accelerometer Calibration and Dynamic Bias and Gravity
Estimation: Analysis, Design, and Experimental Evaluation”. 2011

205 [HML10] Hossein, Mita, and Long. “Multi-sensor data fusion for autonomous
vehicle navigation through adaptive particle filter”. 2010

206 [Mei+17] Meiling et al. “A loosely coupled MEMS-SINS/GNSS integrated system
for land vehicle navigation in urban areas”. 2017

207 [S. +17] S. B. Hong et al. “Multi-rate vehicle side slip angle estimation using
low-cost GPS/IMU”. 2017

208 [Pal+16] Palella et al. “Sensor fusion for land vehicle slope estimation”. 2016
209 [GEEM16] Gawad, El Mougy, and El-Meligy. “Dynamic Mapping of Road

Conditions Using Smartphone Sensors and Machine Learning Techniques”.
2016210 [Y. +17] Y. Hou et al. “VehSense: Slippery Road Detection Using Smartphones”.
2017211 [Bel16] Belzowski. The Connected Driver: Integrated Mobile Observations. 2016

212 [Rob12] Robinson. Slippery Roa Detection and Evaluation. 2012
213 [Coo12] Cook. Slippery Road Detection and Evaluation. 2012
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such as accelerometer, gyroscope, and GPS to fuse them with the data collected
from the wheel speed sensor to determine the slippery locations; further, the
system transmits these locations to inform other nearby vehicles. Moreover,
another study introduced by Rivas et al.214 presents an approach that provides
the basis to develop a sensor network for smart cities using accelerometers
placed on the width and the length of the road surface to monitor the traffic flow
continuously. Also, this approach introduces an algorithm that uses vibration
to determine the presence of vehicles, their travel direction, and their speed.
Similar studies introduced the utilization of the distributed acceleration sensor
networks to detect the existence of vehicles215, and to classify them216,217.

Furthermore, many research works conducted to extract the features of
vibration to estimate the condition of the target machine and to detect the
faults or failures using accelerometers and vibration sensors218,219,220,221,222.
Further, there are many applications of MEMS in vibration monitoring to
estimate the machine health condition and to identify and locate problems to
reduce repair time and minimize maintenance costs223,224,225.

Monitoring of mechanical vibrations to obtain their features plays a vital
role in the safety, reliability, efficiency, and performance of different machines,
including vehicular systems. Thereby, a study conducted by Sawicki et al.

214 [RWH17] Rivas, Wunderlich, and Heinen. “Road Vibrations as a Source to Detect
the Presence and Speed of Vehicles”. 2017

215 [SRK14] Stocker, Ronkko, and Kolehmainen. “Situational Knowledge
Representation for Traffic Observed by a Pavement Vibration Sensor
Network”. 2014216 [RMR20] Rajab, Mayeli, and Refai. “Vehicle classification and accurate speed
calculation using multi-element piezoelectric sensor”. 6/8/2014 -
6/11/2014

217 [BTR15] Balid, Tafish, and Refai. “Development of Portable Wireless Sensor
Network System for Real-Time Traffic Surveillance”. 2015

218 [Ria+17] Riaz et al. “Vibration Feature Extraction and Analysis for Fault
Diagnosis of Rotating Machinery-A Literature Survey”. 2017

219 [ETJ15] El-Thalji and Jantunen. “A summary of fault modelling and predictive
health monitoring of rolling element bearings”. 2015

220 [RU16] Rai and Upadhyay. “A review on signal processing techniques utilized in
the fault diagnosis of rolling element bearings”. 2016

221 [Wan+16] Wang et al. “Spectral kurtosis for fault detection, diagnosis and
prognostics of rotating machines: A review with applications”. 2016

222 [DM16] Devendiran and Manivannan. “Vibration based condition monitoring and
fault diagnosis technologies for bearing and gear components-A review”.
2016223 [SA14] Swathy and Abraham. “Analysis of vibration and acoustic sensors for
machine health monitoring and its wireless implementation for low cost
space applications”. 2014

224 [Das+14] Das et al. “Angular measurement using MEMS digital gyroscope with
PIC and LabVIEW interface for space applications”. 2014

225 [SCO13] Shahzad, Cheng, and Oelmann. “Architecture Exploration for a
High-Performance and Low-Power Wireless Vibration Analyzer”. 2013
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from the Military University of Technology in Poland226, which presents the
characteristics of a vibration signal recorded by triaxial accelerometers and
gyroscopes while driving a car. The proposed system assigns different vibration
signal bands for various driving conditions such as typical maneuvers, road
pavement surface, and disruptions generated by the engine. Further, the system
evaluates the captured vibration signals via one microcontroller and stores
them via another microcontroller for later analysis of the vehicle structure and
driver behavior. Moreover, other similar approaches introduced to incorporate
vibration sensors with the global system for mobile (GSM) and GPS to detect
and report accidents227 and to monitor the influence of vehicle vibration on
the comfort of passengers and the safety of the vehicle228,229.

Although the proposed systems play a vital role in vehicle safety, they do
not implement safety-related standards and the safety requirements for such
critical applications.

Moreover, the railway industry is also a rich area to utilize the vibration
concept with the related sensors to monitor reliability and safety. Thereby, a
research work introduced by Yao et al. from the University of Shanghai in
China230, presents a new feature pattern recognition method for early warning
of defects of the railway vehicle running gear. So this work utilizes fuzzy
clustering with self-learning to analyze the vibration signals from different
accelerometers distributed on the train vehicles to detect the defect in running
gears. Further, another study; presented by Lucero et al.231, conducted in the
Chongqing Technology and Business University in China in cooperation with
the University of Madrid in Spain; investigates the utilizing of two triaxial
accelerometers connected to both edges of the wheelset axis to detect cracks
in the observed shaft. This system captures the vibration signals from the
accelerometers and transmits them wirelessly to a computer to extract the
vibration features to identify the defected axels.

226 [SRS13] Sawicki, R6zanowski, and Sondej. “MEMS sensors signal preprocessing
for vehicle monitoring systems”. 2013

227 [WLT12] Watthanawisuth, Lomas, and Tuantranont. “Wireless black box using
MEMS accelerometer and GPS tracking for accidental monitoring of
vehicles”. 2012228 [CF15] Chiculita and Frangu. “A low-cost car vibration acquisition system”. 2015

229 [PG17] P. M. and Gopi. “Vehicle Vibration Signal Processing for Road Surface
Monitoring”. 2017

230 [YUL18] Yao, Ulianov, and Liu. “Joint Self-learning and Fuzzy Clustering
Algorithm for Early Warning Detection of Railway Running Gear
Defects”. 2018231 [Luc+19] Lucero et al. “Accelerometer Placement Comparison for Crack Detection
in Railway Axles Using Vibration Signals and Machine Learning”. 2019
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Moreover, the study presented by Barman et al.232 introduces a simple
sensor-based system to detect and identify wheel falt faults. This embedded
system uses accelerometers to capture vibration signals of the railway track
during the movement of a train over that track and transmits them to a computer
for analysis. Also, the work conducted by Barkovskis et al.233, uses the concept
of wireless sensor networks (WSN) to monitor locomotive integrity. In this
work, WSN nodes that combine accelerometer sensors with GPS deployed on
each wagon to perform real-time verification for the completeness of the train
composition, thereby assuring the track safety. Further studies use the MEMS
with WSN to record the vibration of the train during operation to analyze the
train motion and extract some features like localization of the train234, also to
detect the train arrival to automize the train junction and reduce the human
errors235.

In addition, the same approaches are used to monitor the status of the
track like the work of Wei et al. form the Harbin institute of technology in
China236, which presents a rail defect detection method based on vibration
acceleration signals gathered from the vehicle track to extract the typical rail
defect excitations. Further, a research work conducted in the Austrian Institute
of Technology GmbH by Alten et al.237, to use the MEMS accelerometers with
a statistical analysis integrated with machine learning to figure out recognition
patterns to detect rail corrugations. Also, the vibration sensors are used to
monitor the fastening systems of railways238 and to recognize the obstacles on
the railway tracks239, as well as monitoring the track break240.

Even though the presented systems monitor critical events in the railway
operational environment, they do not comply with the related safety standards
and the safety requirements for critical applications in railways. Also, the
utilized communication systems are not safety-related.

232 [BH20] Barman and Hazarika. “Linear and Quadratic Time-Frequency Analysis
of Vibration for Fault Detection and Identification of NFR Trains”. 2020233 [Bar+ri] Barkovskis et al. “WSN based on accelerometer, GPS and RSSI
measurements for train integrity monitoring”. April 2017

234 [Hei+11] Heirich et al. “Measurement and analysis of train motion and railway
track characteristics with inertial sensors”. 2011235 [SWH17] Suharjono, Wardihani, and Hardani. “Analysis of the vibration signal
detection for rail train arrival”. 2017236 [Wei+13] Wei et al. “Rail defect detection based on vibration acceleration signals”.
2013237 [AF19] Alten and Fuchs. “Detecting and Classifying Rail Corrugation Based on
Axle Bearing Vibration”. 2019

238 [Zha+20] Zhan et al. “Wireless Rail Fastener Looseness Detection Based on MEMS
Accelerometer and Vibration Entropy”. 2020

239 [SF16] Sinha and Feroz. “Obstacle Detection on Railway Tracks Using Vibration
Sensors and Signal Filtering Using Bayesian Analysis”. 2016

240 [Pot+y ] Potdar et al. “Wireless sensor network for real time monitoring and
controlling of railway accidents”. May 2017
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3.5 Summary

This literature review presents the vibration sensors; produced by the pioneers
in mechanical vibration monitoring; that designed as both non-safety-related
and safety-related sensors to operate in particular environments and industrial
sectors that do not include automotive. Further, their unique design adds
an extra cost, which is almost 20 times more than the used sensors in the
current research work. Also, they require 24V as input power supply, and
their protective case makes their integration on a miniaturized circuit board
to ease the installation not possible, especially when implementing hardware
redundancy to comply with safety requirements.

Moreover, most of the active safety systems utilized in current vehicles
widely depend on the wheel speed sensors. Most of these sensors are not
safety-related, and they have many disadvantages related to strict installation
requirements, optimal operation, and maintenance costs. Whereas the proposed
system in this work uses a miniaturized safety-related sensory system that does
not require any external reference point, and it is easy to install and maintain.

Furthermore, the costs and downtime required for maintenance procedures
of vehicles that need special equipment and places can be enhanced and reduced
by providing a safety-related diagnostic system that can detect and avoid the
abnormal events that lead to damage in the mechanical components of the
vehicle. Further, the system feature of recording and storing the current
situation of the vehicle speed up the maintenance procedure.

Also, the literature shows that the conducted studies cover many areas in
improving the stability of the vehicle through different approaches that do not
comply with the safety-related standards.

Consequently, developing a miniaturized safety-related sensory system that
has a reasonable cost and easy to install and maintain the functionality of
detecting the critical driving conditions to avoid their consequences on the
vehicle comes into concern. Further, this system provides many advantages
by using vibration sensors that do not require an external reference point and
utilizing safety-related communication to trigger and transmit the captured
vibration of the current situations.

3.6 Contribution

The proposed concept for the safety-related approach to detect abnormal events
in vehicular systems (SafeDevs) combines different sectors of the sciences,
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as presented in figure 3.7. The active SafeDevs system involves the following
fields:

• Vehicle dynamics, which studies the various forces applied to the vehicle
and the wheels during operation.

• Mechanical vibration is the field which introduces the vibration features
and the associated mathematical and mechanical models used to represent
and understand this phenomenon.

• Safety-related standards that specify the roadmap and the safety require-
ment to comply when developing an electronic system for vehicles.

• MEMS sensors that comply with the introduced models of the vibration
phenomenon, and they are used to capture and analyze the vibration
signals of different events in the vehicles.

• Rotary encoders sensors are used to capture the rate change of the angular
velocity.

• Wireless communication is involved in the system to achieve miniaturiza-
tion and to increase the flexibility of installation and maintenance.

SafeDevs

Vehicle Dynamics
Mechanical 

Vibration

MEMS Sensors Rotary Sensors

Wireless 

Communication

Safety-Related 

Standards

Figure 3.7: Related fields of SafeDevs.
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Chapter 4

Overview of Standards

4.1 Introduction

The major theme and trend of these days is the standardization of all activities
and issues that are related to different sectors and fields of industries and
even anything related to daily human life. However, the importance of this
standardization process comes from establishing some unified language and basic
blocks for different manufacturers to provide compatibility between similar
products of various providers in the international global market. Besides,
another primary driver behind this standardization process is establishing a
generic guidance and essential requirements that are needed to be implemented
to achieve different levels of specifications related to the field of applications.

Moreover, the extensive utilization of systems comprised of electrical and/or
electronic elements to perform safety-related functions in a variety of applica-
tions requires establishing sufficient guidance on the safety aspects to ensure
the effective and safe exploitation of computer technology. Accordingly, the
technical standards create tracks, technical criteria, processes, and practices to
improve the engineering methods of an organization by unifying the ways of
working of the involved parties to enhance the quality of products or services
and to facilitate required certification and qualification of related processes,
products, and systems.

The next subsections introduce the primary standardization organizations
and the major safety-related standards that provide a roadmap to design
safety-related computerized systems for the automotive industry and other
sections.
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4.2 Safety-Related Standards

In safety-critical industrial fields such as automotive, railway, programmable
controllers, process, health, machinery, nuclear, aviation, and others, the
computerized safety-related systems need to conform to safety criteria specified
in the form of functional safety standards. Further, compliance with safety
standards is a mandatory step for the development of such safety-related
systems. However, there are many prestigious international standardization
organizations (SDOs) that have published many international safety-related
standards, such as:

• International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) is an international SDO
for information and communications technologies (ICT) standards241.

• International Organization for Standardization (ISO) is an international
SDO for worldwide technical, industrial, and commercial standards242.

• Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) is a US-based international SDO
for automotive standards243.

However, the basic functional safety standard which applies to different
fields of the industry is the IEC 61508 titled Functional Safety Electrical/Elec-
tronic/Programmable Electronic (E/E/PE) Safety-related Systems244.

Regarding that, the computerized systems are getting more complex and
more involved in safety-critical applications, so any failure in their specified and
intended function, a safety issue will arise. Therefore, safety must be ensured
by following explicit guidance and design of electrical and electronic elements to
prevent an unsafe situation caused by the safety-critical applications themselves,
and such elements are called functional safety elements. However, the concept
of functional safety is defined by IEC as the detection of a potentially hazardous
or dangerous situation resulting in the activation of a protective or corrective
device to prevent harmful events or to reduce their consequences245,246.

IEC 61508 is the basic functional safety standard that represents an umbrella
document covering multiple industry sectors and applications. Further, this
standard specifies the safety management throughout the entire life of a system

241 [ISO12] ISO. International Organization for Standardization. 6/11/2020
242 [IEC12] IEC. International Electrotechnical Commission. 6/11/2020
243 [SAE12] SAE International. Society of Automotive Engineers. 6/11/2020
244 [IEC10a] IEC 61508-01. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable

electronic safety-related systems: Part 1: General requirements. 2010
245 [IEC10d] IEC 61508-04. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable

electronic safety-related systems: Part 4: Definitions and abbreviations.
2010246 [Bör17] Börcsök. Functional Safety: Basic Principles of Safety-related Systems.
2017
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from initial conception to decommissioning. However, the management of
functional safety requires identifying many issues and details such as phases
with their related activities and the involved persons with their responsibilities.
Hence it is essential to define an approach to deal with these fundamental
issues to achieve the safety requirements that are carried out by the E/E/PE
safety-related systems. Figure 4.1 presents the simplified representation of the
overall safety life cycle introduced by IEC 61508, and it includes 16 steps with
their related activities to the management of functional safety247.
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Figure 4.1: Overall safety lifecycle.

Moreover, a fundamental principle of the standard is the different functional,
non-functional, and safety technical requirements for safety-related systems
such as248:

• Reliability, which defined as: “Reliability is the capability of a component
or a system to function correctly over a given period of time and under
certain operating conditions.”

247 [IEC10a] IEC 61508-01. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable
electronic safety-related systems: Part 1: General requirements. 2010

248 [Bör04] Börcsök. Electronic safety systems: Hardware concepts, models, and
calculations. 2004
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• The availability of a system is “the probability that the system is correctly
functioning at a given point in time.”

• Maintainability means “a system can be maintained.”
• And the concept of safety is defined as “freedom from those conditions

that can cause death, injury, occupational illness, or damage to or loss of
equipment or property.”

The previous four terms are called RAMS, and they present the basic
blocks of all safety-related standards. Further, the standard defines the safety
integrity level (SIL), which is a discrete level of four values for specifying the
safety integrity requirements of the safety functions. Besides, the roadmap
for identifying and ensuring the correct fulfillment of the system technical
specifications is introduced in different seven parts that are described as follows:

• Part 1249: describes the essential requirements to develop safety-critical
applications.

• Part 2250: specifies how to refine the safety requirements with allocation
to the safety-related E/E/PE systems and how to convert them into
functional requirements.

• Part 3251: defines the development of the software, which is a part of a
safety-related system.

• Part 4252: lists the different terms and abbreviations used in other parts.
• Part 5253: indicates different methods to determine the safety integrity

level for a safety-related system.
• Part 6254: presents a guideline on the application of the IEC parts two

and three.
249 [IEC10a] IEC 61508-01. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable

electronic safety-related systems: Part 1: General requirements. 2010
250 [IEC10b] IEC 61508-02. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable

electronic safety-related systems: Part 2: Requirements for
electrical/electronic/programmable electronic safety-related systems. 2010

251 [IEC10c] IEC 61508-03. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable
electronic safety-related systems: Part 3: Software requirements. 2010

252 [IEC10d] IEC 61508-04. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable
electronic safety-related systems: Part 4: Definitions and abbreviations.
2010253 [IEC10e] IEC 61508-05. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable
electronic safety-related systems: Part 5: Examples of methods for the
determination of safety integrity levels. 2010

254 [IEC10f] IEC 61508-06. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable
electronic safety-related systems: Part 6: Guidelines on the application of
IEC 61508-2 and IEC 61508-3. 2010
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• Part 7255: offers an overview of the different safety techniques and mea-
sures.

Accordingly, this standard is generic and can be applied to all kinds of
industries. It helps individual industries to develop supplemental standards
explicitly tailored to the sectors based on the original IEC 61508 standard. Also,
this standard enables the development of E/E/PE safety-related systems where
specific standards do not already exist or where the target safety-related system
is a generic system that applies to various sectors of industries. Figure 4.2
shows a list of several industry-specific standards that have been developed
based on the generic standard IEC 61508.

Generic Safety Standard

IEC 61508

Nuclear

IEC 61513, IEC 60880

IEC 60987, IEC 61226

Aviation

DO-178B/C

Process

IEC 61511

Machinery

IEC 62061

ISO 15998, ISO 13849

Lifts

ISO 22201

DIN EN 81-1/A1

Gas Measurements

EN 50271

EN 50402

Robots

ISO 10218

Furnaces

IEC 50156

Medical

IEC 60601, IEC 62304

ISO 14971

Household Appliances

IEC 60330

PLC

IEC 61131

Road Vehicles

ISO 26262

ISO/PAS 21448

ISO 20077

Railway Applications

EN 50126, IEC 62278

EN 50128, IEC 62279

IEC 62280, EN 50129

IEC 62425, IEC 62267

Agricultural machinery 

and tractors

ISO 25119

ISO 18497

Utility Vehicles

SAE J2258

Figure 4.2: Industrial safety standards.

The top part of the graph represents several safety standards related to the
automobile industries such as road vehicles, railways, agricultural machinery,
and light utility vehicles that are described in more detail next subsection.

255 [IEC10g] IEC 61508-07. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable
electronic safety-related systems: Part 7: Overview of techniques and
measures. 2010
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4.3 Automotive Safety Standards

Nowadays, the dominant trend of the automobile industry is to involve and
integrate more different kinds of computerized systems to provide many levels
of safety functions for various applications such as driving assistance, vehicle
dynamics control, and active or passive safety systems. However, the increasing
complexity of software and hardware elements utilized in such safety systems
increases the risks related to systematic failures and random hardware failures.
Therefore, more robust processes are required to develop these safety-related
systems to ensure that all safety objectives are fulfilled and satisfied. Hence,
many derivatives standards from IEC 61508 were prepared to manage the
complexity in vehicular electronic systems such as standards for road vehicles,
railways, agricultural machinery and tractors, and lightweight utility vehicles.
Figure 4.3 presents several standards for different types of vehicular systems.

Generic Safety Standard

IEC 61508

Road Vehicles

Railway Applications

Agricultural machinery 

and tractors

Utility Vehicles

ISO 20077
Extended vehicle (ExVe) 

methodology

ISO 26262
Road vehicles

Functional safety

ISO/PAS 21448
Safety of the intended functionality 

(SOTIF)

EN 50128

IEC 62279

Software for railway control and 

protection systems

EN 50126

IEC 62278

Specification and Demonstration of 

RAMS

IEC 62267
Automated urban guided transport 

(AUGT)

EN 50129

IEC 62425

Safety Related Electronic Systems 

for Signaling 

IEC 62280
Communication, signaling and 

processing systems 

ISO 25119 Control systems

ISO 18497
Safety of highly automated 

agricultural machines

SAE J2258 Light Utility Vehicles

Figure 4.3: Safety standards for vehicles.

The derivatives are considered as extensions and adaptations of the generic
standard IEC 61508. Also, they comply with the specific needs of all activities
involved in the safety life cycle of the safety-related systems that may be
comprised of electrical, electronic, and software elements combined to provide
safety-related functions for the vehicles. As figure 4.3 shows, these extensions
are divided into four groups, as follows:
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4.3.1 Road Vehicles

This section includes many standards for different types of road vehicles such
as:

ISO 26262 is a multipart standard defining requirements and providing
guidelines for achieving functional safety in E/E/PE systems utilized in series
production passenger vehicles with a max gross weight of up to 3.5 tons.
Moreover, this standard specifies the potential hazards caused by malfunctioning
behavior of E/E/PE safety-related systems, including interaction among these
systems. However, this standard does not address E/E/PE systems in special
purpose vehicles256. ISO 26262 standard focuses on the following issues:

• The entire lifecycle of automotive products in which the standard requires
a safety case and several confirmation measures to be applied during the
product lifecycle257.

• The definition and development of the automotive product at different
phases, such as concept, software/hardware, and the entire electric/-
electronic/programmable electronic devices. Hence the standard defines
specific lifecycle processes to be implemented within a safety management
system driven by a risk-based approach258,259,260,261.

• The production and decommissioning phase of the safety-related automo-
tive product with the related supporting processes262,263.

ISO/PAS 21448 titled the safety of the intended functionality (SOTIF).
This standard is an extension for ISO 26262 to cover its limitations for the
newly emerged autonomous vehicles which rely on sensing the external and
internal environment.

ISO 20077 titled Extended vehicle (ExVe) methodology is developed to
address a more specific case of road vehicles, which is the connected vehicles.

256 [SS16] Smith and Simpson. Safety critical systems handbook: A straightforward
guide to functional safety, IEC 61508 (2010 edition), IEC 61511 (2015
edition) and related guidance. 2016

257 [ISO18a] ISO 26262-02. Road vehicles - Functional safety: Part 2: Management of
functional safety. 2018

258 [ISO18b] ISO 26262-03. Road vehicles - Functional safety: Part 3: Concept phase.
2018259 [ISO18c] ISO 26262-04. Road vehicles - Functional safety: Part 4: Product
development at the system level. 2018

260 [ISO18d] ISO 26262-05. Road vehicles - Functional safety: Part 5: Product
development at the hardware level. 2018

261 [ISO18e] ISO 26262-06. Road vehicles - Functional safety: Part 6: Product
development at the software level. 2018

262 [ISO18f] ISO 26262-07. Road vehicles - Functional safety: Part 7: Production,
operation, service and decommissioning. 2018

263 [ISO18g] ISO 26262-08. Road vehicles - Functional safety: Part 8: Supporting
processes. 2018
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4.3.2 Railways

Railway safety-related standards introduce the term of RAMS and require all
involved participants like railway suppliers, maintainers, operators, and duty
holders to implement a comprehensive RAMS management system. Examples
of these standards include EN 50126, EN 50128, EN 50129 for railways, and IEC
62267 for urban railways. These standards illustrate railway RAMS management
throughout the life cycle of technology or safety-related product for railway
applications. The topic of RAMS management helps to achieve a reliable,
safe, cost-effective, and improved quality of railway systems by providing
fundamental concepts and structure for planning, managing, implementing,
controlling, and monitoring of all related aspects of the safety-related railway
system through the life cycle.

However, the general safety lifecycle management process includes three
significant steps264:

• Risk assessment includes risk analysis and evaluation based upon the
system definition and requirements.

• The demonstration step is where the railway system fulfills the specified
requirements.

• The third step includes operation, maintenance, and decommissioning.

4.3.3 Agricultural Machinery and Tractors

These standards, such as ISO 25119 and ISO 18497, address the safety require-
ments and lifecycle for designing E/E/PE elements for more specific vehicles
that are used in agriculture and tractors.

4.3.4 Light Utility Vehicles

The SAE J 2258 standard defines the safety requirements for E/E/PE elements
for light utility vehicles through different phases of the lifecycle, such as design,
operation, and maintenance. Further, this standard covers the self-propelled,
operator-controlled, off-highway vehicle 1828mm in overall width and maximum
gross weight of 2500kg and a maximum speed of 40km/h.

264 [MZ18] Mahboob and Zio. Handbook of RAMS in railway systems: Theory and
practice. 2018
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4.4 Summary

Almost every industrial sector has specific safety standards derived from the
generic standard IEC 61508. These standards address the required activities
and lifecycle to develop the E/E/EP safety-related elements for that sector.
Sometimes more specific standards can also exist in the same industry for more
unusual cases.

However, this research work intends to develop a novel safety-related detec-
tion system in the domain of vehicles, but it does not target a specific vehicle
type. Further, the concept introduced by this research work is generic, and it
is tested on a prototype vehicle as well as on locomotive; therefore, the generic
standard IEC 61508 is adopted during this research work. Nevertheless, this
generic concept of this safety-related detection system can be redesigned under
the specific safety standard when utilized in the related vehicle type.
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Chapter 5

Concept of SafeDevs

5.1 Introduction

Designing a sensory system for automotive applications requires that the system
complies the safety-related standards, fulfills the specified safety requirements,
and continuously gives the measurements under all circumstances and places
such as parking garages and tunnels. Further, the system should be robust
under all vehicle maneuvers and driving conditions regardless of their severity
and duration.

However, this research work includes two different use cases that are the
railway use case and the automotive use case. Therefore, this chapter presents
two conceptual designs of SafeDevs for detecting abnormal events, spinning
and sliding, in vehicular systems based on vibration sensors. The section 5.2
introduces the initial concept developed for the railway use case with its
encountered weaknesses and problems that led to the second improved design
introduced in section 5.3.

5.2 Concept of the Railway Use Case

Regarding the different forces applied on the vehicle and its wheels or wheelsets
that introduced in chapter 2, the proposed safety-related system in this research,
which uses the acceleration sensors, will capture the following signals of different
conditions of the vehicle:

• The vehicle is in a static state, thus no external accelerations.
• The vehicle is in a steady state with a soft turn; therefore, there is a

minor lateral acceleration with no longitudinal acceleration.
• The vehicle is in a steady state with a hard turn, thus a severe lateral

acceleration.
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• The vehicle is softly accelerating or braking; this will produce a minor
longitudinal acceleration.

• The vehicle is aggressively accelerating or braking; this will produce a
sever longitudinal acceleration.

• The vehicle is continuously accelerating and braking, therefore, producing
prolonged longitudinal accelerations.

• The vehicle is performing different maneuvers, including accelerating,
braking, turning, or driving over pumps; the captured signal will combine
all forces along the three axes of the vibration sensor.

• The vehicle generates some vibrations because of motors, mechanical
parts, or irregularities of a road pavement.

Moreover, the concept of SafeDevs for this use case must fulfill the pre-
specified safety requirements that assume the system will achieve the safety
integrity level of SIL 3. Further, this system includes two subsystems that are
the sensory system and the logic controller connected to the control unit and
combined in a serial structure, as presented in figure 5.1 , which shows the
block diagram of SafeDevs.

Vibration Sensor 

System

(SIL3)

Safety Chip

(SIL3)

Control Unit

(SIL3)

Figure 5.1: Block diagram of SafeDevs concept for the railway
use case.

However, an E/E/PE safety-related system can include several elements to
implement the proposed safety functions by either a serial or parallel combi-
nation of these elements. Further, according to the second part of IEC 61508
standard265,266 ,267 and Route 1H, the maximum achieved safety integrity level
(SIL) of the safety functions implemented through a serial combination, is
determined by the element that has reached the lowest safety integrity level
for the achieved safe failure fraction for a hardware fault tolerance of zero.
Accordingly, each subsystem in SafeDevs, as introduced in figure 5.1, must
achieve SIL 3. However, both subsystems, the safety chip, and the control unit

265 [IEC10b] IEC 61508-02. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable
electronic safety-related systems: Part 2: Requirements for
electrical/electronic/programmable electronic safety-related systems. 2010

266 [Bör17] Börcsök. Functional Safety: Basic Principles of Safety-related Systems.
2017267 [Bör04] Börcsök. Electronic safety systems: Hardware concepts, models, and
calculations. 2004
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are certified as SIL 3, and they have a safety structure of 1oo2. However, in
the case of the sensory subsystem and regarding the insufficient dependable
failure data rates of the sensor from the manufacturer, the sensor does not have
a well-defined failure mode, and its behavior cannot be completely determined
under fault conditions. Therefore, the sensor is classified as an element of
type B. Accordingly, determining the architectural constraints on the hardware
safety integrity level of the sensor subsystem requires the estimation of system
diagnostic coverage (DC) and the safe failure fraction (SFF). These factors are
calculated by carrying out the failure modes, effects, and diagnostic analysis
(FMEDA) to determine the impact of each failure of each electrical component
on the behavior of the E/E/PE safety-related system without any diagnostic
tests. However, regarding the lack of failure data and time to conduct the
FMEDA, the division of failures into 50% safe and 50% dangerous is generally
accepted as stated in annex C of IEC 61508-6268. Further, the proposed sensor
subsystem provides input comparison and based on the tables A.1 and A.13
in IEC 61508-2 that specify the fault categories with the achieved diagnostic
coverage for each diagnostic test; the subsystem has high diagnostic coverage,
as illustrated in table 5.1 .

Table 5.1: Maximum achievable diagnostic coverage for each
diagnostic measure for sensors

Diagnostic
technique/measure

Maximum diagnostic coverage
considered achievable

Failure detection by online monitoring
Low (low demand mode)

Meduim (high demand or continuous mode)
Analogue signal monitoring Low

Test pattern High
Input comparison/voting

(1oo2, 2oo3 or better redundancy)
High

Reference sensor High
Positive-activated switch High

Although the achieved diagnostic coverage with input comparison is high,
this research work considers the worst case because of the lack of failure data
and failure modes analysis. Accordingly, the SFF is calculated based on the
following assumptions:

• Safe failures = Dangerous failures ⇒ λS = λD = λ
2

268 [IEC10f] IEC 61508-06. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable
electronic safety-related systems: Part 6: Guidelines on the application of
IEC 61508-2 and IEC 61508-3. 2010
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• DC =
∑

λDD∑
λD

= 50%⇒ λDD = λDU = λD
2

The equation of the safe failure fraction:

SFF =

∑
λS +

∑
λDD∑

λS +
∑
λDD +

∑
λDU

(5.1)

SFF =
λS +

λD
2

λS + λD
=

λ
2 + λ

4
λ
2 + λ

2
=

1
2 +

1
4

1 = 0.75 (5.2)

Thus, the sensor has a safe failure fraction (SFF) of 60%− < 90% with a
hardware fault tolerance (HFT) of zero.

Accordingly, and as seen by inspection from table 3 in part 2 of the IEC
61508 standard, which is shown in table 5.2 below, a single acceleration sensor
achieves (SIL 1); therefore, the sensory system is required to have a hardware
fault tolerance of two to reach the safety integrity level of three.

Table 5.2: Maximum allowable safety integrity level for a
safety function carried out by a type B safety-related element

or subsystem

Safe failure fraction
of an element

Hardware fault tolerance
0 1 2

< 60% Not Allowed SIL 1 SIL 2
60% − < 90% SIL 1 SIL 2 SIL 3
90% − < 99% SIL 2 SIL 3 SIL 4
≥ 99% SIL 3 SIL 4 SIL 4

Consequently, three sensors in a parallel combination are necessary for this
subsystem, which means a safety structure of 1oo3 is required, as presented in
figure 5.2.
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E/E/PE Safety-Related 

System

SubsystemSubsystemSubsystem

SubsystemSubsystemSubsystem

Acceleration Sensor 1

(SIL 1)

1oo1

Safety Chip

(SIL3)

1oo2

Control Unit

(SIL3)

1oo2

Acceleration Sensor 2 

(SIL 1)

1oo1

Acceleration Sensor 0 

(SIL1)

1oo1

Sensor System

(SIL3)

1oo3

Safety Chip

(SIL3)

1oo2

Control Unit

(SIL3)

1oo2

SafeDevs

(SIL3)

Architecture reduces to

Architecture reduces to

Figure 5.2: Subsystems block diagram of SafeDevs concept
for the railway use case.

However, the two subsystems that are sensor system and safety chip, repre-
sent the main parts of SafeDevs, and figure 5.3 introduces the particular concept
of both subsystems where the vibration sensors and the internal structure of
the safety chip are presented.

SafeDevs Sensor System

Diagnostic Unit

UDP

SIL 3 Chip

Control Unit

Com Unit

=

MAC

Interference-Free 

Interface

HC

CPU1 CPU2

CPU1

Vibration

Sensor 0

Vibration

Sensor 1

Vibration

Sensor 2

SD-Slot

NV-Memory PHY

GPS

Figure 5.3: SafeDevs concept for the railway use case.

The sensor system consists of three channels for reliable vibration measure-
ment by the continuous comparison of the readings. Further, the safety chip
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has two internal subsystems that are the safe-system (Control unit) and the
supportive communication system (Com unit). The safe system includes two
processors with a hardware comparator to compare the data of both processors,
and they obtain the vibration readings from the three sensory channels. Further,
when the sensor data do not show any inequalities, it is delivered to the Com
unit through an interference-free interface; otherwise, the system must trigger
an error signal and convert to a predefined safe state. The interference-free
interface is a method to exchange the data with the Com unit, which takes care
of the external communications and releases the safe-system for performing the
critical safety-related functions.

Further, the CPU of the Com unit receives the sensory data from the
interference-free interface and sends it out to the final destinations that are the
control unit and the diagnostic unit, which is a computer hosting software to
depict and analyze the received data during driving tests. Moreover, the Com
unit stores the vibration data in a nonvolatile memory for later analysis and to
behave like a black box. Besides, the SafeDevs includes a module for a global
position system (GPS) to support the data analysis.

However, using data communication in the implementation of a safety-
related function considers additional requirements like the case of data trans-
mission between the SafeDevs and the control unit represented as a link in the
block diagram. Therefore, the communication process should implement the
requirements defined in the standard IEC 61508-2269 and IEC 61508-3270 that
define two approaches:

• The white channel approach requires that the entire communication
channel is designed and implemented under the IEC 61508 and IEC
61784, as introduced in figure 5.4.

Safety-Related

Subsystem

Safety-Related

Subsystem

White 

Channel

Safety-Related 

Subsystem

61508-2/3

Figure 5.4: White channel.

269 [IEC10b] IEC 61508-02. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable
electronic safety-related systems: Part 2: Requirements for
electrical/electronic/programmable electronic safety-related systems. 2010

270 [IEC10c] IEC 61508-03. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable
electronic safety-related systems: Part 3: Software requirements. 2010
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• The black channel approach in which some parts of the communication
channel do not follow the IEC 61508 series. Therefore, the safety measures
required for the communication process are implemented in the E/E/PE
safety-related subsystems, as introduced in figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Black channel.

However, the communication channel is a part of the whole introduced
system, but it is not the primary interest of this research work. Further,
the internal structure of the used safety chip in this use case provides the
possibility to implement the wireless communication channel in two different
ways. The first method is to use the Com unit in the safety chip, where
one CPU is responsible for managing the data transmission through two
independent wireless channels, as illustrated in figure 5.6. Therefore, this
method implements the concept of the black channel with redundant wireless
channels, and it provides a cost-effective approach because the same safety
chip is used for obtaining the sensory data and transmitting it to the required
destination.
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Figure 5.6: Black channel with Com unit.
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The second method introduced by figure 5.7 combines the concepts of white
and black channels. Here, the safety unit of the safety chip is used to process
the communication to provide redundancy along the whole path from the sender
to the receiver implementing the white channel, and the processed data in this
white channel is received and transmitted via the Com unit, which represents
the black channel.
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Figure 5.7: White channel with Safety unit.

However, the first method is adopted in this research work to miniaturize
the system and to reduce its cost. In this case, the SafeDevs transmits the data
via its Com unit through the redundant wireless channel, which represents the
black channel. Further, the Com unit of the gateway receives the data and
forwards it to the SIL 3 control unit to trigger the correspondence commands
to intervene in the braking and traction system of the locomotive. Figure 5.8
illustrates the whole concept of the proposed detection system, starting from
SafeDevs to the vehicle.
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Figure 5.8: Complete concept of SafeDevs for the railway use
case.

Accordingly, SafeDevs is mounted to several different positions on the
locomotive, such as the wheelset axis, chassis, and inside the driver cabin
to collect the vibration signals. This research work investigates the proper
place to capture the vibration signals that enable the system to recognize the
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abnormal driving conditions like skidding and spinning. Figure 5.9 depicts a
rough representation of the system installed in the locomotive.

Control Unit

SIL 3

Figure 5.9: Overall system for the railway use case.

However, the used triaxial accelerometer for this concept measures the
gravitational accelerations and the linear or the external accelerations of the
vehicle; therefore, it is essential to compensate these shortcomings in the
accelerometer to separate both accelerations. This compensation is done in the
automotive use case by fusing other MEMS sensors like gyroscopes with the
related fusion algorithm. Further, the locomotives have an active ABS that
cannot be disabled during tests to get pure signals of the studied abnormal
events; thus, the vibration signals are noisier because of the intervene of the
ABS. Besides, the experiments for the proposed system require a locomotive
with a driver and railway engineers that are available for a short time at a very
high cost. Also, the introduced safety-related system captures the different
vibration patterns of various driving conditions. Still, it is not possible to
determine the exact moment at which the event occurs in the captured signal,
which prevents the system from detecting the studied events at a level of a
few milliseconds. Therefore, the second concept introduces involving rotary
encoders to solve this weakness.

The next section introduces the concept used for the automotive use case
of this research work and explains the solutions to overcome the weaknesses
found in the railway use case of this research work.

5.3 Concept of the Automotive Use Case

The last concept has some shortcomings that the enhanced SafeDevs introduces
some modifications to overcome them. The new concept uses a 9-Degree of
Freedom sensor, which integrates a triaxial accelerometer, a triaxial gyroscope,
and a triaxial magnetometer with fusion algorithms to isolate the linear ac-
celeration of the vehicle from the gravitational one. Further, it employs the
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rotary encoder sensor to capture the rotational movement of the wheels and
utilizes a more powerful safety chip to obtain the vibrational and rotational
signals from the new sensors.

Furthermore, a generic prototype experimental vehicular system is built for
this use case to reduce the costs of the driving tests without any support system
like ABS and to provide more flexibility to perform different configurations
and experiments. This prototype integrates the detection system SafeDevs
to simulate the studied extraordinary situations in various types of vehicular
systems. Figure 5.10 below presents a rough representation of the enhanced
SafeDevs mounted to the experimental vehicle. However, the proposed vehi-
cle prototype has three wheels axles where the first axle holds the steering
mechanism, the second axle contains the traction and braking mechanisms,
and the third axle is the freely dragged axle. Further, a safety-related rotary
subsystem is mounted to the traction axle to capture its rotational motion,
and a safety-related vibration sensor subsystem is also attached directly to the
traction axle without dampers to capture the vibration signals of the vehicle
motion. Another non-safety-related rotary subsystem mounted to the dragged
shaft as a supportive system for this research work.

Rotary encoder mounted to the 

dragged axis

Rotary encoder mounted to 

the traction axis

Vibration 

Sensors

Figure 5.10: Overall system on the prototype vehicle.

However, this concept utilizes two rotary subsystems to overcome one
weakness point faced in the railway use case, which is determining the exact
moment at which the abnormal target event starts in the captured vibration
signal. Therefore, the system will record the readings from the vibration
sensor subsystem as well as the two rotary subsystems to identify the different
driving events by recognizing the differences in the frequencies of the two rotary
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subsystems. Accordingly, it is possible to locate the beginning moment of each
driving condition in the vibration signal as follows:

• When the vehicle is in the normal driving condition, the read frequencies
from both rotary subsystems are equal with an accepted tolerance value.

• When there is more energy from the engine to the traction shaft, the
wheels will spin, and the frequency of the rotary subsystem mounted
to this axle is higher than the other rotary subsystem mounted to the
dragged axle.

• When applying a hard breaking which stops the rotational motion of
the traction axle but the vehicle still showing some linear motion, the
measured frequency of the rotary subsystem mounted to the third dragged
axle is higher than the rate measured at the traction axle. This condition
represents the skidding event. Consequently, the points at which the
measured frequencies of both rotary subsystems differ represent the
beginning of the target events in the vibration signals.

The rotary encoders are integrated into this concept to overcome some weak-
nesses in the first concept, but this allows investigating the possibility to detect
the special target statuses of the vehicle based on defining a specific changing
rate of the rotary frequency for each status. Hence, this approach requires a
formula that involves the changing rate of the rotary frequency. However, to
calculate the linear velocity of the vehicle using the rotary sensors, the wheel’s
physical measurements are necessary such as the wheel diameter (D) and the
wheel circumference (C) which is given as follows:

C = D× π (5.3)

Further, the rotary encoder offers a specific number of pulses per revolution
(X); thus, the wheel circumference is divided into X equal parts called wheel
pulses (WP ) as shown in figure 5.11, and its value is given as follows:

WP =
C

X
=
D.π
X

(5.4)
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Encoder

Wheel

WP

WP

T

Figure 5.11: Definition of the wheel pulse.

Accordingly, to involve the encoder frequency, the calculations must be on
the level of the pulses in that the vehicle’s velocity for a distance equal to the
WP in a period of T is obtained as follows:

V =
WP

T
(5.5)

Furthermore, the frequency is the inversion of the period T; thus, the
relation between the vehicle’s velocity and the frequency is given in the next
equation:

V = WP × f(t) (5.6)

Moreover, for a specified time cycle ∆t and based on equation 5.6, the
governing formula of velocity changing involving frequency is given as follows:

∆V = V (t)− V (t− 1) (5.7)

∆V = WP × (f(t)− f(t0 − 1)) (5.8)

∆V = WP × ∆f (5.9)

Also, the vehicle’s acceleration, which is the changing rate of the vehicle’s
velocity, is calculated using frequency based on equation 5.9 as follows:

Acc =
∆V
∆t

=
WP × ∆f

∆f
(5.10)
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∆f =
Acc × ∆f
WP

(5.11)

Consequently, this concept will investigate the possibility to empirically
define the thresholds of the frequency changing rate for abnormal driving
conditions that are spinning ∆fspin and skidding ∆fskid . Further, these values
are used to determine vehicle status based on the following rules:

1. ∆f = 0, there is no acceleration; the vehicle drives at a constant velocity.
2. ∆f > 0, the vehicle accelerates.
3. ∆f < 0, the vehicle decelerates.
4. ∆f > ∆fspin > 0, the vehicle is in a spinning state.
5. ∆f < ∆fskid < 0, the vehicle is in a sliding state.

Similarly, to the railway use case, the concept of SafeDevs for this use case
must fulfill the predetermined safety requirements that assume the system shall
achieve the safety integrity level of SIL 3. Further, each part of this concept
includes three safety-related subsystems that are the sensory system, the logic
controller, and the control unit combined in a serial structure, as presented in
figure 5.12, which illustrates the block diagrams of SafeDevs. This concept uses

9-DOF Sensor System

(SIL3)

Safety Chip

(SIL3)

Control Unit

(SIL3)

Rotation Sensor System

(SIL3)

Safety Chip

(SIL3)

Control Unit

(SIL3)

Figure 5.12: Block diagram of SafeDevs concept for automo-
tive use case.

the serial combination for the involved elements to implement the E/E/PE
safety-related system. Therefore, according to IEC 61508-2271, and Route 1H,
the maximum achieved safety integrity level of the safety function is determined
by the element that has the lowest safety integrity level for the attained safe
failure fraction for a hardware fault tolerance of zero. Consequently, each
subsystem in the two parts of SafeDevs must achieve SIL 3.

However, the new safety chip used in the automotive use case and the control
unit are SIL 3 certified, and they have the safety structures of 1oo1D and

271 [IEC10b] IEC 61508-02. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable
electronic safety-related systems: Part 2: Requirements for
electrical/electronic/programmable electronic safety-related systems. 2010
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1oo2, respectively. Accordingly, the vibration and rotation sensory subsystems
must achieve SIL 3. In the case of the vibration sensory subsystem, the used
sensor is a system on chip (SoC) that combines three sensors that are a triaxial
accelerometer, a triaxial gyroscope, and a triaxial magnetometer. Further, the
data of these three sensors are used with sensor fusion algorithms. However, the
manufacturer does not provide sufficient failure data for this complex electrical
element, which does not have a well-defined failure mode, and it is difficult
to determine its behavior under fault conditions. Consequently, this sensor is
classified as an element of type B.

Similar to the sensory system in the railway use case, identifying the archi-
tectural constraints on the hardware safety integrity level requires estimating
DC and SFF by carrying out FMEDA to determine the impact of each failure of
each sensor on the behavior of SafeDevs without any diagnostic tests. However,
considering the lack of failure data and time to conduct the FMEDA, the
division of failures into 50% safe and 50% dangerous is accepted as stated in
IEC 61508-6272.

λS = λD =
λ

2
Also, regarding that the proposed sensor subsystem provides input comparison
and based on tables A.1 and A.13 in IEC 61508-2 that specify the fault categories
with the achieved diagnostic coverage for each diagnostic test, the subsystem
has high diagnostic coverage. Although the reached diagnostic coverage with
input comparison is high, this work considers the worst case in which:

DC =

∑
λDD∑
λD

= 50%⇒ λDD = λDU =
λD
2

The safe failure fraction is calculated based on equation 5.1 as follows:

SFF =
λS +

λD
2

λS + λD
=

λ
2 + λ

4
λ
2 + λ

2
=

1
2 +

1
4

1 = 0.75 (5.12)

Accordingly, the new 9-DOF sensor has a safe failure fraction (SFF) in the range
of (60%− < 90%) with a hardware fault tolerance (HFT) of zero. Besides, as
seen by inspection from table 3 in the standard IEC 61508-2, a single 9-DOF
sensor achieves (SIL 1); therefore, the sensory system is required to have a
hardware fault tolerance of two to claim SIL3. Consequently, three sensors in a
parallel combination are necessary for this subsystem, which means a safety

272 [IEC10f] IEC 61508-06. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable
electronic safety-related systems: Part 6: Guidelines on the application of
IEC 61508-2 and IEC 61508-3. 2010
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structure of 1oo3 is required, as presented in figure 5.13 below.
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Architecture reduces to

Architecture reduces to

Figure 5.13: Vibration sensor block diagram for automotive
use case.

On the other hand, for the rotation sensory subsystem, the available failure
data is estimated according to the safety of machinery standards such as IEC
62061273, and ISO 13849274. Therefore, the failure data following IEC 61508,
which is the followed standard in this work, is not available, and calculating the
safety factors DC and SFF require conducting FMEDA to analyze the effect of
sensor failures on the specified safety function of the SafeDevs. However, this
rotational sensor is an element of type B, according to IEC 61508-2. Because
it does not have distinct failure modes, and it is not possible to predict its
behavior under fault conditions. Further, regarding the lack of time to perform

273 [Int20a] International Electrotechnical Commission. IEC 62061:2005: Safety of
machinery - Functional safety of safety-related electrical, electronic and
programmable electronic control systems. 8/1/2020

274 [Int20b] International Organization for Standardization. ISO 13849-1:2015: Safety
of machinery — Safety-related parts of control systems — Part 1:
General principles for design. 8/1/2020
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the failure modes analysis, the same assumptions for the vibration sensory
subsystems will be adopted for this safety-related rotational sensory subsystem.

Similarly, the proposed rotation sensory subsystem provides input compari-
son and based on tables A.1 and A.2 in standard IEC 61508-2 that specify the
fault categories with the achieved diagnostic coverage for each diagnostic test;
the subsystem has high diagnostic coverage (DC = 99%) as presented in the
table 5.3 below.

Table 5.3: Maximum achievable diagnostic coverage for each
diagnostic measure for electromechanical devices

Diagnostic
technique/measure

Maximum diagnostic coverage
considered achievable

Failure detection by online monitoring
Low (low demand mode)

Meduim (high demand or continuous mode)
Monitoring of relay contacts High

Comparator High
Majority voter High

Because of the lack of failure data and failure mode analysis, this work
considers a worse level of the diagnostic coverage (DC = 90%) and the division
of failures into 50% safe and 50% dangerous.

Accordingly, based on the equation of diagnostic coverage:

DC =

∑
λDD∑
λD

= 90%⇒ λDD = 0.9λD (5.13)

Also, the safe failure fraction for this subsystem is calculated based on equa-
tion 5.1 as follows:

SFF =
λS +

9λD
10

λS + λD
=

λ
2 + 9

10 ×
λ
2

λ
2 + λ

2
=

1
2 +

9
20

1 = 0.95 (5.14)

Consequently, the rotation sensor has a safe failure fraction (SFF) in the
range of (90%− < 99%) with a hardware fault tolerance (HFT) of zero, and
based on table 3 in the standard IEC 61508-2, which is presented in table 5.2,
a rotation sensor system with (HFT = 1) claims SIL3. Therefore, the rotation
sensory subsystem consists of two rotary encoders in parallel, which means a
safety structure of 1oo2 is necessary, as presented in figure 5.14 below.
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Figure 5.14: Rotary encoder block diagram for the automotive
use case

In a similar way to the railway use case, the concept of SafeDevs uses the
GPS module as a support for data analysis and records the safe sensory data on
a nonvolatile memory to behave like a black box. Further, the concept integrates
the wireless communications to miniaturize the system and to communicate
with the control unit where the white channel approach is implemented for this
use case, as illustrated in figure 5.15 below.
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Figure 5.15: SafeDevs concept for the automotive use case.
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5.4 Summary

This section introduced the concepts designed for the proposed safety-related
detection system and reviewed the weaknesses found in the railway use case
with the related enhancements to overcome them in the automotive use case.
Further, this section presented detailed justifications for the adopted safety
structures to fulfill the specified safety requirements for this safety-related
system. Moreover, these concepts proposed using the sensors that are suitable
for the terms of cost and technologies to capture and monitor the target
events and conditions. Also, they introduced communication approaches and
techniques to meet with requirements such as safety, miniaturization, ease of
installation, fast maintenance, and reasonable cost.

The next chapter describes in detail the hardware components used to
implement the previously proposed concepts.
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Chapter 6

Implementation of SafeDevs

6.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the hardware and software implementation of both
designed concepts of SafeDevs. Further, detailed information about the utilized
hardware components, including specifications and the interconnection among
these components to bring the proposed concepts into tangible outcomes, is
presented. Also, the chapter introduces the software development process
concerning safety requirements, platforms, and developed algorithms.

However, this chapter includes two sections that describe the implementa-
tions of the two introduced concepts of the safety-related detection system.

6.2 Hardware Implementation for the Railway
Use Case

This section introduces the adopted hardware components to implement the
SafeDevs concept, such as the safety-chip, the sensors, and communication.
Further, the section presents the prototype of the circuit board.

6.2.1 Safety-Chip

This use case of the research work utilizes an internal development on-chip-based
safety system (OCSS) , which is a TÜV-certified under IEC 61508 Edition 2
for safety-related systems that achieve SIL 3275,276,277.

275 [BHU08] Börcsök, Hayek, and Umar. “Implementation of a 1oo2-RISC-architecture
on FPGA for safety systems”. 2008

276 [HB14] Hayek and Börcsök. “Evaluation and analysis of an on-chip safety system
architecture”. 2014277 [Hay+14b] Hayek et al. “HICore1: “Safety on a chip” turnkey solution for industrial
control”. 2014
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However, the architecture of this safety system on chip (safety SoC) adopts
the redundant 1oo2 microprocessor system with DP80390 cores and hardware
fault tolerance of one. An additional microprocessor is integrated into the
chip to provide a communication subsystem that operates independently and
communicates with the safety system via an interference-free interface. Further,
all three embedded microprocessors offer various features such as exclusive
and integrated memories for data and application programs, separate on-chip
debugging units for each subsystem, and several communication interfaces.
Additionally, the functional safety requirement of IEC 61508 up to SIL 3 is
achieved by integrating a hardware comparator. The figure 6.1 presents a rough
depiction of the architecture of the OCSS safety chip278.

SAFE System COM System
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32 Inputs

30 Outputs

2 PWM

4 Counter

UART
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80390

FLASH

SRAM
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CRC

80390

FLASH

SRAM

P3

Ethernet

2 CAN

2 UART

SPI

8 I/O

80390

FLASH

SRAM

Figure 6.1: OCSS internal architecture.

Moreover, the table 6.1 provides a list of the technical, electrical, and
operation features offered by the OCSS safety-chip279,280,281.

6.2.2 The Safety-Related Vibration Sensor System

This research work utilizes the BMA 180 acceleration sensor, which comes
from the manufacturer Bosch Sensortec282. Further, this sensor is a digital,
triaxial, and line-optimized acceleration sensor that allows static and dynamic
acceleration measurements with very high accuracy. Also, it is based on a

278 [Sch+13] Schreiber et al. “Concept for a SIL3 Middleware Encapsulating
Safety-related Aspects of Applications for an 8051-based SIL3 Multi-Core
System-on-Chip”. 2013

279 [HB14] Hayek and Börcsök. “Evaluation and analysis of an on-chip safety system
architecture”. 2014280 [Hay+14a] Hayek et al. “Embedded safety on a chip for SIL3 applications”. 2014

281 [HB32] Hayek and Börcsök. “On-chip safety system for embedded control
applications”. 4/13/2014 - 4/16/2014

282 [Bos32a] Bosch Sensortec. Accelerometers. 7/23/2020
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Table 6.1: OCSS safety-chip features.

Feature Description
Processors High-performance DP80390 (8-bit) processors cores
Instruction set Optimized MCS-51 (8051)
Clock frequency Up to 100 MHz

The memory of Safe system
2× 256 KB Flash
2× 64 KB SRAM

The memory of the Com system
512 KB Flash
128 KB SRAM

Core voltage 1.8V
I/O voltage 3.3V
Power consumption Below 300 mV
Operating temperature −40to+ 85◦C

Inputs/outputs of Safe system

48 safe I/Os
Eight safe counter inputs
Two safe PWM outputs
Redundant SPI for analog I/Os

Inputs/outputs of Com system 8 I/Os

Interfaces of Safe system
2 × SPI

2 × UART

Interfaces of Com system

2 × CAN
1 × SPI

2 × UART
1 × Ethernet

two-chip arrangement. Due to its three perpendicular axes, the sensor can
indicate the absolute orientation in the gravitational field.

The sensor supports two serial communication interfaces that are a 4-wire
serial peripheral interface (SPI) with a 14-bit output signal and an inter-
integrated circuit interface (I2C). However, through sending the corresponding
commands, the measuring range of acceleration can be set between 1 g and 16
g, wherein 2 g mode, the sensor offers a resolution of 0.5 mg and an accuracy
less than 0.25◦ in tilt detection applications. Further, the current consumption
of the sensor in the standard mode of operation is about 650 µA, with a supply
voltage of 2.4V. Besides, the sensor offers the possibility to operate in a very
low-power consumption mode, which is suitable for some applications where
the sensor triggers the host system via an interrupt pin when the acceleration
changes to bring the host system out of sleep mode. Also, the sensor supports
a self-test capability that is activated by the SPI/I2C command to enable
the physical displacement of the seismic mass in the sensing element by an
electrostatic force. This feature supports a complete verification of the entire
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signal evaluation path, including the mechanical structure of the sensor. The
table 6.2 presents some technical data for the acceleration sensor283.

Table 6.2: BMA180 technical data.

Feature Description
Measuring range from max. ±1 g to max. ±16 g
Min. offset ±5 mg
Resolution 0.25mg ADC-resolution in 2g-mode
Offset drift ±0.25 mg/K
AD converter 14 bit, switchable to 12 bit
Admissible temperature −40to+ 85◦C

Supply voltage +1.62 to +3.6 V(DC)
Current consumption in Operation - Sleep mode 650 µA to 975 µA - 0.5 µA
Data interfaces I2C and 4-wire SPI, interrupt signal

Furthermore, the sensor is available in a standard SMD housing with a
footprint of 3× 3 mm2 and a height of 0.9 mm, as shown in figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2: BMA 180 acceleration sensor.

According to the concept of the railway use case, three BMA 180 acceleration
sensors are folded in a parallel combination to implement the 1oo3 safety
structure and to achieve SIL3. Further, the serial communication SPI is used
to connect the safety-related sensory subsystem with the safety chip. However,
the SIL3 processor system of the safety system provides only two independent
SPI interfaces; thus, one interface must serve two accelerometers. Further, each
accelerometer has four lines on the SPI interface for communication with the
host as follows:

• CS Chip Select (Input)
• SCK Clock (Input)
• SDI Slave Data IN (Input)
• SDO Slave Data OUT (Output)

283 [Bosa] Bosch Sensortec. BMA180: Digital, triaxial acceleration sensor:
Datasheet
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Consequently, the interface SPI 0 connects accelerometer 0 and 1 through
chip select, where only one sensor is accessed at a time and connects accelerom-
eter 2 to the interface SPI 1. Figure 6.3 below shows the connection between
the sensor system and the safety chip.
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Figure 6.3: SPI interface of the accelerometer.

Moreover, all three accelerometers are independent of each other and placed
on the board at different positions but close as possible to each other during
the layout to obtain equivalent vibration measurements.

6.2.3 GPS Module

SafeDevs integrates a global positioning system (GPS) module with an external
antenna to determine the speed and location of the vehicle. However, the
research work uses the GPS module as a reference to the accelerometers, and
it is not safety-related. Further, the GPS signal is used to support the analysis
of the acceleration data by recognizing the driving conditions where the vehicle
speeds up and slows down. For this purpose, the LEA-6 module is integrated
into SafeDevs, which is a stand-alone GPS receiver with high-performance284,285.
Accordingly, one GPS module is connected to the safety system in the safety
chip via the universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter (UART) interface.

284 [blob] blox. LEA-6: u-blox 6 GPS Modules: Data Sheet
285 [bloa] blox. ANN-MS: Active GPS antenna: Data Sheet
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6.2.4 External Peripherals of the Safety Chip

As introduced before, the utilized safety chip contains two subsystems that
are the safety system that fulfills the safety function and the Com system
that performs the required communications. Accordingly, and regarding the
proposed concept, the Com system is responsible for recording and transmitting
the sensory data to different destinations.

SafeDevs shall operate as a black box of the vehicle where the safe sensor
data is stored and recorded for later use, such as in the case of accidents or
to analyze the driver behavior. Therefore, the sensory information is stored
on a secure digital (SD) card, which requires integrating SD slot controlled
via SPI. Accordingly, this function enables the system to store the sensor data
persistently for a period of many operation days. Further, the implementation
of this function, which includes initializing the SD card, setting the related
configuration, and storing the acceleration data, is entirely realized by the Com
system.

Moreover, the sensor data is required to be transmitted to the diagnostic
unit, which is a personal computer (PC), to enable the researcher to store,
analyze, and depict the vibration data during driving experiments. Therefore
the concept integrates a network circuits to enable Ethernet connection with
the diagnostic unit via user datagram protocol (UDP).

Furthermore, the SafeDevs should transmit the detected vehicle status
to the SIL 3 control unit via the redundant wireless channel to trigger the
related commands to the traction and braking systems of the vehicle. The Com
system realizes this wireless communication which is implemented through
radio frequency (RF) modules that use the industrial, scientific, and medical
(ISM) radio bands. However, the implementation of the railway use case
utilizes the RFM69CW transceiver module to implement the redundant wireless
communication channel. This module is capable of operating over a wide
range of license-free ISM frequency bands such as 315, 433, 868, and 915MHz.
Further, all the RF communication parameters are programmable, and the
module supports low power consumption while offering high RF output power
and channelized operation286.

However, the low cost of the RFM69CW module and its compatibility for
different applications such as wireless sensor networks and industrial monitoring
and control are the primary drivers of adopting this module to implement the

286 [HOP] HOPERF Electronic. RFM69CW ISM TRANSCEIVER MODULE V 1 .
1
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redundant wireless channel for SafeDevs. Besides, the module offers some ad-
vanced system features such as a 66 byte TX/RX FIFO, configurable automatic
packet handler, listen mode, configurable digital inputs/outputs (DIOs), and
SPI interface. Accordingly, the Com system implements the redundant wireless
channel by connecting two RFM69CW modules to the SPI interface. Further,
the modules are configured to operate at two different frequencies that are
433MHz and 868MHz and in data packet mode.

Figure 6.4 below depicts the implementation of the railway concept of
SafeDevs with the utilized hardware components with the related connection
interfaces.
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Figure 6.4: Implementation diagram of the SafeDevs for the
railway use case.
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6.2.5 The Prototype of SafeDevs for the Railway Use
Case

The hardware realization of the whole introduced components of the SafeDevs
safety-related system is presented in figure 6.5 below. The circuit board
combines the safety-related sensory subsystem, the safety chip, the additional
supportive components such as the GPS module and antenna, SD slot, the
Ethernet communication interface, and the power supply.
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Supply
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Interface3 Vibration

Sensors

SIL 3 Chip

OCSS

GPS 

Antenna

GPS 

Module

OCSS

Figure 6.5: Circuit board of SafeDevs for the railway use case.

Furthermore, the housing of the SafeDevs board for the railway use case is
presented in figure 6.6, where the cabling of powering and the external interfaces
are shown.

Figure 6.6: SafeDevs circuit board in the housing with the
interfaces for the railway use case.
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However, the introduced prototype of SafeDevs does not integrate the
wireless communication functionality, which is added after printing the circuit
board. Therefore, the redundant RF channel is implemented externally by
using the available pins on the circuit board, as presented in figure 6.7. In this
implementation, one circuit board behaves like a wireless safety-related sensor
node, and the second one behaves as a gateway that receives the sensory data
packets and forwards them to the control unit via the Ethernet interface.

Safety 
Chip

Safety 
Chip

RFM69CW

433MHz band
RFM69CW
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RFM69CW

868MHz band

RFM69CW
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Figure 6.7: SafeDevs with communication prototype for the
railway use case.

6.3 Software Implementation for SafeDevs in
the Railway Use Case

The utilized Safety chip comes with a complete certified software package. This
package, the same as the safety chip, includes two software parts that are
the safe part and the communication part. Further, the two software blocks
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exchange data through the interference-free interface287.
However, the safe block of the package contains a safe operating system

(SafeOS), safe middleware for modules and interfaces, and a safe application
(SafeApp). The SafeOS is responsible for managing the operations and commu-
nication among the available modules, interfaces, and the SafeApp. Further,
it defines and monitors a configurable cycle time for the safe application that
should not be exceeded; otherwise, the SafeOS will lead the system into a safe
state. In the case of the SafeDevs system, which interferes with the vehicle
operation, the cycle time is defined to be 10ms288.

The second block of the software package is dedicated to the communication
unit in the safety chip. This software block includes an operating system
(ComOS), drivers for the available modules and interfaces, implementations
for Ethernet communication, and the user application (ComApp). However,
ComOS is not safety-related and does not define a cycle time for the application.
Besides, it manages the operations and interconnections between the user
application as well as external communication. Figure 6.8 presents a block
diagram of the safety chip software package with the related modules for
SafeDevs289.
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Figure 6.8: Software structure of the safety chip.

287 [Sch+13] Schreiber et al. “Concept for a SIL3 Middleware Encapsulating
Safety-related Aspects of Applications for an 8051-based SIL3 Multi-Core
System-on-Chip”. 2013

288 [Del+15] Delic et al. “Platform independent safety-critical operating system”. 2015
289 [Los+14] Loser et al. “The benefits of middleware for safety-related

systems-on-chip”. 2014
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However, this safety chip with the software package is TÜV certified for
safety-related systems up to SIL3. Further, the software package provides an
application platform to integrate the user software like the SafeDevs software to
get the vibration sensor values and transmits them to the control unit. Further,
this software package is developed to work with IAR embedded workbench,
which is a certified tool to develop critical software applications290.

Although the safety package is certified, the user application needs to be
certified to be able to say that the SafeDevs is SIL3 certified. However, to
certify a safety-related software application, it should be developed following
the IEC 61508-3 standard291. This standard provides a roadmap to manage
the developing process of safety-related software with the safety lifecycle of
the target software. Further, the safety lifecycle requires defining the software
specifications, aspects, architecture, support tools, programming languages,
coding rules, code implementation, and testing of modules as well as system
integration. Moreover, the standard specifies the modification procedures
during the software lifecycle as well as validation and verification.

Accordingly, the developed software for both use cases of this research work
is not certified because of the lack of time and the enormous workload required
for the certification process. Besides, the testing must be conducted by an
independent team that is not available for research works.

The next sections introduce the software applications for the safety-related
sensor system and the communication services.

6.3.1 The Safe Sensor Acquisition Application

The safe application gets the sensory data from the three BMA180 acceleration
sensors via SPI connections and then evaluates the measurements to transmit
the required data to the related destination. However, figure 6.9 presents
a simplified flow diagram of the application sequence to perform the safety
function of SafeDevs.

290 [IAR08] IAR SYSTEMS. IAR Embedded Workbench. 04.08.2020
291 [IEC10c] IEC 61508-03. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable

electronic safety-related systems: Part 3: Software requirements. 2010
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Figure 6.9: Flow diagram of safe application for the railway
use case.

As seen from the flow diagram of the safe application, the first step is to
initialize the sensors by initializing connection interfaces (SPI, UART) and
setting the required configurations for the sensors, such as the acceleration
range and the sampling rate for the analog-to-digital conversion (ADC). The
sensor supports seven ranges of acceleration defined by the unit g = 9.81m/s2,
as illustrated by table 6.3, which shows the range with its configurations292.

292 [Bosa] Bosch Sensortec. BMA180: Digital, triaxial acceleration sensor:
Datasheet
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Table 6.3: BMA180 acceleration ranges

Range<2:0> Full scale acceleration range[+/-g] ADC resolution [mg/LSB]
000 1 0.13
001 1.5 0.19
010 2 0.25
011 3 0.38
100 4 0.50
101 8 0.99
110 16 1.98
111 Not authorized code Not authorized code

Further, the application checks the connectivity of the three sensors by
reading and comparing the sensors’ identification numbers (ID). If the sensors
are successfully checked, the application starts reading the X, Y, and Z accel-
erations for all three sensors; otherwise, the system transits to the predefined
safety state. Subsequently, the application starts the loop of obtaining and
evaluating the sensory data. Firstly, the SafeApp gets the readings of X, Y, and
Z accelerations for three sensors and checks them for inequality. Secondly, the
sensors’ readings are evaluated to figure out the status. Finally, the acceleration
data is combined with the GPS readings to form the related frames that are
delivered to the interference-free interface.

However, the SafeDevs sends two different types of data frames; one is
for the diagnostic unit, and it contains all sensory data for monitoring and
analyzing, while the second frame is for the control unit and contains the
detected driving status.

The first frame is a sequence of bytes that represents the sensor ID with
its related acceleration readings along the three axes, and each value needs
two bytes in that 24 bytes are necessary for holding the data of the vibration
sensory system, as shown in figure 6.10.

ID Sensor 1

MSB: 0 LSB: 1

ID Sensor 2

MSB: 2 LSB: 3

ID Sensor 3

MSB: 4 LSB: 5

20 4 6

X-Value Sensor 1

MSB: 6 LSB: 7

X-Value Sensor 2

MSB: 8 LSB: 9

X-Value Sensor 3

MSB: 10 LSB: 11

Y-Value Sensor 1

MSB: 12 LSB: 13

Y-Value Sensor 2

MSB: 14 LSB: 15

Y-Value Sensor 3

MSB: 16 LSB: 17

Z-Value Sensor 1

MSB: 18 LSB: 19

Z-Value Sensor 2

MSB: 20 LSB: 21

Z-Value Sensor 3

MSB: 22 LSB: 23

Figure 6.10: Structure of the acceleration sensors frame.
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Besides, the frame merges GPS data obtained using two packages, as shown
in figure 6.11.

0x24h 0x41h 0x2Ch

10 2 3
GPS-Data 1

30

0x24h 0x50h 0x2Ch

10 2 3
GPS-Data 2

27

Figure 6.11: Structure of GPS packages.

Moreover, these two packages hold the GPS information illustrated in Tables
6.4 and 6.5, respectively293.

Table 6.4: Structure of the first GPS package

Bits Description
3-4 GPS time, hours, format: hh
5-6 GPS time, minutes, format: mm
7-11 GPS time, seconds, format: sssss
12 Separation by comma, content = 0x2C
13-19 Speed in km/h
20-30 Altitude in m

Table 6.5: Structure of the second GPS package

Bits Description
3-14 Latitude, Format: ddmm.mmmm
15 Separation by comma, content = 0x2C
16-27 Longitude, Format: dddmm.mmmm

The second frame is just a few bytes that hold the required information to
inform the SIL 3 control unit about the detected driving condition to interfere
with the vehicle as required.

293 [blob] blox. LEA-6: u-blox 6 GPS Modules: Data Sheet
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6.3.2 The Communication Application

The Com unit of the safety chip OCSS processes the communication services
to release the safety system to fulfill the safety functions. So this ComApp
receives the data from the SafeApp to write it into the SD card and transmit
it to the diagnostic unit via Ethernet and the control unit via the wireless
channel. Figure 6.12 shows the flow diagram of the ComApp, which starts by
initializing the modules of the SD slot, the Ethernet, and the RFM modules.
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Figure 6.12: Flow diagram of the communication application
for the railway use case.

After initialization, the ComApp starts receiving data frames from the
SafeApp and writes the data into SD Card, generates UDP packets and trans-
mits them via the Ethernet interface, generates the RF packets, and writes
them into the FIFO of the two RF channels.
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However, the RFM69CW module supports two operating modes that are:

• Continuous mode: the module transmits the data bytes continuously
without any additional processing.

• Packet mode: in this mode, the application writes the data bytes into
the RF module FIFO, and the module adds some fields like destination
address, initial data, synchronization data, and calculates CRC for the
packet. Further, this mode supports two packet formats that are the
variable-length format, which requires more processing, and the fixed-
length format, which is used in this work. Figure 6.13 shows the contents
of the packet in which the blue colors are fields added by the packet
handler in the module, and the other fields are the payload data294.

Preamble

0 to 65535

bytes

Sync Word

0 to 8 bytes

Address

byte

Message

Up to 255 bytes

CRC

2-bytes

Payload (min 1 byte)

AES Enc/Dec

CRC checksum calculation

DC free Data encoding

Figure 6.13: RF fixed length format.

Accordingly, the ComApp receives the data frame from the SafeApp and adds
some other information, such as sequence number and channel ID. Afterward,
the new data frame is written to the related FIFO of the RF modules to
be transmitted through the redundant wireless RF channel. The new frame
generated by ComApp is added to the message field in the RF packet.

The next section introduces the diagnostic unit, which is a software used to
depict the sensory data and to help the users to monitor, record, and analyze
the captured vibration data.

6.4 Diagnostic Unit

The diagnostic unit is a computer application used to visualize and store the
vibration data. Thus, it is a supportive tool that enables the users to monitor
and analyze the captured vibration data by the safety-related SafeDevs.

294 [HOP] HOPERF Electronic. RFM69CW ISM TRANSCEIVER MODULE V 1 .
1
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However, the diagnostic application utilizes NetBeans IDE with a java
programming language for developing295 and integrates the Apache Maven for
standardized creation and management of java source code296. However, the
Maven project supports many features which make it a widely utilized standard
for software development such as:

• Reusability for modules and plugins.
• Conventions that allow the developer to focus on the application rather

than having to worry about the configuration issues.
• Maven has a declarative nature defined in the project object model (POM)

file.
• Dependencies organization helps the developer to manage the associated

libraries efficiently.

Moreover, this application utilizes the Apache Derby database for storing
the vibration data. Derby is a relational embedded engine supported by the
java interface for establishing database connections (JDBC) and the SQL
programming language297.

Accordingly, the diagnostic application implements the server-client 3-tier
software architecture, which defines the following three layers298:

• The presentation layer is the front end that provides the user with the
graphical user interface for interaction and visualization of vibration data.

• The application layer is the logic tier that forms the functional logic of
the application. Thus this layer implements the algorithms for controlling
and processing the required functionalities.

• The data layer consists of database servers, and it is responsible for
retrieving the stored vibration data.

295 [Ora20] Oracle. NetBeans IDE. 8/5/2020
296 [PvL20] Porter, van Zyl, and Lamy. Apache Maven Project. 8/5/2020
297 [Der20] Derby. Apache Derby. 5/7/2020
298 [Ric15] Richards. Software architecture patterns: Understanding common

architecture patterns and when to use them. 2015
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However, figure 6.14 depicts a simplified architecture of the tools and
techniques used to develop the diagnostic unit.
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Figure 6.14: Diagnostic unit software architecture.

Furthermore, the class diagram of the diagnostic unit consists of the following
components:

• MainWindow is the root class where the application starts.
• MainWindowManager controls the complete program flow. Thus the

interactions between sensor data, DataChart, and data storage in the
database are managed by this class.

• DataChart and Generator classes generate line charts and update them
with sensor data.

• UDPClient class creates a UDP socket for reading the sensor data and
sending control commands

• SensorData and Database classes establish the connection to the database
and provide interfaces to perform read and write operations to the
database.

Figure 6.15 introduces the class diagram and the relations between them for
the diagnostic application.
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Figure 6.15: Class diagram of the diagnostic application.

Consequently, this diagnostic unit is a supportive tool and not the primary
interest of this work, and it is used in both use cases of the research work for
monitoring and analysis purposes. The next figure 6.16 shows a screenshot of
the graphical user interface of this application.
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Figure 6.16: Screenshot of the diagnostic application.
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The next section presents the hardware implementation of the automotive
use case of SafeDevs with the related modifications from the implementation
used in the railway use case.

6.5 Hardware Implementation of SafeDevs for
the Automotive Use Case

This section introduces the replacement hardware components and the newly
added components to implement the concept of the automotive use case with
the related reasons for such modifications.

6.5.1 The Safety-Chip

This concept uses another safety chip because the utilized vibration sensor
requires an inter-integrated circuit interface (I2C), which is not supported by
the safety chip used in the first concept. Further, the new safety chip provides
powerful computing performance with 32-bit processors up to 300MHz.

However, this research work utilizes the TMS570LC4357 device, which is a
member of the Hercules TMS570 family of high-performance automotive-grade
ARM Cortex-R5F based microcontrollers299. This chip is designed to aid in
the development of IEC 61508 and ISO 26262 functional safety applications,
and its basic architectural concept is known as a safe island approach. Further,
a high level of diagnostic coverage in the hardware protects the power, the
clock, the reset, and the primary processing function in hardware. Therefore,
the Hercules safety chip series implements a 1oo1D dual-core safety structure
where the 1oo1 system extended to include a diagnostic channel which inhibits
the system output in case of failure in the functional system. Figure 6.17
presents the unique design to reduce the common cause failure where a second
processor behaves as a mirror to the first one and the CPU compare module
(CCM) compares the output of both processors and triggers a compare error in
case of inequality300. This safety chip family of microcontrollers is cache-based
architecture and uses Cortex-R5F Floating-Point CPU that offers an efficient
1.66 DMIPS/MHz performance and has configurations to run up to 300 MHz.
The architecture consists of two main interconnects which connect all the
modules and form a concept of two safety islands, as illustrated in figure 6.18,

299 [Tex20d] Texas Instruments Incorporated. TMS570LC4357: 16/32 Bit RISC Flash
MCU, Arm Cortex-R5F, EMAC, FlexRay, Auto Q-100. 8/6/2020

300 [Texb] Texas Instruments Incorporated. TMS570LC43x 16/32-Bit RISC Flash
Microcontroller: Technical Reference Manual
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Figure 6.17: 1oo1D structure of the TMS570 safety chip.

which presents a simplified block diagram of the safety chip301. The first
safety island is the CPU safety island, which consists of the CPU interconnect
subsystem, and it contains a high degree of safety diagnostics on the bus and
memories. However, the memories and busses are protected employing error-
correcting code (ECC) on the data path using Single-Bit Correction Double-Bit
Detection (SBCDBD) scheme. In contrast, the addresses and control paths
are protected using a parity detection scheme. The second safety island is the
peripheral interconnect subsystem that combines the rest of the modules in the
safety chip, and the diagnostic on this island is performed by ECC or parity
protection on the peripheral memories and memory protection unit (MPU).
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Figure 6.18: TMS570 safety chip functional block diagram.

The next table 6.6 provides a summarized list of features and specifications
for the safety chip302.

301 [Texa] Texas Instruments Incorporated. TMS570LC4357 Hercules™
Microcontroller Based on the ARMr Cortexr-R Core

302 [Texa] Texas Instruments Incorporated. TMS570LC4357 Hercules™
Microcontroller Based on the ARMr Cortexr-R Core
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Table 6.6: Features and specifications of the Hercules TMS570
safety chip

Feature Description

High-performance microcontroller

Dual-Core lockstep CPU with
ECC-Protected caches
ECC on Flash and RAM interfaces
Built-in Self-Test (BIST) for CPU,
High-End timers, and on-chip RAMs
Error signaling Module (ESM)
Voltage and clock monitoring

ARM Cortex-R5F 32-Bit RISC CPU
1.66 DMIPS/MHz
FPU with single and double precision
16-region memory protection unit (MPU)

Operating conditions
Up to 300MHz CPU Clock
Core supply voltage (VCC):1.14 to 1.32V
I/O Supply Voltage (VCCIO): 3.0 to 3.6V

Integrated memory
4MB of program flash with ECC
512KB of RAM with ECC
128KB of data flash

Direct Memory Access (DMA)
controller

32 Protection for control packet RAM
DMA Accesses Protected by
Dedicated MPU

Moreover, the table 6.7 provides a summary of integrated modules and
communication interfaces of Hercules TMS570 safety chip303.

303 [Texa] Texas Instruments Incorporated. TMS570LC4357 Hercules™
Microcontroller Based on the ARMr Cortexr-R Core
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Table 6.7: Hercules TMS570 interfaces and integrated modules

Interfaces and modules Description

Multiple communication interfaces

10/100 Mbps Ethernet MAC (EMAC)
FlexRay controller with two channels
Four CAN controller (DCAN) modules
Two Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) Modules
Five multibuffered serial peripheral
interfaces (MibSPI) modules
Four UART (SCI) interfaces, two with
local interconnect Network (LIN 2.1)
interface support

Two-next generation High-End
Timer (N2HET)

32 programmable channels each.

Two 12-Bit multibuffered
analog-to-digital converters
(MibADC) modules

MibADC1: 32 channels plus control for up to
1024 off-chip channels
MibADC2: 25 channels
16 shared channels

Enhanced timing peripherals
Seven enhanced pulse width modulator (ePWM)
Six enhanced capture (eCAP) modules
Two enhanced quadrature encoder pulse (eQEP)
modules

Input/output
Up to 145 pins available for general-purpose I/O
(GPIO)
16 dedicated GPIO with external interrupt
capability

Furthermore, this safety chip is suitable for developing safety-critical applica-
tions for automotive such as braking systems, stability systems, electric power
steering, battery management systems, and other active driving assistance
systems. Also, it can be used for aerospace and avionics as well as railway
communications.

However, this research works utilizes commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) circuit
boards for the Hercules TMS570LC34x safety chip because of the lack of time
to develop a new customized board like the railway use case. Therefore, the
TMS570LC43x Hercules development kit304,305, is used for implementing the
safety-related sensory systems and the launchpad306 for communication and
other experiments during developing.

304 [Tex20b] Texas Instruments Incorporated. Hercules TMS570LC43x Development
Kit: TMDX570LC43HDK. 8/6/2020

305 [Tex18] Texas Instruments Incorporated. TMS570LC43x Hercules Development
Kit (HDK): User’s Guide. 2018

306 [Tex20c] Texas Instruments Incorporated. Hercules TMS570LC43x LaunchPad
Development Kit: LAUNCHXL2-570LC43. 8/6/2020
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6.5.2 The Safety-Related Vibration Sensor System

The research work utilizes for the automotive use case, the smart sensor
BNO055 from Bosch Sensortec307. The BNO055 is categorized as a System in
Package (SiP), which provides nine degrees of freedom by integrating three
different sensors that are a triaxial 14-bit accelerometer, a triaxial gyroscope
with a range of ±2000 degrees per second, and a triaxial geomagnetic sensor.
Further, these three sensors are controlled and managed by a 32-bit Cortex
M0+ microcontroller, which runs the Bosch sensortec sensor fusion software.

However, this sensor provides many technical features making it suitable
for different applications such as as308,309:

1. Implements sensor fusion algorithms, thus output fused sensor data like
Quaternion, Euler angles, rotation vector, linear acceleration, gravity,
and heading out.

2. This system on chip integrates three sensors in one device, and these
sensors are an advanced triaxial 16-bit gyroscope, a versatile, leading-edge
triaxial 14-bit accelerometer, and a full performance geomagnetic sensor
as shown in figure 6.19.

3. Different components are physically integrated on a small package that is
LGA package 28 pins with a footprint of 3.8× 5.2mm2, height 1.13mm.

4. This system on a chip provides intelligent power management, which
provides three different operating modes such as normal, low power, and
suspend mode.

5. Provides common voltage supplies in which the VDD voltage range: 2.4V
to 3.6V

6. Provides three digital interfaces such as HID-I2C (Windows 8 compatible),
I2C, UART with VDDIO voltage range: 1.7V to 3.6V, thus giving the
ability to fit with different applications.

7. The operating temperature: −40◦Cto− 85◦C.

However, due to the vehicle movement, the acceleration sensor is exposed to
gravity force and accelerations applied to the vehicle. Further, fusion algorithms
separate the two acceleration sources, and thus the sensor fusion data provides
separately linear acceleration and the gravity vector. Therefore, this smart
sensor represents a suitable replacement for the acceleration sensor used in the
railway use case of this research work because it integrates many sensors and

307 [Bos32b] Bosch Sensortec. BNO055. 7/23/2020
308 [Bosb] Bosch Sensortec. BNO055: Intelligent 9-axis absolute orientation sensor:

Data sheet309 [Bosc] Bosch Sensortec. BNO055: Quick start guide
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Figure 6.19: Internal structure of BNO055 sensor.

implements sensor fusion algorithms. Moreover, the BNO055 sensor utilizes
the BSX3.0 FusionLib software310, which implements the fusion algorithms
that provide the heading of the sensor as quaternion data or in Euler angles
(roll, pitch, and yaw angle). The integrated fusion library implements the
inertial measurement unit (IMU) algorithm, which fastly calculates the relative
orientation of the sensor in space based on the accelerometer and gyroscope data.
Also, the library implements the nine degrees of freedom (NDOF) algorithm,
where the fused absolute orientation data is calculated from the accelerometer,
gyroscope, and the magnetometer. This algorithm provides many advantages
from combining all three sensors, such as fast calculation, high robustness from
magnetic distortions, and high output data rate 100Hz, which fists with the
defined cycle time of 10ms for the safe application.

Furthermore, this system on a chip uses three different sensors which in
turn have different technical vital features as follows311:
Accelerometer sensor:

• The acceleration sensor provides the developer with the ability to select
between different programmable functional options such as:

– Different acceleration ranges ±2g/± 4g/± 8g/± 16g.
– Many bandwidths for the internal Low-Pass filter 1kHz− < 8Hz.
– Many operation modes: normal, suspend, low power, standby, deep

suspend.
310 [Bos32b] Bosch Sensortec. BNO055. 7/23/2020
311 [Bosb] Bosch Sensortec. BNO055: Intelligent 9-axis absolute orientation sensor:

Data sheet
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• Includes on-chip interrupt controller which provides a motion-triggered
interrupt-signal for three conditions

– Any-motion or slope detection interrupt.
– Slow or no motion recognition interrupt.
– And high-g or threshold detection.

Gyroscope sensor:

• The gyroscope sensor also provides the developer with the ability to select
between different programmable functional options such as:

– Different operational ranges that are switchable from ±125◦/s to
±2000◦/s.

– Many bandwidths for the integrated Low-Pass filter 523Hz - 12Hz.
– Supports five operation modes: normal, fast power-up, deep suspend,

suspend, and advanced power save.

• It includes an on-chip interrupt controller, which generates motion-
triggered interrupt-signal for any-motion or slope detection and high
rate or threshold detection.

Magnetometer sensor:

• This sensor provides flexible functionality by providing the ability to
select the operational options such as:

– Magnetic field range typical ±1300µT (x-, y-axis); ±2500µT (z-axis)
and resolution of ∼ 0.3µT .

– Supports four operating modes: low power, regular, enhanced regular,
and high accuracy.

– Supports four power modes: normal, sleep, suspend, force.

Regarding the lack of time and to speed up the investigations and the experi-
mentations, the research work utilizes the off-shelf Adafruit development board
of the smart sensor BNO055312. Figure 6.20 illustrates the prototype which
implements the 1oo3 safety-related vibration sensor. However, this prototype
is not the ideal implementation because the sensory readings show considerable
differences; thus, the required tolerance value is higher than implementing the
safety-related vibration sensor system using the sensor integrated circuit (IC).

The Hercules TMS570LC43x safety chip supports only two I2C interfaces.
Therefore, two BNO055 sensors are connected to I2C_1 with two different

312 [Ada72] Adafruit. Adafruit BNO055 Absolute Orientation Sensor. 7/27/2020
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Figure 6.20: BNO055 vibration safety-related system.

addresses, and the third sensor is connected I2C_2. However, the used develop-
ment board of the BNO055 sensor supports two addresses that are the default
address 0x28 and 0x29, which is enabled by connecting the ADR pin to 3V.

6.5.3 The Safety-Related Rotary Sensor System

This research work implements the safety-related rotation sensory system using
the WDGI 58H manufactured by Wachendorff313. However, this incremental
encoder is based on non-contact optical scanning where the light from a high
performance LED that is installed in parallel aligned utilizing a lens and shines
through a lens aperture disc and a pulse disc. Further, the aperture disc is
integrated into the flange, and the pulse disc is mounted on a backlash-free
stainless steel shaft thanks to its specially designed bearings. However, the
combination of aperture and pulse discs causes the finely defined fields to open
and close due to the rotational movement of the shaft. Hence, the emitted
light is either let through the grid or not generating two signals phase-shifted
by 90◦. Also, a zero index signal is generated. Further, the electronic circuit
of the encoder amplifies the detected signals into a usable pulse-forms such as
sinusoidal or square-wave with their inverted signals314.

The figure 6.21 presents the utilized incremental rotary encoder that has a
reasnable cost to implement the proposed rotation sensory system, and table 6.8
summarizes the technical features of the rotary encoder sensor315.

313 [WAC20] WACHENDORFF. Thru-Bore Encoder incremental quadrature, optical,
WDGI 58H: Ø 58 mm. 8/8/2020

314 [Wac19] Wachendorff Automation GmbH & Co. KG. General technical data –
Incremental encoders. 2019315 [WAC] WACHENDORFF. Encoder WDGI 58H: Online Data Sheet
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Figure 6.21: WDGI 58H rotation sensor.

Table 6.8: Technical features of WDGI 58H incremental rotary
encoder

Interfaces and modules
Pulses per revolution PPR 4096
Mechanical Data
Flange Hollow shaft (through-bored)
Flange material Aluminum
Housing cap Die-cast aluminum, powder-coated
Max. operating speed 6000 rpm up to max. protection rating +60◦C

Shaft 8mm
Max. operating speed 6000 rpm
Machinery Directive: basic data safety integrity level
MTTF d 200 a
Mission time (TM) 25 a
Diagnostic coverage (DC) 0%
Electrical Data
Power supply/ Current consumption 4.75 VDC up to 5,5 VDC: typ. 100mA
Output circuit TTL, RS422 compatible, inverted
Channels A,B,N, and inverted signals
Pulse frequency TTL 5000 PPR: max. 200 kHz
Load Max. 40 mA/ channel
Accuracy
Phase offset 90◦ ±max.7.5% of the period duration
General data
WeightWeight Approximately 220 g
Protection rating (EN 60529) IP65 all around

Operating temperature
Connector: −20◦C up to +85◦C,
cable: −20◦C up to +80◦C

Moreover, the output circuit of the WDGI 58H rotary encoder requires
a particular configuration in that the channels A, B, and the index channel
N are connected to pull-up resistors. In contrast, their inverted channels are
connected to pull-down resistors. Further, each channel is connected with its
inverted channel via a termination resistor. Finally, a Schmitt trigger combines
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all these channels to filter out the mechanical noise that might appear on any
channel. Figure 6.22 below illustrates the configuration of the output circuit
of the WDGI 58H rotary encoder316, and for this purpose, the AM26LS33AM
quadruple differential line receiver is used to implement the output circuit317.

Figure 6.22: WDGI 58H output circuit.

Accordingly, the three paired output signals of each channel with its inverted
channel are connected to the safety chip via the enhanced quadrature encoder
pulse (eQEP) module, as illustrated in table 6.9 below.

Table 6.9: WDGI 58H channels connection with the safety
chip

Rotary Encoder Channels EQEP Pin
A & A inverted eQEPxA
B & B inverted eQEPxB

Index & Index inverted eQEPxI

This type of rotary encoder provides a maximum frequency of 200KHz, which
means the maximum revolutions per minute (RPM) is:

200KHz/4096 = 48.828125 revolution per second (RPS) = 2929.6875 RPM

Consequently, the maximum detected linear speed for a vehicle that has a
wheel of 2m circumference is:

2929.6875× 60× 2 = 351562.5 almost 350km/h
316 [WAC] WACHENDORFF. Encoder WDGI 58H: Online Data Sheet
317 [Tex16a] Texas Instruments Incorporated. AM26LS32Ax, AM26LS33Ax Quadruple

Differential Line Receivers. 2016
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Therefore, this rotational sensor is adequate to be used in the safety-related
rotation sensory system for most vehicular systems.However, in the case of our
prototype, which has a wheel of 26cm diameter:

Circumference = Diameter× π = 0.26× π = 0.816814 Meter

Thus, the maximum possible speed for this experimental prototype vehicle is

2929.6875× 60× 0.816814 = 143580.601746 which is almost 140km/h

6.5.4 External Peripherals and Communication

Like the railway use case, the SafeDevs involves the SD card to record the sensory
data, the GPS module to support the system, and the diagnostic unit to record
and analyze the sensory data. Further, the same configurations of both modules
presented in the implementation of the first concept are used to implement the
second concept. In contrast, this concept uses a different approach to implement
the communication channel and involves different communication technology,
which is Wi-Fi, to fit with the broad emerging concept of the industrial internet
of things (IIoT). Moreover, Wi-Fi is a wireless networking technology that uses
radio waves to provide wireless high-speed internet and network connections.
This technology transmits data at frequencies of 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz and uses
the 802.11 networking standards.

However, this concept utilizes the Hercules TMS570LC43x safety chip with
the ISM4334x-M4G-L44 Wi-Fi module318 to implement a safe communication
system following the white channel approach. The Inventek ISM4334x-M4G-L44
is an embedded wireless internet connectivity module operates in two different
frequencies 2.4 and 5.0 GHz. Further, it combines the following hardware
components319:

• ARM Cortex M4 host process.
• Broadcom BCM43341/0 Dual-Band (2.4 GHz / 5 GHz) 802.11 a/b/g/n

MAC/Baseband/Radio with integrated Bluetooth 4.0.
• Supports NFC and on-board or external antenna.

Further, the module provides UART and SPI interfaces and has a wholly
integrated TCP/IP stack with no need for an operating system. Also, the AT

318 [Inv20] Inventek Systems. ISM43340-M4G-L44-10C/U Serial-to-WiFi Module.
8/4/2020

319 [Inv11b] Inventek Systems. INVENTEK SYSTEMS ISM4334x-M4G-L44
Embedded Serial-to-WiFi Module eS-WiFi™ 802.11 a/b/g/n, Bluetooth
4.0, NFC: Datasheet. 2011
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Command set (IWIN) is used to work the module hardware320,321. Moreover,
the module offers the following hardware features:

• Includes STM32F405ST Cortex M4 microcontroller.
• Supports 2.4 GHz and 5.0 GHz Bands.
• Bluetooth 4.0, including ELE support.
• 2.4 and 5 GHz chip antenna on the module.
• U.FL connector for external 2.4GHz and 5GHz antenna.
• Configurable using AT commands.
• Host interface: UART, SPI.
• 5 GPIOs and 5 ADC’s (SPI uses ADC pins).
• Input voltage: 3.3V.

Accordingly, this concept implements the white channel approach by using two
ISM4334x-M4G-L44 Wi-Fi modules connected to the Hercules TMS570LC43x
safety chip via SPI interfaces to form the sensor node, which behaves like
a client, and similar hardware components combined to form the gateway,
which behaves as a server. Figure 6.23 below illustrates the white channel
implementation where the sensor node includes two Wi-Fi modules connected
to SPI1 and SPI2, and the first module configured to operate at the frequency
of 2.4GHz with a UDP protocol. In contrast, the second module configured
to operate at 5GHz with TCP protocol. Further, similar configurations are
adopted on the gateway side, implementing a redundant white channel with
diversity. Further, the figure 6.23 presents the whole hardware configurations
implemented for this concept.

320 [Inv17] Inventek Systems. eS-WiFi Module AT Command Set “IWIN”: User’s
Manual. 2017321 [Inv11a] Inventek Systems. eS-WiFi Module ‘embedded Serial-to-WiFi’: AT
Command Set, IWIN User Manual, Inventek Systems, Inc. 2011
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Figure 6.23: Implementation diagram of SafeDevs for the
automotive use case.
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6.5.5 The Prototype of SafeDevs for the Automotive
Use Case

The TMS570LC43x Hercules development kit322,323, is used to implement
this concept where a circuit shield is designed to integrate the safety-related
vibration and rotations sensory systems with this board with the related power
and other components as illustrated in figure 6.24. Further, to perform the

I2C interfaces to 

vibration sensors

eQEP interfaces to 

rotary encoders

Hercules TMS570LC43x 

development board

Figure 6.24: Circuit board of SafeDevs for the automotive
use case.

driving tests, an experimental vehicle prototype is built to meet the proposed
solution for this concept, as illustrated in figure 6.25. This vehicle has three
axles the steering axle, the traction axle where the traction and the braking
systems are mounted, and the freely pulled axle. However, the safety-related
vibration and rotation sensory systems are mounted to the traction axle to
detect the driving conditions. In contrast, the supportive non-safety-related
rotation sensory system is mounted to the pulled axle to help in analyzing the
captured signals from the other safety-related sensory systems. Further, this
vehicle contains an electric motor driven by a high-performance motor driver.
Two sets of lithium batteries are used to power the motor and the circuit boards
independently.

322 [Tex20b] Texas Instruments Incorporated. Hercules TMS570LC43x Development
Kit: TMDX570LC43HDK. 8/6/2020

323 [Tex18] Texas Instruments Incorporated. TMS570LC43x Hercules Development
Kit (HDK): User’s Guide. 2018
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Figure 6.25: Experimental vehicle prototype.

6.6 Software Implementation of SafeDevs for
the Automotive Use Case

Many safety-related real-time operating systems support the Texas Instrument
Hercules TMS570LC43x platform, such as SAFERTOS from WITTENSTEIN
high integrity systems324. This operating system is based on the FreeRTOS
function model and certified to IEC 61508-3 SIL 3 as well as ISO 26262 ASILD
by TÜV SÜD325. However, the SAFERTOS, like other safety-related operating
systems, requires a license, and the free edition is available for a limited time;
therefore, this research work utilizes the free edition of the real-time operating
system, which is FreeRTOS326. This operating system supports the Hercules
TMS570LC43x safety chip and free to use under the MIT open source license327.

However, it is possible to develop the software application of SafeDevs
using the structural approach without using a real-time operating system.

324 [Hig02] High Integrity Systems. SAFERTOS, the safety certified RTOS - available
pre-certified to IEC 61508. 6/30/2020

325 [www20] www.tuvsud.com. TÜV SÜD AG. 8/9/2020
326 [Fre92a] FreeRTOS. FreeRTOS - Market leading RTOS (Real Time Operating

System) for embedded systems with Internet of Things extensions.
7/29/2020

327 [Fre92b] FreeRTOS. FreeRTOS open source licensing, FreeRTOS license
description, FreeRTOS license terms and OpenRTOS commercial licensing
options. 7/29/2020
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Further, this approach of programming requires to control interrupts supported
by the utilized modules of the safety chip and the sensors. Accordingly, the
interrupts have unpredictable behaviors that are not suitable for critical safety
applications. Therefore, the research utilizes a real-time operating system that
uses only one interrupt to manage the time cycle of all tasks.

Moreover, the software development of a safety-related application must
be conducted under the standard IEC 61508-3, as mentioned in the railway
use case of this work. Regarding the cost and time related to licenses and the
massive workload to certify the application, this research work utilizes the free
operating system to investigate the capabilities of the proposed system to fulfill
the specified safety functions, and the certification process can be performed
later.

FreeRTOS is a real-time kernel that ideally suited to develop embedded
real-time applications for microcontrollers and microprocessors. Further, it
allows the applications to be organized as a collection of independent threads
of execution, and it has the following standard features328:

• Preemptive or cooperative operation.
• Very flexible task priority assignment.
• Flexible, fast and lightweight task notification mechanism.
• Queues.
• Binary semaphores.
• Counting semaphores.
• Mutexes.
• Recursive Mutexes.
• Software timers.
• Event groups.
• Tick hook functions.
• Idle hook functions.
• Stack overflow checking.
• Trace recording.
• Task run-time statistics gathering.
• Optional commercial licensing and support.
• Full interrupt nesting model (for some architectures).
• A tick-less capability for low power applications.
• Software managed interrupt stack when appropriate (this can help save

RAM).
328 [Bar16] Barry. Mastering the FreeRTOS™ Real Time Kernel: A Hands-On

Tutorial Guide. 2016
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However, the Hercules TMS570LC43x safety chip comes with a complete
software developing package that includes an integrated development environ-
ment called code composer studio (CCS)329, and a hardware-abstraction-layer-
code-generator (HALCOGEN) tool330. HALCOGEN gives the developer the
flexibility to generate the drivers for all utilized modules of the safety chip
with the related configurations. Further, both tools support the integrating of
FreeRTOS with the possibility of doing the required configurations.

6.6.1 The Safe Sensor Acquisition Application for the
Automotive Use Case

The FreeRTOS is based on task management, where the time and resources
are allocated and managed between tasks based on priorities. However, the
software application of SafeDevs defines several tasks to get the sensory data
from the safety-related sensory systems and to evaluate the measurements
before recording them and transmitting the required information to the related
destination. However, figure 6.26 presents a simplified flow diagram of the
application sequence to execute the defined safety functions of SafeDevs, where
the two sensory systems are included.

As seen from the flow diagram, the application starts with the initialization of
the safety chip modules with the configurations set using the HALCOGEN tool.
For example, both I2C interfaces initialized with the following configurations:

• Master mode.
• Seven-bit address mode.
• The module starts as a transmitter.
• Eight-bit word.
• Data count eight words.
• Baudrate 400 KHz.

In the next step, the application scans the I2C interfaces to check the
connectivity of the BNO055 sensors. Therefore, the application sends dummy
data to the specified address on the defined buses and wait for acknowledgments
from the sensors. If some sensors are not connected, the system transits to the
prespecified safe state; otherwise, the system starts initializing the sensors with
the related configurations.

329 [Tex20e] Texas Instruments Incorporated. CCSTUDIO Code Composer Studio
(CCS) Integrated Development Environment (IDE). 8/9/2020

330 [Tex20f] Texas Instruments Incorporated. HALCOGEN Hardware Abstraction
Layer Code Generator for Hercules MCUs. 8/9/2020
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Figure 6.26: SafeDevs application flow diagram for the auto-
motive use case.

However, the application can check the correct functioning of the rotary
encoders only during the motion of the vehicle because they only transmit
square pulses only when rotation is detected. Moreover, the application provides
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a driver to enable the Hercules TMS570LC43x safety chip to communicate
with the BNO055 sensor. The primary functions in this library are the writing
to and reading from the I2C bus. However, the write access to the I2C bus
is used to write a data byte in one sequence, as illustrated in figure 6.27331.
The sequence begins with a start condition (S) generated by the safety chip
followed by the slave address and the write command indicated with the write
bit (RW=0). The BNO055 replies with an acknowledgment (ACK=0) and
releases the bus. Afterward, the safe chip sends two bytes that include the
target register address with the new data, and the sensor will acknowledge
each byte. Finally, the safety chip generates the stop signal to terminate the
writing access. Further, the read access is used to read one or more data

Figure 6.27: BNO055 I2C write access.

bytes in one sequence. However, the reading protocol consists of a sequence of
one-byte write phase followed by the read phase, which starts by the repeat
start condition (Sr). Further, the reading protocol ends with NACKM bit
(ACK=1) generated by the safety chip, as illustrated in figure 6.28 below, which
presents the different phases of the reading protocol332.

Figure 6.28: BNO055 I2C read access.

However, the library utilizes these two protocols to set the required con-
figurations for the BNO055 sensor and to read back the sensory data. So

331 [Bosb] Bosch Sensortec. BNO055: Intelligent 9-axis absolute orientation sensor:
Data sheet332 [Bosb] Bosch Sensortec. BNO055: Intelligent 9-axis absolute orientation sensor:
Data sheet
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the initialization step of the BNO055 sensor includes setting the power mode
to normal as presented in table 6.10333. Further, the BNO055 provides a

Table 6.10: BNO055 sensor power modes

Power mode Description

Normal mode All sensors are required,
and they are always switched on

Low power mode In this mode only
the accelerometer is active

Suspend mode
The system is paused,
and all the sensors and the
microcontroller are put into sleep mode

variety of output signals based on the selected operation mode, as presented in
table 6.11334. This application sets the operation mode to NDOF fusion mode,
which gives the linear acceleration.

Table 6.11: BNO055 sensor operating modes

Operating Mode Available sensor signals Fusion Data

Accel Mag Gyro
Relative

orientation
Absolute
orientation

CONFIGMODE - - - - -

Non-fusion modes

ACCONLY X - - - -
MAGONLY - X - - -
GYROONLY - - X - -
ACCMAG X X - - -
ACCGYRO X - X - -
MAGGYRO - X X - -

AMG X X X - -

Fusion modes

IMU X - X X -
COMPASS X X - - X

M4G X X - X -
NDOF_FMC_OFF X X X - X

NDOF X X X - X

Afterward, the application applies a diagnostic test by comparing the sensory
data to check for inequality, and this is done by assuring that the absolute
difference between every two sensors is less than the defined tolerance value.
In the case of inequality, the system transits to a safe state. However, the
application also checks the obtained values from the rotary encoders that are
equal to zero when there is no motion and more significant than zero when

333 [Bosb] Bosch Sensortec. BNO055: Intelligent 9-axis absolute orientation sensor:
Data sheet334 [Bosb] Bosch Sensortec. BNO055: Intelligent 9-axis absolute orientation sensor:
Data sheet
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the vehicle moves forward or backward. Finally, the sensory data is evaluated,
written to the SD card, and transmitted to the related destinations.

However, the two enhanced quadrature pulse encoder (eQEP) modules in
the safety chip are designed for direct interface with the rotary incremental
encoder to get information such as position, direction, and speed. Besides, the
eQEP module receives three signals that are channels A, B, and the index signal,
which occurs once per revolution, and they are connected to the module inputs,
as illustrated in figure 6.29 below335. Further, the 90◦ phase shift between
signals QEPA and QEPB helps to determine the rotation direction where the
clockwise direction is defined as the QEPA channel going positive before the
QEPB channel and vice versa. Also, the module uses the QEPI signal to assign
an absolute start position or to initialize the position counter. However, in this
research, the rotary encoder is connected to the wheel, and the starting point
has no meaningful value when monitoring the spinning event, which usually
happens at startup.

Figure 6.29: eQEP module input signals.

Moreover, the eQEP module combines different functional units that enable
the module to provide various information as follows:
The quadrature decoder unit (QDU): this unit supports different modes
of inputs for the position counter, and this work utilizes the quadrature-count
mode, which is suitable to decode the received signals from the rotary encoder
sensor. Accordingly, in this mode, the QDU receives a sequence of square waves
signals of channels A and B to generate the direction and the clock to the
position counter. However, table 6.12 presents the truth table of the direction
decoding logic where QDIR represents directions, and QPOSCNT represents
counting situation.

335 [Texb] Texas Instruments Incorporated. TMS570LC43x 16/32-Bit RISC Flash
Microcontroller: Technical Reference Manual
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Table 6.12: Quadrature decoder truth table

Previous Edge Present Edge QDIR QPOSCNT

QA↑
QB↑ UP Increment
QB↓ DOWN Decrement
QA↓ TOGGLE Increment or Decrement

QA↓
QB↓ UP Increment
QB↑ DOWN Decrement
QA↑ TOGGLE Increment or Decrement

QB↑
QA↑ DOWN Increment
QA↓ UP Decrement
QB↓ TOGGLE Increment or Decrement

QB↓
QA↓ DOWN Increment
QA↑ UP Decrement
QB↑ TOGGLE Increment or Decrement

Further, figure 6.30 reflects the state machine form of the QDU to determine
the direction and the counting where the red dashed lines represent invalid
transitions that generate a phase error336. As can be seen from the truth table
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counter
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counter
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counter
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counter

Increment

counter
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counter

Increment

counter
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Figure 6.30: Quadrature decoder state machine.

and the state machine diagram, both edges of the QEPA and QEPB signals are
used to generate count pulses for the position counter. Therefore, the frequency

336 [Texb] Texas Instruments Incorporated. TMS570LC43x 16/32-Bit RISC Flash
Microcontroller: Technical Reference Manual
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of the generated clock is four times that of each input sequence, as illustrated
in figure 6.31.

Figure 6.31: Quadrature clock and direction decoding.

The position counter and control unit for position measurement
(PCCU): this unit provides the number of counted QCLK, and it has four
operating modes:

• Position counter resets on index event: it is possible to use the index
signal as a trigger to start the module and reset the counter. However,
one revolution of the rotary encoder represents one revolution in the
wheel; thus, the spinning event of the vehicle might happen even before
reaching the index line in the rotary encoder. Therefore, this mode is not
used in this work.

• Position counter resets on the first index event mode, which is also not
used.

• Position counter resets on maximum position mode, which is used in this
research, and it includes two subcases as follows:

– If the counter reaches the maximum defined value, the position
counter is reset to 0 on the next QCLK for forwarding movement,
and the overflow condition is triggered.

– If the counter is equal to zero, the position counter is reset to the
maximum defined value on the next QCLK for reverse movement,
and the underflow condition is triggered.

• Position counter resets on Unit Time Out Event, which is useful for
frequency measurement, but it requires an interrupt that is not likely
to be used in the control system. Further, changing direction within
the specified period resets the position counter according to the motion
direction. For example, if the direction changes multiple times during the
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defined period and if the position counter has the value of zero, then it
will reset to the maximum value and to zero multiple times, and its value
is not printed out till the defined time is passed.

The quadrature edge-capture unit for low-speed measurement (QCAP):
this unit measures the elapsed time between the unit position events, which is
useful for low-speed measurement using the following equation337:

v(k) =
X

t(k)− t(k− 1) =
X

∆T
(6.1)

Where:

• X: is the unit position, which is defined by the number of quadrature
periods (N) multiplied by some value to define a physical measurement.
Like in this work, the wheel pulse (WP) is defined in chapter 5.

X = N ×WP

• ∆T : the elapsed time between unit position events.
• v(k): velocity at time instant "k."
• t(k): time instant "k."
• t(k− 1): time instant "k-1."

Figure 6.32 illustrates the concept of the capture unit, as shown in the blue
rectangles. As seen from the figure, the number of quadrature periods is N = 2,
and their time is given by ∆T . However, this approach for estimating the
velocity is more accurate and appropriate for low speed, and it calculates the
velocity by measuring the elapsed time between two successive quadrature
pules edges provided from the rotary encoder. Therefore, this method suffers
from limitations related to the timer resolution in the case of high speed with
a high sensor resolution, which makes the time interval ∆T very small and
introducing a considerable error rate when calculating high speeds. However,
in this research work, the used chip provides the quadrature capture unit with
a clock of 75MHz, and assuming the maximum speed of the vehicle to be
300km/h for a wheel circumference of 2m, the maximum revolutions per second
is 41. Consequently, the maximum number of generated pulses for a rotary
encoder with a resolution of 4096 PPR and the highest resolution of the eQEP
module is:

41× 4096× 4 = 671744
337 [Texb] Texas Instruments Incorporated. TMS570LC43x 16/32-Bit RISC Flash

Microcontroller: Technical Reference Manual
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Capture unit

Time unit

Figure 6.32: eQEP edge capture unit and time unit details.

Thus, the timer will count up to:

75M/671744 = 111.649676 counts

However, the timer measurement ∆T between unit position events is correct
under the following two conditions:

• The timer should not overflow, which means no more than 65535 counts
between unit position events.

• Unit position events occur in one direction of the movement.

Regarding the first condition, the mentioned setting of the timer frequency
(75MHz), and multiplying the resolution of the rotary encoder by four resulting
in the eQEP module resolution is equal to 4× 4096 = 16.384. Consequently,
each QCLK is counted in 873,8 us in that one revolution needs 14316339.2 = 14
seconds, meaning that the slowest detected speed without timer overflow is
4RPM. Therefore, to detect a slower speed without timer overflow, we should
use the capture timer scaler that can divide the input clock (75MHz) by one the
of following values (1, 2, 4, 8,16, 32, 64, 128) with assuring the compatibility of
the timer resolution with high velocity. For example, when using the scaler of
64 the input clock is 1171875, and the number of timer counts at a speed of
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300km/h between two unit position events is:

1171875/671744 = 1.744526 counts

Further, the slowest detected speed without timer overflow is the slowest time
for each QCLK (stQCLK):

stQCLK = (65535× 1000)/1171875 = 55.9232 ms

Thus, the slowest time of one revolution (stRev):

stRev = 4× 4096× 55.9232 = 916245.708 ms ≈ 15.270 minutes

so, the slowest velocity is 0.065484 RPM. Further, in the case of using 32-scaler,
the timer resolution will be 3.489052 counts between two unit position events,
and the slowest detected time for one revolution is:

stRev = 458122.8544 ms ≈ 7.635380 minutes

Consequently, the slowest detected velocity without timer overflow is 0.130969
RPM.
The unit time base for speed/frequency measurement (UTIME): this
unit generates periodic interrupts for velocity calculation as follows338:

v(k) =
x(k)− x(k− 1)

T
=

∆X
T

(6.2)

Where:

• v(k): velocity at time instant "k."
• x(k): position at time instant "k."
• x(k− 1): position at time instant "k-1."
• T : fixed unit time or inverse of velocity calculation rate.
• ∆X: incremental position movement in unit time.

Figure 6.32 illustrates this equation, as shown in the red rectangle. However,
this equation represents a conventional approach to estimate the velocity, and
it requires to determine the corresponding length of each count as well as the
time base to provide unit time event. Consequently, the counter value is read
once every unit time event, and the number of passed positions or counts is

338 [Texb] Texas Instruments Incorporated. TMS570LC43x 16/32-Bit RISC Flash
Microcontroller: Technical Reference Manual
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calculated by subtracting the previous reading from the current one concerning
the exceptional cases such as direction change, counter overflow, and counter
underflow. Further, a constant should be defined, which represents the related
distance for each position concerning the wheel diameter, and multiplying this
constant with the passed number of positions gives the estimated distance.
Accordingly, the velocity is estimated by dividing the past distance by the time
base.

However, this approach has an inherent accuracy limitation related to the
resolution of the position sensor and the specified unit period T. Thus, consider
an incremental quadrature encoder with 500-line per revolution and a unit time
specified as T = 2.5 ms in that the velocity calculation rate is 400Hz. Further,
the eQEP module in the Hercules safety chip gives a four-fold increase in
resolution in that the number of counts per revolution is 2000. Accordingly, the
minimum rotation that can be detected according to the previous specifications:

Minimum rotation = 1 second / 2000 counts = 0.0005 revolutions

which gives a velocity resolution of:
0.0005× 400 = 0.2 revolution per second ⇒ 0.2× 60 = 12 RPM (revolution
per minute) for a sampling rate of 400Hz.

Consequently, this equation is appropriate to estimate the speed at moderate
or high speeds but not at low speeds, while speeds below the calculated speed
resolution 12 RPM would erroneously be zero.

However, the used incremental encoder in this research work provides 4096
PPR in that the eQEP module will provide 4096× 4 = 16384 pulse or position
per revolution; therefore, the minimum detectable rotation is:

Minimum rotation = 1/16384 = 0.000061 revolution

In the case of unit time base T = 2ms giving a velocity sampling rate of
500Hz, the velocity resolution is given as follows:

V elocity resolution = 0.000061× 500 ≈ 0.030517 RPS

V elocity resolution ≈ 1.831054 RPM

which means the velocity estimation for less than 2 rpm the result would be
erroneously zero much of the time.
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Moreover, to ensure compatibility of the captured rotation sensory data
with SafeDevs cycle time (10ms) a unit time base of 10ms will be selected:

T = 10ms⇒ the velocity sampling rate = 100Hz

and the related velocity resolution:

velocity resolution = 0.000061× 100 ≈ 0.006103RPS

velocity resolution ≈ 0.366210RPM

Consequently, the bigger the T is, the slower the speed that can be detected.
Regarding the 26cm wheel diameter ⇒ the minimum detectable linear velocity
is:

Linear velocity = 0.26× π× 0.366210 ≈ 0.299126 Meter per minute

Accordingly, the limitation of this approach is overcome by the high res-
olution provided by the utilized incremental rotary encoder, and the slowest
detectable speed is decreased with increasing the unit time base. Because of
the high resolution provided by the used rotary encoder and safety chip timers,
both equations are suitable for speed calculation for a speed range from 0 to
300Km/h.

This research work focuses on monitoring the velocity change rate and the
frequency change rate, as proposed in chapter 5 . Nevertheless, to reduce the
required calculations and speed up the process, the system investigates the
change rate of the quadrature counts in a specified period of 10ms. Further,
this periodic monitoring is performed using FreeRTOS periodic tasks because
the eQEP unit time triggers an interrupt, which is not likely in the control
systems.

However, the application of SafeDevs defines a task to calculate the quadra-
ture counts in every system cycle, which requires considering the different
conditions of the eQEP modules such as clockwise movement, counterclock-
wise movement, counter overflow, counter underflow, and direction change, as
illustrated in figure 6.33 below.
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Overflow UnderflowDirection Change

1 2 3 4 0 1 2 1 0 4 3 2 1 0 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 0

Figure 6.33: eQEP counter conditions.

However, the following conditions can be obtained from figure 6.33:

• Clockwise movement ⇒ Number of counts = Current Position – Last
Position

• Counterclockwise movement ⇒ Number of counts = Last Position –
Current Position

• Clockwise movement with overflow ⇒ Number of counts = Maximum
value of counter – Last Position + Current Position + 1

• Counterclockwise movement with underflow ⇒ Number of counts =
Maximum value of counter – Current Position + Last Position +1

• In case of direction change: if the direction changes within the defined
period of 10ms, then the counts are considered to be zero.

The flow chart introduced in figure 6.34 illustrates the algorithm implemented
to calculate the number of counts detected by the eQEP module.
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Figure 6.34: Flow chart to calculate the eQEP counts.

Further, the application of SafeDevs defines the following tasks presented in
figure 6.35, where three higher priority tasks read the sensory data and write
them into the data Queue. The other lower priority tasks get the data from the
queue to write it into the SD card, to transmit it to the related destinations,
and to evaluate it for detection.

Queue

Task 1: Get 

Vibration Values

Task 2: Calculate 

QEP Counts

Task 3: Get GPS 

Values

Task 4: Write to SD 

Card

Task 5: Write to 

CAN

Task 6: Transmit 

UDP

Get Data from 

Queue

Task 7: Evaluate the 

Sensory Data

Figure 6.35: SafeDevs tasks diagram.
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6.7 Summary

This chapter introduced a complete hardware and software implementation for
the two proposed concepts of SafeDevs. The weak points of the implementation
of the railway use case and the justifications for the new hardware components
are also explained in detail. Further, the software implementation that fits
with every hardware implementation is introduced with the adopted algorithms.
Besides, the chapter briefly introduces the implementation of the two approaches
of wireless communication.
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Chapter 7

Results

7.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces the outcomes of this research work for railway and
automotive use cases through various sections. The second section illustrates
the performed safety measures of SafeDevs, where the required procedures
to estimate the safety factors such as failure rates for the involved electrical
elements and the common cause failures for the multichannel subsystems are
presented. Further, these safety measures prove that SafeDevs fulfills the
specified safety requirement of achieving the safety integrity level of SIL3. The
third section provides two system tests that are conducted in the laboratory to
test the capability of the SafeDevs of executing the safety functions successfully
without errors. The fourth section explains the experiments of the railway
use case with the related settings and configurations. Besides, the section
summarizes the results of these experiments with the related difficulties and
weak points. Moreover, the fifth section illustrates the experiments conducted
for the automotive use case with the required settings and the conditions for
the prototype vehicle and SafeDevs. Also, the section illustrates the results of
the data analysis for the performed driving experiments with a summary of
the advantages and the weak points found in this research work.

7.2 Safety Measures of SafeDevs

This section describes the required measures and procedures to check the
capability of the safety-related E/E/PE system SafeDevs to fulfill the specified
safety requirements. However, SafeDevs must be capable of achieving a safety
integrity level of SIL3 for both use cases. Therefore, the required measurement
to confirm this requirement is introduced in the next subsections for both
use cases. These measures include the probability of failure per hour (PFH),
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considering that SafeDevs is designed to operate in high demand or continuous
mode.

7.2.1 Safety Measures of the Railway Use Case

Since SafeDevs consists of two primary subsystems that have multichannel
architecture, the common cause failures (CCF) should be considered in the
safety assessment of the redundant E/E/PE safety-related system. Therefore,
the safety assessment requires estimating the values of the β-factor for each
subsystem, which are used for modeling of the common cause failures, and the
block diagram of the first use case safety-related system becomes as illustrated
in figure 7.1 8.

 SIL3 1oo2 Safety Chip SubsystemSIL3 1oo3 Sensor Subsystem

Vibration

Sensor 1
CCF Sensor

Vibration

Sensor 2

Vibration

Sensor 0

CPU 0

CPU 1

CCF Chip

Figure 7.1: Reliability block diagram of the safety loop for
the railway use case.

However, the common cause failures are weighted by the β-factor, and they
include:

• β is the common cause failure factor for the undetectable dangerous
faults.

• βD is the common cause failure factor for the detectable dangerous faults.

Further, establishing efficient measures against the occurrence of the common
cause failures is a crucial step to reduce their probability. Thus, implementing
the best measures in a safety-related system decreases the value of the β-
factor used in calculating the probability of failure due to the common cause
failures. However, the annex D in IEC 61508-6339 provides table D.1, which lists
the possible measures against common cause failures with their contributions

339 [IEC10f] IEC 61508-06. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable
electronic safety-related systems: Part 6: Guidelines on the application of
IEC 61508-2 and IEC 61508-3. 2010
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for different subsystems based on engineering judgments. Furthermore, the
achieved scores from this table in combination with tables D.2, D.3, and the
diagnostic coverage of the subsystems are used to estimate the detected common
failures score (SD) and the undetected common failures score (S). Finally,
the results with table D.4 are used to determine the β-factor for undetected
failures βint and the detected failures βDint. as shown in table 7.1 below.

Table 7.1: Calculation of βint or βDint

Score (S or SD)
Corresponding value βint or βDint for the:

Logic subsystem Sensors or final
elements

120 or above 0.5 % 1 %
70 to 120 1 % 2 %
45 to 70 2 % 5 %

Less than 45 5 % 10 %

Since the safety data of the utilized safety chip is not available and consid-
ering that the chip is certified as a SIL 3 safety chip, the β-factor should be
below 25%. Further, this research work considers the most conservative value
for the multichannel sensory system, which is 10%. However, the previous table
presents the estimations for the 1oo2 architecture, and the proposed sensory
system has a structure of 1oo3; therefore, table D.5 from the IEC 61508-6
standard is used to estimate the corresponding value of β-factors for the other
safety architectures as shown in table 7.2. Consequently, the β-factor of the
sensory system is 5%.

Table 7.2: Calculation of β for systems with levels of redun-
dancy greater than 1oo2

MooN N
2 3 4 5

M

1 βint 0.5 βint 0.3 βint 0.2 βint
2 - 1.5 βint 0.6 βint 0.4 ββint
3 - - 1.75 ββint 0.8 ββint
4 - - - 2 βint

Consequently, table 7.3 summarizes the estimated β-factors for the subsys-
tems of the safety-related system SafeDevs for the railway use case.
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Table 7.3: Estimations of β-factor for SafeDevs subsystems in
the railway use case

Element β βD

Vibration Sensor 0.05 0.05
OCSS Safety-Chip 0.25 0.25

Moreover, the calculation of the probability of failure per hour requires
the failure rates of the subsystems that are not available; therefore, they are
estimated based on the Siemens norm SN 29500-2 for the integrated circuits340.
Accordingly, the failure rate of the utilized safety chip is estimated based on table
2, where the number of gates in the chip is in the range 1M to 10M; hence the
OCSS safety chip has a failure rate of 120 FIT341. Also, the block diagram of the
vibration sensor BMA180342 shows that the sensor includes an analog to digital
converter (ADC) module for each acceleration axis with a serial communication
interface. However, the failure rate of the ADC module is estimated based on
table 4 in SN 29500-2, which requires an unavailable value that is the number
of transistors in the module; hence the most conservative value is considered
that is 100FIT. Similarly, the work considers the most conservative value of
the communication interface, which is 80FIT. Consequently, the failure rate of
the BMA180 sensor is estimated as follows:

λBMA180 ≈ λADCX
+ λADCY

+ λADCZ
+ λSerialInterface ≈ 380FIT (7.1)

Accordingly, table 7.3 summarizes the failure rates for the subsystems.

Table 7.4: Failure rates of SafeDevs subsystems in the railway
use case

Block Architecture Failure rate / FIT
OCSS Safety-Chip 1oo2 120
Sensor System 1oo3 380

However, the probability of failure in high demand or continuous mode of
operation (PFH) for SafeDevs requires calculating and adding the PFH values
for all integrated subsystems that implement the safety functions. Therefore,

340 [SN 04] SN 29500-2. Erwartungswerte von integrierten Schaltkreisen: Ausfallraten
Bauelemente. 20043411 FIT equals one failure in 1.00E+09 component hours.

342 [Bosa] Bosch Sensortec. BMA180: Digital, triaxial acceleration sensor:
Datasheet
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the probability of failure in high demand for SafeDevs is given as follows:

PFHSafeDevs = PFHSensor + PFHSafetyChip (7.2)

Furthermore, the dangerous failure rate for each subsystem is equal to the
sum of the detected and the undetected failure rate as follows:

λD = λDU + λDD (7.3)

where:
λDU = λD × (1−DC) (7.4)

λDD = λD ×DC (7.5)

The utilized OCSS safety chip implements hardware redundancy with a hard-
ware comparator, and it has a SIL 3 certified safe operating system, which in
turn performs various diagnostic tests such as memory testing, modules testing,
and CPU testing. Therefore, and following the standard IEC 611508-2343, the
OCSS reaches a high level of diagnostic coverage (99%). Further, in chapter 5,
it is assumed that the vibration sensor system has a low level of diagnostic
coverage, which is 50%. Accordingly, table 7.4 summarizes the calculated
values of failure factors for the subsystems based on equations 7.4, 7.5 and the
previous assumption in chapter 5 that is: λS = λD.

Table 7.5: Failure rates of the subsystems for the railway use
case

System/Factor Diagnostic
Coverage (DC)

Failure rates/FIT
λ λS λD λDU λDD

Vibration Sensor 50% 380 190 190 95 95
Safety-Chip 99% 125 62.5 62.5 0.625 61.875

However, the equation for calculating the probability of failure in high
demand mode for the vibration sensor system that implements the safe archi-
tecture of 1oo3 is as follows:

PFHSensor = 6[(1− βD)λDD + (1− β)λDU ]2(1− β)λDU tCEtGE + βλDU

(7.6)
343 [IEC10b] IEC 61508-02. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable

electronic safety-related systems: Part 2: Requirements for
electrical/electronic/programmable electronic safety-related systems. 2010
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where:
The channel equivalent mean downtime (tCE) in hours and the voted group
equivalent mean downtime (tGE) in hours are given as follows:

tCE =
λDU
λD

(
T1
2 +MRT ) +

λDD
λD

MTTR (7.7)

tGE =
λDU
λD

(
T1
3 +MRT ) +

λDD
λD

MTTR (7.8)

and the SafeDevs has the following values:

• The mean time to restoration (MTTR) of eight hours.
• The mean repair time (MRT) of eight hours.
• The proof test interval T1 is equal to be three years (26280 hours).

Further, the equation for calculating the probability of failure in high demand
mode for the safety chip, which has the safe architecture of 1oo2, is as follows:

PFHOCSS = 2[(1− βD)λDD + (1− β)λDU ](1− β)λDU tCE + βλDU (7.9)

Table 7.6 presents the calculated PFH values for the SafeDevs and its subsys-
tems for the railway use case based on the equations 7.6, 7.7, 7.8, 7.9, and
tables 7.3, 7.5.

Table 7.6: PFH values of SafeDevs for the railway use case

System PFH
Vibration Sensor 4.75051E-09
OCSS Safety-Chip 1.56256E-10
SafeDevs 4.907E-09

Regarding table 3 in the standard IEC 61508-1344, which presents the safety
integrity levels and their related PFH ranges, the SafeDevs achieves the defined
safety requirement of SIL 3 as illustrated in table 7.7.

344 [IEC10a] IEC 61508-01. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable
electronic safety-related systems: Part 1: General requirements. 2010
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Table 7.7: Safety integrity levels - target failure measures for
a safety function operating in high demand mode of operation

or continuous mode of operation

Safety integrity level
(SIL)

Average frequency of a dangerous failure of the
safety function [h−1]

(PFH)
4 ≥ 10−9 to < 10−8

3 ≥ 10−8 to < 10−7

2 ≥ 10−7 to < 10−6

1 ≥ 10−6 to < 10−5

Consequently, the hardware implementation of the SafeDevs system for the
railway use case, which utilizes the introduced hardware components in the
specified safety architectures, fulfills the defined safety requirement of safety
integrity level SIL 3.

7.2.2 Safety Measures of the Automotive Use Case

In the automotive use case, the SafeDevs also consists of multiple subsystems
that have multichannel architectures, and the common cause failures should be
taken into account in the safety assessment. However, the block diagrams of
the vibration and rotation safety-related subsystems become as illustrated in
figures 7.2 and 7.3.

 SIL3 1oo1D Safety 

Chip SubsystemSIL3 1oo3 Sensor Subsystem

9-DOF

Sensor 1
CCF Sensor

9-DOF

Sensor 2

9-DOF

Sensor 0

Dual CPU with

diagnostic

Figure 7.2: Reliability block diagram of the vibration safety
loop for the automotive use case.
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 SIL3 1oo1D Safety 

Chip SubsystemSIL3 1oo2 Sensor Subsystem

CCF Sensor

Rotation

Sensor 1

Rotation

Sensor 0

Dual CPU with

diagnostic

Figure 7.3: Reliability block diagram of the rotation safety
loop for the automotive use case.

Similarly to the railway use case, the tables D.1, D.2, D.3, D.4 from annex
D in IEC 61508-6 standard345 are used to estimate β-factor for the subsystems.
Besides, this research work, like in the railway use case, considers the most
conservative values that are 5% for the vibration sensor and 10% for the rotation
sensory system. The next table 7.8 summarizes the estimated β-factors for
the subsystems of the safety-related system SafeDevs for the second use case.
Furthermore, the safety calculations require the failure rates of the subsystems.

Table 7.8: Estimations of β-factor for SafeDevs subsystems in
the automotive use case

Element β βD

Vibration Sensor 0.05 0.05
Rotation Sensor 0.10 0.10

The manufacturer of the Hercules TMS570LC43x safety chip provides the
reliability data346, as presented in Table 7.9.

Table 7.9: Reliability data for Hercules TMS570LC43x safety
chip

MTBF FIT
Usage
temp.
(◦C)

Conf.
Level
(%)

Activation
energy(eV)

Test
temp.
(◦C)

Test
duration
(Hours)

Sample
size

Fails

4.153× 108 2.41 55 60.0 0.7 125 1000 4890 0

345 [IEC10f] IEC 61508-06. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable
electronic safety-related systems: Part 6: Guidelines on the application of
IEC 61508-2 and IEC 61508-3. 2010346 [Tex20a] Texas Instruments Incorporated. Quality & reliability: MTBF and FIT
Rate Estimator. 2020
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Since the reliability data of the BNO055 sensor is not available from the
manufacturer, and this sensor is a system in package (SIP) that integrates
three sensors with a microcontroller. Further, these four components are:

• A triaxial 14-bit accelerometer
• A triaxial 16-bit gyroscope
• A triaxial geomagnetic sensor
• 32-bit Cortex M0+ microcontroller.

Regarding that, the internal structures of the integrated sensors are not
available; similar sensors from the same manufacturer are used to estimate the
failure rate of the BNO055 sensor. Therefore, the 14-bit triaxial acceleration
sensor BAM280347, the 16-bit triaxial gyroscope BMG250348, and the geo-
magnetic sensor BMM150349 are used for the failure rate estimation. Further,
the block diagram of each one of these sensors shows that they include an
analog to digital converter (ADC) module for each sensing axis combined with
a serial interface. Since the number of transistors in each ADC module is
not available and this number is required for estimating the failure rate of an
ADC module based on table 4 in Siemens norm SN 29500-2350, this research
work considers the most conservative value presented in the standard, which is
100FIT. Similarly, regarding the lack of data about the interface in each sensor,
the work considers the most conservative value in table 3 for the communication
interface, which is 80FIT. Consequently, the failure rates of the integrated
sensors are estimated as follows:

λAcc = λAccX + λAccY + λAccZ + λSerialInterface = 380 FIT (7.10)

λGyro = λGyroX + λGyroY + λGyroZ + λSerialInterface = 380 FIT (7.11)

λGemag = λMagX + λMagY + λMagZ + λSerialInterface = 380 FIT (7.12)
347 [Bos19c] Bosch Sensortec GmbH. BMA280 data sheet: Digital, triaxial acceleration

sensor. 2019348 [Bos19d] Bosch Sensortec GmbH. BMG250 Datasheet: Low noise, low power
triaxial gyroscope. 2019

349 [Bos20b] Bosch Sensortec GmbH. BMM150 datasheet: Gemagnetic Sensor. 2020
350 [SN 04] SN 29500-2. Erwartungswerte von integrierten Schaltkreisen: Ausfallraten

Bauelemente. 2004
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Furthermore, the used microcontroller in the BNO055 sensor is the 32-bit Cortex
M0+ microcontroller, which includes approximately 12000 logic gates351, and
it is designed with Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS). So,
the failure rate based on table 2 in Siemens norm SN 29500-2 is estimated
to be equal to 50 FIT. Consequently, the overall estimated failure rate of the
BNO055 is given as follows:

λBNO055 = λAcc + λGryo + λMag + λuC = 1190FIT (7.13)

In the case of the safety-related rotation sensory subsystem, the WDGI 58H
incremental rotary encoder is used, and it has the value MTTFd = 200 years
as illustrated in table 6.8 from chapter 6.

However, MTTFd considers the dangerous failures of the component under
the ISO 13849-1 standard352. In contrast, the mean time to failure (MTTF )

considers the safe and dangerous failures of the component, and it includes
MTTFs and MTTFd. Therefore, the value of MTTF is given as follows:

MTTFd = 2×MTTF (7.14)

MTTF =
MTTFd

2 =
200× 8760

2 = 87600 hours

Further, the mean time between failures (MTBF ) is given as follows:

MTBF = MTTF +MTTR = 876000 + 8 = 876008hours (7.15)

Thus, the failure rate of the rotary encoder is calculated as follows:

λ =
1

MTBF
= 1.142E − 6 (7.16)

Accordingly, Table 7.10 summarizes the failure rates for the subsystems of the
SafeDevs for the automotive use case.

351 [Yiu15] Yiu. The definitive guide to ARM Cortex-M0 and Cortex-M0+ processors.
2015352 [Int20b] International Organization for Standardization. ISO 13849-1:2015: Safety
of machinery — Safety-related parts of control systems — Part 1:
General principles for design. 8/1/2020
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Table 7.10: Failure rates of SafeDevs subsystems in the auto-
motive use case

Block Architecture Failure rate / FIT
Hercules Safety-Chip 1oo1D 2.41
9-DOF Sensor 1oo3 1190
Rotation Sensor 1oo2 1142

Furthermore, the probability of failure in high demand or continuous mode
of operation (PFH) of SafeDevs requires the calculation and the combination
of PFH for the subsystems that implement the safety functions. Therefore, the
probability of failure in the high demand mode of operation is given as follows:

PFHSafeDevsV ibration = PFHV ibrationSensor+PFHHerculesSafetyChip (7.17)

PFHSafeDevsRotation = PFHRotationSensor + PFHHerculesSafetyChip (7.18)

However, the Hercules safety-chip achieves a diagnostic coverage of 99%353,
and it has the architecture of 1oo1D, which requires the following equation to
calculate the PFH value:

PFHHerculesSafetyChip = λDU (7.19)

Further, the vibration sensor system and the rotation sensor system achieve
diagnostic coverages of 50% and 90%, respectively, as introduced in chapter 5.
The next table 7.11 summarizes the calculated values of failure factors for the
involved subsystems in the automotive use case based on equations 7.4, 7.5 and
the previous assumption in chapter 5 that is λS = λD.

Table 7.11: Failure rates of the subsystems for the automotive
use case

System/Factor Diagnostic
Coverage (DC)

Failure rates/FIT
λ λS λD λDU λDD

Hercules Safety chip 99% 2.41 1.205 1.205 0.01205 1.19295
Vibration Sensor 50% 1190 595 595 297.5 297.5
Rotation Sensor 90% 1142 571 571 57.1 513.9

353 [Tex16b] Texas Instruments Incorporated. Safety Manual for TMS570LC4x
Hercules ARM Safety MCUs. 2016
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However, based on equations 7.6, 7.7, 7.8, 7.9, 7.19, and tables 7.8,
7.11, the calculated PFH values for the SafeDevs and its subsystems for the
automotive use case are presented in the table 7.8. Regarding the specified

Table 7.12: PFH values of SafeDevs for the automotive use
case

System PFH
Vibration Sensor 1.48906E-08
Rotation Sensor 5.77983E-09
Hercules Safety-Chip 1.19E-09
SafeDevs Vibration 1.608E-08
SafeDevs Rotation 6.973E-09

safety integrity levels following the PFH ranges as presented in table 3 in the
standard IEC 61508-1354, the SafeDevs of both vibration and rotation systems
achieve the defined safety requirement of SIL 3 as presented in table 7.7.

Consequently, the hardware implementations of the SafeDevs for vibration
and rotation systems for the automotive use case, that utilize the introduced
hardware components in the specified safety architectures, fulfill the defined
safety requirement of the safety integrity level of SIL 3.

7.3 System Test Level of SafeDevs

The safety life cycle provided by the IEC 61508 standard represents a road
map for the management during the development of any safety-related system.
Further, it monitors the work through different phases to verify that the
developers are doing things right and to validate the final product to prove that
the developers have done the right things. Moreover, the system consisting
of hardware and software must be validated to assure the fulfillment of the
specified requirements. Accordingly, the validation and verification procedure
for safety-related systems, which includes the requirement for verification and
validation planning, system integration testing, and validation plan for software,
is introduced in parts one, two, and three of the standard IEC-61508355,356,357.

354 [IEC10a] IEC 61508-01. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable
electronic safety-related systems: Part 1: General requirements. 2010

355 [IEC10a] IEC 61508-01. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable
electronic safety-related systems: Part 1: General requirements. 2010

356 [IEC10b] IEC 61508-02. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable
electronic safety-related systems: Part 2: Requirements for
electrical/electronic/programmable electronic safety-related systems. 2010

357 [IEC10c] IEC 61508-03. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable
electronic safety-related systems: Part 3: Software requirements. 2010
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Further, this procedure, as specified in the standard, is a long process that
needs management and dependency, where an independent testing team should
perform the specified tests and scenarios with the determined testing tools
and protocols to validate the system. Besides, the outcome of this process
is a complete list of documents that define specified tests and their results.
Therefore, the system validation for this research work is difficult to perform
regarding the lack of time and resources.

However, to check the functionality of SafeDevs, two experiments are con-
ducted in the laboratory to assure the correct configurations and implementation
of hardware and software. These tests are not enough for system validation, but
they helped the researchers to find some errors in the software configurations
where inputs of well-known characteristics are measured by the system and
compared with the expected outputs.

Accordingly, the vibration sensory system is designed to sense and capture
the different vibrational signals in a vehicular system. Therefore, in the first
experiment, different types of vibration signals with specific characteristics are
generated utilizing a signal generator connected to a vibrator that converts the
electrical signals into dynamic motion to be captured by SafeDevs, as illustrated
in figure 7.4.

Signal 

Generator
SafeDevs

Capturing Analyzing
Vibration 

Generator

Converting

Figure 7.4: Functionality test diagram of vibration sensory
system.

However, any dynamic system that exhibits an oscillatory behavior is treated
as a source of vibration signal that can be expressed in terms of sinusoidal
components. Thus, the MATLAB tool is used to depict the captured signals
by SafeDevs and to obtain their characteristics to compare them with the
initially generated signals to assure the correct functionality of the proposed
safety-related system.

In the first experiment, the safety-related sensory system in SafeDevs is
configured with a sampling frequency of 80Hz to capture a 5Hz square signal,
and the recorded vibration sensory data for this signal is depicted in the time
domain using MATLAB as illustrated in figure 7.5. The square signal is a
periodic signal that can be represented as a sum of an infinite number of
sinusoidal components at equally spaced frequencies with the interval of 1/T
where T is the period of the function, the so-called Fourier series. Accordingly,
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Figure 7.5: Captured square signal in the time domain.

applying Fourier transformation on the captured signal shows how much energy
does the signal has at each frequency along the frequency spectrum that starts
with 0 and ends with Nyquist frequency, which is half of the sampling frequency
(40Hz). Figure 7.6 depicts the magnitude of the captured square signal in the
frequency domain, where the peaks represent the equally spaced frequencies
by a step of 5Hz that meets the characteristics of the input signal. The safety-
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Figure 7.6: Captured square signal in the frequency domain.

related vibration system is tested with various other well-known signals like a
sinusoidal signal with a frequency of 3Hz. Further, to obtain the characteristics
of the captured vibration sensory data, the Fourier transform is applied to
represent this captured signal in the frequency domain, which shows that the
signal has the highest energy at the frequency of 3Hz, which is the frequency
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of the original signal, as illustrated in figure 7.7. Further, for more assurance,
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Figure 7.7: Captured sinusoidal signal in the frequency do-
main.

the Inverse Fourier Transformation (IFT) is applied for the sampled magnitude
based on the peak of the highest energy in the frequency domain presented
in figure 7.8, reveals a sinusoidal signal with the same characteristics of the
initially generated signal. Consequently, the experiments have shown under
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Figure 7.8: Revealed sinusoidal signal in the time domain.

laboratory conditions that the safety-related vibration system is capable of
capturing the vibration signals correctly.

The second test SafeDevs is to check the correct functioning of the safety-
related rotation system and to identify the correct configurations and implemen-
tation of hardware and software. Therefore, the rotary encoders are mounted
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to the shaft of an electrical motor runs at 120 revolutions per minute (RPM),
and the edge capture unit and the time unit of the quadrature encoder module
of the safety chip are used to measure the pulses and the period of the signal.
Figure 7.9 represents the block diagram of the proposed functionality test.

SafeDevs

AnalyzingRPM Position Counts 

& direction

Rotary 

Encoder
Motor

Figure 7.9: Functionality test diagram of the rotary sensory
system.

According to the test specification, the encoder will rotate two revolutions
per seconds, and it has a resolution of 4096 PPR in that the number of captured
pulses per second by the eQEP module with a resolution of 4 should be as
follows:

Captured Pulses = 2× 4096× 4 = 32768 PPS

The counter pre-scaler of the eQEP module is set to 2048, which means that
the captured frequency of the signal is:

f = 32768÷ 2048 = 16Hz

Furthermore, the position event unit of the eQEP module has a 16-bit timer
with 75MHz clock frequency, and its pre-scaler set to 128, which means the
counter will count up to 58593.75 counts per second. Thus, for a signal of 16Hz,
the counter will count up to 36622 counts per 62.5ms, which is the captured
period between two consecutive pulses. Moreover, the time unit is configured
to count the number of events (QCLK) per second, which is must be equal to
16 regarding the motor speed and the software configurations. Accordingly, this
test found some errors in the software application and revealed that applying
any external vibrations or shocks to the encoder will affect its operation and
generate false values. Further, the safety-related rotation sensory system
was capable of measuring the rotation motion successfully after correcting
the software errors and assuring the stable installation of the encoder as the
following exemplar outputs show:
Captured Counts 16, Captured Period 36,666
Captured Counts 16, Captured Period 36,666
Captured Counts 16, Captured Period 36,665
Captured Counts 16, Captured Period 36,666
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7.4 Testing SafeDevs for Railway

This section describes the conducted experiments on the locomotive to test the
proposed safety-related system and to collect the vibration data to be analyzed.
However, the experiments are conducted in cooperation with an industrial
partner where a specific rail track, a locomotive without wagons, a driver,
and railway engineers are dedicated to performing the driving tests; thus, the
cost of the experiments is high and time-limited. Further, the multiple pieces
of SafeDevs are mounted to various positions on the locomotive’s frame and
supplied by power from its powering system. Accordingly, the locomotive is
virtually divided into four different levels that define the mounting positions
for SafeDevs to investigate the best point for reflecting the vibration signal of
different driving conditions, and these levels are as follows:

• Level zero, where SafeDevs is mounted to the axle of the wheel.
• Level one, where SafeDevs is mounted to the bogie.
• Level two, where SafeDevs is mounted to the body frame of the locomo-

tive.
• Level three, where the SafeDevs is installed in the driver cabin.

Also, for further investigation, the vibration sensor system is configured with
six different sampling frequencies to figure out which frequency depicts the
best vibration signals, and these frequencies are 20 Hz, 40 Hz, 80 Hz, 150 Hz,
and 300Hz. Further, the following driving maneuvers are performed by the
experiment team on the locomotive several times to collect the vibration data:

• Stop condition with a running engine.
• The normal driving condition.
• The spinning condition when applying much power at startup.
• The sliding condition when applying hard braking.

However, the experiments have shown that the best position to capture the
vibration signal is level zero, where SafeDevs is mounted directly to the wheel
axle, and the best sampling frequency is 20Hz. The following graphs represent
the captured vibration signals at levels zero, one, and two with a sampling
frequency of 20 Hz.

Figure 7.10 shows the level zero settings where SafeDevs is mounted directly
to the wheel axle and the directions of the acceleration axes according to the
locomotive are as follows:

• The X-axis is in the driving direction.
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• Y-axis is in the vertical direction upward.
• Z-axis is installed in the lateral position to the locomotive’s right side.
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Figure 7.10: SafeDevs mounted to the wheel axis.

During the experiments, various vibration signals are captured for different
driving maneuvers in order to isolate the characteristics of their signals and
decompose them when required. Therefore, the first condition is the stop
condition with a running engine so that SafeDevs will record the vibration
generated from the motor and applied to the wheelset. Figure 7.11 presents
the vibration signal along the Z-axis for the stop condition where the engine is
running without movement, and the captured amplitude is positive and in the
range of 0 to 30 mg. This signal depicts the engine vibration during the calm
situation where it is running at the lowest power, and the characteristics of
engine vibration will change when applying more energy during the movement.
However, in such a case, the signal will include different sources of vibration.

Figure 7.11: Vibration signal of the engine.
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Further, the research work sampled the vibration signal of the locomotive
when driving at a fixed speed to identify the related features for such driving
conditions. Figure 7.12 presents the captured vibration signal along the Z-axis
for the normal driving condition where the amplitude has changed to the range
of 80mg. However, this signal also reflects the track conditions such as corrosion
in the track, corrosion in the wheels, conjunctions, bridges, and detours.

Figure 7.12: Vibration signal of driving at a fixed speed.

In the case of spinning experiments, the driver applied more fuel to the
engine. At the same time, the braking system is enabled then suddenly, the
driver disabled the braking to let the locomotive running generating a spinning
condition where the traction wheels start to turn over and over without moving
the locomotive. Further, this experiment was repeated many times to capture
more samples of the generated vibration signal, and figure 7.13 presents the
captured vibration signals along the three acceleration axes.

As can be seen from the spinning vibration signals, the best acceleration
axis that reflects the event is the axis installed in the direction of the motion,
which is the X-axis. In contrast, the best representations of the previous events,
such as engine vibration at stop condition and driving at a fixed speed, are
along the lateral installed axis in accordance with the locomotive, which is the
Z-axis. Further, the Z-axis shows some peaks that represent different events
during the experiment while the figure depicts the captured signal for the
following sequence of events that last for more than one minute:

• Stop condition where the locomotive is steady with a running engine.
• Increase the engine power with an enabled braking system.
• Release the braking system.
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Figure 7.13: Spinning vibration signals at the wheel axis.

• Starting of spinning event.
• The already installed protection system interfere with the operating of

the locomotive.
• Slowing down to stop again.

Further, the Y-axis that is installed vertically along the width of the locomotive
does not reflect much clear information about the driving condition.

For the case of the sliding condition, the driver runs the locomotive to reach
a reasonable speed, then applying hard braking to stop the wheels and to let the
locomotive slides along the track. Figure 7.14 presents the captured vibration
signals along the three acceleration axes for the wheel sliding experiment.
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Figure 7.14: Sliding vibration signals at the wheel axis.

Similar to the previous case, the acceleration along X-axis depicts more
information about the experiment than the other two axes. Further, the graphs
of the captured vibration signals reflect the following sequence of events:

• Stop condition where the locomotive is steady with a running engine.
• Release the braking system and increase engine power.
• The locomotive starts to run, and the driver increases the speed gradually.
• The locomotive runs at a reasonable speed.
• The driver applies hard braking.
• The wheels stop and start to slide along the track.
• The already installed protection system (ABS) interferes with the loco-

motive operation.
• The locomotive is at stop condition again.
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However, the recorded vibration signal for this experiment includes many events,
and it lasts for almost four minutes. Besides, there are no indicators to identify
the starting moment of each event to isolate the related part for each event and
analyze it. Further, the locomotive shows some hard oscillation when applying
hard braking, which is reflected in the vibration signal captured by Y-axis.
Also, the Z-axis depicts some peaks that represent the different events that
occur during the experiment.

Accordingly, the captured signals in both experiments reflect different
sources of vibrations related to different events, and there are no indicators to
identify the moment at which each event has started.

Furthermore, in order to capture and study the vibration signals generated
at the virtual level one, which is at the level of the bogie, the railway engineers
designed a special metal holder for SafeDevs to be mounted to the bogie’s frame,
as presented in figure 7.15. Thus, following this installation and according to
the locomotive’s frame, the acceleration axes are directed as follows:

• The X-axis is in the driving direction.
• Y-axis is installed in the lateral position to the locomotive’s left side
• Z-axis is in the vertical direction downward.
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Figure 7.15: SafeDevs mounted to the bogie.

However, the captured vibration signals for the spinning event along the
three acceleration axes show that the axis that is in the direction of the motion
depicts the best representation of the signal, which is the X-axis. Figure 7.16
illustrates the recorded signals for a spinning experiment when the locomotive
is driven backward. Similar to level zero, the lateral axis shows some peaks
related to the sequential events during the experiments, while the vertical
axis shows some pattern regarding the spinning event. However, the captured
signals at level one depict more noise comparing to the signals captured at level
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zero, and there are no indicators to determine the starting moment of each
event.
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Figure 7.16: Spinning vibration signals at the bogie.

Similarly, the recorded vibration signals by SafeDevs at level one for sliding
conditions show that the acceleration axis installed in the motion direction
reflects the highest information about the event. Also, the lateral axis shows a
very noisy signal reflecting the lateral oscillation of the locomotive during hard
braking. In contrast, the vertical axis does not depict useful information at this
level for the sliding event. Figure 7.17 presents the captured vibration signals
along the three acceleration axes for wheel sliding status, where there are no
indicators for the different events that occur during this abnormal driving
status.
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Figure 7.17: Sliding vibration signals at the bogie.

Accordingly, the higher the position of the safety-related vibration system,
the noisier the signals captured by the system. Further, the increased noise in
the recorded signals is more apparent in the upper levels, as presented in the
results of level two.

At level two, the SafeDevs system is mounted to the locomotive’s frame
and stabilized with special equipment, as illustrated in figure 7.18. Further, the
directions of the acceleration axes according to the locomotive are as follows:

• The negative X-axis is in the driving direction.
• The Y-axis is in the lateral position to the locomotive’s left side.
• Z-axis is in the vertical direction downward.

Installing SafeDevs at high positions like the frame or the cabin makes
the system farther from the wheel that is the origin of the target events and
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Figure 7.18: SafeDevs mounted to the frame.

closer to the origin of other sources of vibrations such as the engine. Therefore,
the captured vibration signals become noisier and do not reflect valuable
information, as illustrated in figure 7.19, which depicts the captured vibration
signal at the frame along the X-axis for the spinning event.
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Figure 7.19: Spinning vibration signal at the frame of the
locomotive.

However, the analysis of vibration signals captured at the wheel axis along
the direction of the motion has revealed some patterns for spinning and sliding
events, as illustrated in figure 7.20. Further, these patterns are about ten
seconds long, and their features can vary regarding many factors, such as
motion direction, speed, applied forces, and environmental conditions.

Nevertheless, the detection of these two abnormal events at the level of
milliseconds is not possible because of the limitation in determining the starting
moment of each event, and the captured vibration signals combine different
sources of vibration. These sources include the installed protection systems
that are always active and not possible to disable them for testing purposes
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Figure 7.20: Spinning and sliding patterns in the railway use
case.

like ABS. Further, the sources of unknown vibration characteristics such as
wheels conditions, rails conditions, environmental factors, suspensions, engine,
gearbox, payloads, and humans. Further, the captured vibration data by the
utilized sensor combines the linear and the gravitational accelerations in that
separating these two accelerations may give a better depiction of the studied
abnormal events.

Accordingly, it is required to identify the vibration characteristics of all
involved sources. For example, engine vibration should be measured at all
levels of generated power in different positions, such as independently and when
installed in the locomotive. Further, the features of the working environment
should be defined, such as the vibrations generated at the bridges, connections,
detours, and others. Moreover, the weight of the locomotive and the connected
wagons also have an essential effect on the generated vibrations.

Consequently, the detection requires determining the vibration range for
each source of vibration and utilizing more advanced types of vibration sensors
that can operate at a suitable vibration range for the target events to filter out
the unlikely vibrations.

7.5 Testing SafeDevs for Automotive

In this use case, the research work tests the modified SafeDevs on a prototype
vehicle, which is built especially for this purpose. However, this vehicle is
built to be available for testing anytime and to reduce the high costs of the
experiments for the railway use case that requires various dedicated resources.
Further, this prototype is designed to overcome the primary weak points faced
in the railway use case, such as determining the starting moment of the target
event and the external sources of vibrations. Therefore, the vehicle has, in
addition to the steering axle, two other axles that are the traction axle attached
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to the driving and braking mechanisms and the free dragged axle with two
rotation sensory systems mounted to them. Thus, the differentiation in readings
between these two systems gives a hint about the timing of the studied events.
Also, the vehicle is driven by an electrical motor and does not have any active
protection systems to reduce the vibration generated by such sources.

Accordingly, this prototype vehicle is driven through different driving condi-
tions to sample the related vibration and rotation sensory data, and considering
the safety issues in the experiment environment, the maximum possible speed
and the driving distances are limited. Therefore, the results related to the
sliding conditions may change with higher speeds. Further, the collected rota-
tion and vibration data are analyzed to investigate the possibility of detecting
spinning and sliding based on each sensory system independently. So, the
safety-related vibration sensory system is mounted to the traction axle where
the traction and braking mechanisms are attached to it, as illustrated in figure
7.21. This installation makes the sensory system very adjacent to the origin
of the generated vibration by spinning and sliding without any dampers or
suspensions.

Safety-Related Vibration 

Sensory System

Figure 7.21: Vibration sensor system installation for the
automotive use case.

However, the safety-related vibration system is powered by a specific battery
set of 24V and configured to operate in the fusion mode to separate the linear
acceleration from the gravitational acceleration. Further, the sensor fusion
mode utilizes specific configurations for the integrated triaxial accelerometer,
triaxial gyroscope, and triaxial magnetometer that cannot be modified. Further,
the axes alignment of the vibration sensors according to the vehicle body is
presented in figure 7.22 as follows:

• The X-axis in the forward direction
• Y-axis is in the lateral position and forwarded to the left side of the

vehicle
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• Z-axis is directed upward

+Z

+Y

+X

Figure 7.22: Vibration sensor axes settings on the prototype
vehicle.

Similarly, the safety-related and the non-safety-related rotation sensory
systems are associated via a chain to the traction axle and the free dragged
axle, respectively. Further, the gear ratio is 1 : 1 in that a complete revolution
of the wheel equals to a complete revolution in the rotary encoder. Figure 7.23
illustrates the physical installation of the safety-related rotation sensory system
with the gearing system.

Safety-Related Rotation

Sensory System (Front side)
Safety-Related Rotation

Sensory System (Back side)

Figure 7.23: Rotation sensor system installed on the prototype
vehicle.

Accordingly, different driving maneuvers are performed serval times, such as
normal driving, spinning, and sliding to sample the safe vibration and rotation
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sensory data. Figure 7.24 presents the sampled data for the three maneuvers
in the forward direction where the front rotary represents the sampled data
from the safety-related rotary system, and the back rotary represents the data
sampled from the non-safety-related rotary system. However, as can be seen
from the figure, the blue rectangle defines the spinning event, and the green
rectangle defines the sliding conditions, whereas the normal driving is in the
middle.

Firstly, the spinning event starts when the signal of the rotary system
associated with the traction axle gets more significant than the signal sampled
from the free axle because the traction axle spins and rotates faster than the
free axle regarding the high power applied at start off. Thus, the spinning
event lasts until the signals are similar again, where the two axles are rotating
at the same speed, which represents the normal driving condition.

Secondly, the sliding event starts when the signal captured by the traction
rotation system gets less significant than the signal captured by the free rotary
system because of applying hard braking to the traction axle, which starts to
slow down and slides off while the free axle is still rotating.

Finally, the captured vibration data shows that the most valuable data is
captured by the X-axis, which is in the direction of the vehicle movement, and
it has the most significant positive values in the spinning event and the most
significant negative values in the sliding condition. Further, the Z-axis, which is
installed in the vertical position, shows some noticeable changes in both events
while the Y-axis installed in the lateral position reflects only noisy data.
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Figure 7.24: Vibration and rotation data for abnormal events
when driving forward.

The same experiment is repeated in the backward direction, and figure 7.25
depicts the captured sensory data where the rotation systems reflect similar
behavior to the driving in the forward direction. In contrast, and regarding the
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positive and negative directions of the X-axis, the captured acceleration signal
along the X-axis is the opposite of the one captured in the forward direction
because it has the most significant negative values in the spinning event and
the most significant positive values in the sliding event.
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Figure 7.25: Vibration and rotation data for abnormal events
when driving backward.

However, this research work investigates the capabilities of the safety-related
rotation system and the safety-related vibration system to detect the spinning
and sliding events independently. In that, the analysis of the captured sensory
data considers utilizing each system as a standalone system and considers the
integration of both systems.

7.5.1 Data Analysis of the Safety-Related Rotation Sys-
tem

The proposed approach to detect the spinning and sliding events based on
the rotation system considers defining thresholds for the changing rates of
the measured frequency for the wheel rotation, as introduced in chapter 5.
However, this approach requires the physical measurements of the wheel, such
as diameter and circumference, and involves mathematical calculations that add
more performance load to the processor. Therefore, and considering the high
resolution of the utilized rotary encoder and the quadrature encoder module of
the Hercules safety-chip that gives a four-fold increase in resolution, the research
work investigates the possibility to detect the targeted driving events based on
the changing rate of the measured pulses. In that eliminating the needs for the
physical measurements of the wheel and the additional calculations.

Accordingly, in the case of a spinning event, the analysis of the captured
rotation data shows that the event lasts up to 200 milliseconds, and the event
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is detected when the changing rate is greater than the value of (10). Further,
spinning detection is only possible after the occurring of the event with a time
delay of up to 30ms and accuracy of 85%, as illustrated in figure 7.26. Therefore,
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Figure 7.26: Spinning and sliding detection using the rotation
sensory system.

the system requires at least three cycles after the occurring of the spinning to
notify the control unit. Further, the event generates some noise that might
have a changing rate higher than the defined threshold of (10), as presented
in the yellow rectangle in the previous figure. However, in non-experimental
vehicles, it is assumed that the control unit is active, and it has been notified
to take the necessary action to reduce the related risks and consequences of
the spinning event.

In the case of a sliding event, the data analysis shows that detection occurs
when the changing rate is less than a threshold of (−10). Also, the detection
occurs at least 30ms before the wheel starts to slide with accuracy up to 85%.
Further, this event generates some consequences, such as noise and mechanical
shocks.

However, the results related to the sliding event are based on the data anal-
ysis of the driving tests conducted in an experimental environment with limited
distances and maximum speeds because of the safety concerns. Therefore, the
determined threshold may change with higher speeds.

Furthermore, this research work tests the sliding window algorithm to detect
spinning and sliding events. Therefore, a window of different sizes is defined,
and various features are extracted, such as mean, median, minimum value,
maximum value, range, sum, standard deviation, and variance. Nevertheless,
the data is noisy, and no valuable information is found. Besides transforming
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the signals into the frequency domain, do not reveal any specific information
about the studied events.

7.5.2 Data Analysis of the Safety-Related Vibration Sys-
tem

The data analysis for vibration data has revealed that the data captured by the
X-axis has the most valuable information about the vehicle motion regarding
the spinning and sliding events. Accordingly, the research work investigated
different approaches, such as defining thresholds and sliding window algorithm.

However, the data analysis shows that there is no specific threshold to detect
the events with reasonable accuracy. Further, for a sliding window of size ten,
the extracted features are noisy and do not reflect any useful information. In
contrast, for a sliding window of size five, the sum feature of the acceleration
values in the window reflects a good representation of the targeted events.
Consequently, when the vehicle is driving in the forward direction, and the
window sum exceeds the threshold of (1000), the wheels are spinning. Also,
when the window sum is lower than the threshold of (−1000), the wheels
are sliding. Figure 7.27 plots the sum feature of the sliding window and the
detected events where spinning detection occurs after the event starts with a
delay of up to 40ms and accuracy up to 85%. In contrast, sliding detection
occurs at least 40ms before the wheel starts to slide with an accuracy of up to
85%.
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Figure 7.27: Spinning and sliding detection using the vibration
system in the forward direction.

Furthermore, when the vehicle drives in the backward direction, which is the
negative direction of the X-axis, the threshold values are reversed. Therefore,
when the window sum is lower than (−1000), the wheels are spinning, and when
the window sum is higher than (1000), the wheels are sliding, as illustrated
in figure 7.28. Consequently, spinning in the forward direction and sliding in
the backward direction have the same detection rule, whereas spinning in the
backward direction and sliding in the forward direction also have the same
detection rule. Therefore, the system needs to distinguish between the driving
directions to detect the event successfully.

However, utilizing the range feature of the sliding window enables the system
to recognize the events. Thus, the range feature of the window is calculated
with a delay of 20ms from the current sum feature. Accordingly, if the range
value is close to zero, the vehicle is starting to move, and if the current sum
value is higher than (1000) or lower than (−1000), the wheels are spinning.
Further, if the range value is significantly higher than (100), the vehicle is
already moving, and if the current sum value is higher than (1000) or lower
than (−1000), the wheels are sliding. Although the range algorithm is correct,
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Figure 7.28: Spinning and sliding detection using the vibration
system in the backward direction.

it has shown some inefficiency in some particular cases, as the situation of
multiple spinning events during driving. Figure 7.29 presents this algorithm
and illustrates the situation where the algorithm reveals inefficiency in the
second spinning event.

Moreover, the system can recognize the movement direction based on the
average feature of the sliding window. This approach requires defining the
average value for the captured vibration signal for the stop status. Accordingly,
if the current average is positive and significantly higher than the stop average,
the vehicle is driving forward. Also, if the average is negative and significantly
lower than the stop average, the vehicle is driving backward. However, this
approach requires recording the driving status of the vehicle, assuming that
the vehicle starts from the stop status and drive in some direction to the stop
status again, as illustrated in figure 7.30. Further, this approach may show
some inefficiency against the external shocks or vibrations applied to the vehicle
during stop conditions.

Consequently, the vibration system needs to determine the movement
direction, and the best option is to use an external indicator such as the
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Figure 7.29: Multiple spinning situation.
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Figure 7.30: Direction detection based on the acceleration
average.

rotary system. Further, the safety-related rotation system and the safety-
related vibration system can be integrated to provide diversity in detecting the
targeted events.

Furthermore, the research investigates the features of the signals in the
frequency domain, where no valuable data is found. Also, the research tests
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the predicting of the spinning and sliding utilizing artificial neural networks;
therefore, the MATLAB is used to perform this analysis, and the captured
vibration and rotation data is coded as illustrated in table 7.13.

Table 7.13: Driving statuses coding

Status Code
Stop 1
Normal driving 2
Forward Spinning 3
Forward sliding 4
Backward spinning 5
Backward sliding 6

Accordingly, different training algorithms with various structures of networks
are tested for the sensory data and the extracted features from the sliding
window for both systems. However, the testing results have shown that the
error rate is high for the vibration and rotation system. Further, the best result
is achieved when using the sum of the X-axis acceleration and the values of
rotation and its changing rate as inputs for a neural network, which has a
hidden layer with 20 neurons and the Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm.
Nevertheless, the result is inefficient regarding the high error rate, as illustrated
in figure 7.31, which plots the regression of the network outputs. Accordingly,
the neural network provides the perfect fit when the data falls along the 45-
degree lines, where the network predictions are equal to the targets. Thus, the
fit is considered suitable for all involved data sets when the R values are above
0.93, which is not the case for the spinning and sliding detection.

Consequently, the detection of the spinning and sliding events based on
artificial neural networks and the captured vibration and rotation data by
SafeDevs as input for the proposed neural networks has a high rate of error,
and it is not sufficient for vehicle systems.
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Figure 7.31: Spinning and sliding neural network regression.

7.6 Summary

This chapter reviews the measures and experiments conducted with SafeDevs
in the railway and automotive use cases. Accordingly, the calculations of the
probability of failure per hour show that the adopted safety structure and the
utilized electrical hardware components to implement them enable the proposed
systems to fulfill the specified safety requirement of SIL3. Further, the two
conducted system-level tests determined the suitable configurations to perform
the safety functions.

Moreover, the experiments conducted for the railway use case have revealed
that the optimal position for monitoring the vibration signals generated by
spinning and sliding events is the wheels axle. Also, the accurate detection
of the targeted statuses requires identifying the vibration characteristics of
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all engaged vibration sources captured by the monitoring system, and the
system needs more indicators to identify the timing features of different events.
Further, the analysis of the railway data shows the importance of isolating the
various sources of vibration by utilizing more advanced sensors with ranges
specific to each source, such as the engine, the frame, the wagons, the workers,
and the environmental factors.

Furthermore, the experiments conducted for the automotive use case have
revealed significant detection thresholds to detect the spinning and sliding
driving events based on the measured changing rate of the rotation data. Also,
the analysis identified detection thresholds for the captured vibration signal by
the accelerometer sensor aligned with the movement direction of the vehicle
based on the sliding window algorithm, where the sum of the window elements
presents the most valuable feature for detection. Further, the experiments have
shown that the movement direction indicators are necessary for the vibration
system to detect the spinning and sliding events successfully.
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Chapter 8

SafeDevs Evaluation

8.1 Introduction

This chapter evaluates this novel approach introduced in this thesis that repre-
sents new idea used to enhance the safety in the vehicular systems by exploiting
some scientific phenomena in cooperation with the related technologies to
monitor them following the safety-related standards in the vehicles industry.
However, the evaluation is presented regarding three approaches that are the
scientific, the safety-related, and the communication approach. Accordingly,
the chapter overviews the problems related to each approach with the stated
goals and solutions for these problems, and it discusses the findings of this
research work against the defined goals and expectations. Further, the research
findings and the added values are discussed and compared with other related
works.

8.2 The Scientific Approach

8.2.1 Overview of the Problem

The major themes of the development process in the vehicles industry are
represented by increasing automation and integrating more advanced electrical
parts and components because of their advantages such as cost savings by Mass
reduction, flexible designs, miniaturization, and ease of use and installation.
Therefore, giving the manufacturers the ability to focus on reducing the cost
and weight of the vehicle by increasing electrification. Further, the significant
interests in this field have always been safety, extending the virtual age of the
vehicles, and reducing the costs related to the maintenance with assuring a
high level of safe functioning.

Generally, the vehicular system is a technical realization by acting ahead
of many different mechanical parts in interaction with each other. Further,
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during this operation, it takes some time to wear off the mechanical parts.
However, some particular driving conditions such as sliding and spinning caused
by special situations could speed up the wearing off process and increase the
hazardous in the operating environment. Therefore, these abnormal driving
events play a primary role in determining the vehicle’s lifelong and incurred
maintenance costs because of the encumbrances of the generated vibrations
and shocks. Accordingly, many noticeable efforts have been taken to develop
robust monitoring systems to detect the special driving statuses based on the
related phenomenon such as mechanical vibration and different applied forces
on the vehicle concerning the linear and rotation motions. Thus, reducing the
consequent encumbrances of the various assemblies such as bearings, gears,
chassis, wheelsets, and engines. Also, reducing the discomfort and emerged
risks to the passengers and the damage to the payload in the vehicle.

However, abnormal events like sliding and spinning are related to various
factors such as the operating environment and driver behavior, which includes
vehicle guidance and responding to vehicle instability. Therefore, the monitoring
systems automate and enhance vehicular systems through increasing road safety
by assisting the driver since most accidents and undesirable conditions are
related to human errors. Furthermore, most of these driver assistance electronic
systems are supported by different types of sensors like the wheel speed sensors
that are particularly essential and enormously integrated into different complex
driver assistance systems such as ABS, TCS, and ESP. Nevertheless, the wheel
speed sensors are accurate and relatively small, they still have the following
disadvantages358,359:

• The air gap in the wheel-speed sensor is strict tolerances.
• The external magnetic fields or the oscillation patterns in the proximity

of the brakes and the mechanical vibration can affect the magnetic field
of the wheel sensor, thus reducing its accuracy.

• Environmental factors such as high temperature and moisture can change
the sensor sensitivity by affecting the conductor resistance.

• The physical installation of the sensor inside the wheel hub near the
road surface exposes them to different influencers such as dust, salt,
precipitation, debris, and road hazards. Further, the brake dust and the
grime from the road are well known to accumulate around the magnetic
sensor, causing interference and malfunctioning.

358 [AZO18a] AZO Sensors. Hall Effect Sensors. 2018
359 [Ele18] ElectricalFundaBlog. Hall Effect Sensors - Work, Types, Applications,

Advantages and Disadvantages. 2018
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Furthermore, all vehicular means require regular maintenance at different
frequencies depending on their functionality and operational time. Besides,
carrying out maintenance procedures for either regular maintenance intervals or
urgent repair in case of failure in some parts of the vehicles; requires specialized
equipment that is sometimes easy to move and use as the case of passenger
vehicles. However, in the case of trains and locomotives, they need more
specialized equipped workshops for storage, repairing, inspection, and carrying
out the necessary maintenance work.

8.2.2 Overview of the Research Goals

The goal of this research work is to develop a novel safety-related intelligent
monitoring system based on the vibration phenomenon and the rotational
motion for safe detection of wheel spinning and sliding as follows:

• The system utilizes MEMS sensors to measure vehicle vibrations.
• The system utilizes the incremental optical rotary encoders to measure

the rotation motion.
• The research work investigates defining recognition patterns and imple-

ments a sliding window algorithm on the vibration and rotation data to
detect the spinning and sliding events.

• The research work analyzes the rotation data to define thresholds to
recognize sliding and spinning based on the changing rate of the rotation.

• The system will behave like a black box to record and store captured
sensory data and vehicle behavior.

• The work will investigate the possibility of replacing the wheel speed
sensor with a compact system that provides flexibility, ease of installation
and repair, and undependability where the system does not require an
external reference point to operate.

• The system is customizable to retrofit with any vehicular system.

8.2.3 Overview of the Findings

However, the novel detection system is tested in the railway industry where
multiple pieces of the proposed system are mounted to different positions on a
locomotive to study the generated vibrations during the operation in different
driving conditions. Further, integrating such systems into the locomotive repre-
sents a new idea to understand locomotive behavior and to provide protection
against undesirable vibrations.
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Moreover, the experiments conducted in the railway use case have shown
that the wheel axle is the best position in the locomotive that the MEMS
sensory system reflects the vibration generated by the spinning and sliding
events comparing with other positions on the locomotive frame. Further, in the
triaxial acceleration sensor, the experiments have shown that the acceleration
axis aligned with the direction of the motion depicts the most valuable vibration
signal comparing with the other two axes, and it is possible to define some
patterns for the targeted events. However, the detection of the wheel spinning
and sliding events is not possible at the term of milliseconds considering that
the recorded patterns are a few seconds long and the limitation in determining
the starting moment of each event in the captured signals. Furthermore, the
captured vibration signals combine different sources of vibrations, such as the
installed protection systems that are always active, and they interfere with the
locomotive operation during the spinning and sliding events generating more
vibrations. Besides, the vibration sensory system captured the signals generated
by other factors like the engine, gearbox, suspensions, wheel conditions, rail
statuses, conjunctions and bridges, and environmental factors.

Furthermore, the expectations of defining thresholds to recognize the tar-
geted driving events and to implement the sliding window to extract the related
features for each event are not achieved because of the noisy captured signals
and the lack of knowledge about the timing. Nevertheless, these difficulties can
be eliminated by adding more sensors to operate as indicators to determine
the timing sequence of the events in the captured vibration signals such as
rotation sensors. Also, utilizing vibration measurement equipment to define the
characteristics of the engaged sources of vibrations like the engine to enable the
system to isolate the unwanted vibrations and keep only the vibration related
to the targeted events. However, the required updates and modifications for
the detection system are not possible because of the lack of time and the high
costs related to the experiments.

Accordingly, the detection system implemented using MEMS sensors pro-
vided a miniaturized system that requires low power consumption and capable
of behaving like a black box to record the vibrational behavior of the locomotive,
which is a new novel idea in the railway industry. Further, the proposed system
provides many features such as flexibility in installation and maintenance as
well as the low cost comparing with other systems designed to perform similar
functions. Therefore, the recommendations are to update the proposed system
with more advanced vibration sensors and with other sensors like gyroscopes
to fuse them and get more useful information such as the linear acceleration.
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Further, to utilize the required supportive tools to overcome difficulties such as
isolating the different sources of vibrations and identifying the timing features
of the different driving conditions.

Consequently, this novel system with the required updates could represent
an innovative approach to monitor the locomotives against the undesirable
vibrations and to reduce the costs related to the harmful effects of these vibra-
tions. Further, it will exploit a new opportunity to enhance the functionality
of the locomotive at a lower cost.

However, the modifications for the detection system are adopted in the
automotive use case of this research work, where the updated system is tested
on a prototype vehicle designed for this purpose. The experiments have revealed
that the new 9-DOF motion sensor captures the most valuable information
about the spinning and sliding events along the acceleration axis, which is
aligned in the direction of the motion. Further, the sum feature of a sliding
window of size five applied on the linear acceleration represents a suitable
detection method for the targeted events. Accordingly, if the sum feature
exceeds the threshold of (1000) in the forward driving, the wheels are spinning,
and if the sum feature is lower than the threshold of (−1000), the wheels are
sliding. In contrast, for the backward driving, the thresholds are inversed. Thus,
the detections of spinning in the forward driving and sliding in the backward
driving have the same rule, and the detections of spinning in the backward
direction and the sliding in the forward direction have the same detection rule.
Therefore, the system needs to distinguish between the driving directions to
detect the event successfully. Furthermore, the spinning detection occurs after
the wheel starts to spin with a delay up to 40ms and accuracy up to 85%. In
contrast, sliding detection occurs at least 40ms before the wheel starts to slide
with an accuracy of up to 85%.

Consequently, the expectations of applying the sliding window algorithm
and defining thresholds for the captured vibration data are met. However, the
vibration system needs to recognize the motion direction that can be done
based on two other extracted features from the sliding window, such as the
range and the average features. Further, the experiments have revealed that
the proposed approaches enable the vibration system to operate as a standalone
system with some inefficiency in the case of multiple spinning, and they are not
immune against the external shocks. Therefore, it is recommended to obtain
the direction indicator form the second utilized system in the detection system,
which is the rotation system.

Furthermore, the expectations for the rotation detection systems are defining
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thresholds for the changing rates of the frequency for spinning and sliding
events. However, the research work changed this into the changing rate of
the counted pulses measured by the rotation system to reduce the needs for
physical measurements of the wheel and the related calculations. Accordingly,
the findings show that if the changing rate is higher than (10), then the wheel
is spinning. In contrast, if the changing rate is lower than (−10), then the
wheel is sliding. Further, the spinning detection occurs after the wheel starts
to spin with a delay of up to 30 ms, and the sliding detection occurs before
the wheel starts to slide with at least 40 ms. Further, both detections reach an
accuracy of up to 85%.

Moreover, the investigation of utilizing the artificial neural networks to
predict the targeted events based on the extracted features from the vibration
and rotation systems shows that the error rate is high. Thus, this method is
not efficient for the detection process.

Consequently, the novel detection system SafeDevs utilized for the auto-
motive use case meets the expectations by defining thresholds for detection,
recording the data to behave like a black box, and to implement a miniaturized
system that is easy to install and repair.

8.2.4 Comparing with the Related Works

The vibration phenomenon and the vibration sensors are utilized by many
studies to understand and detect the vehicles conditions and various other
factors in the operating environment of the vehicles as well as using the low-cost
vibration sensors to estimate vehicle’s position like the study conducted by
Kok et al.360, in the University of Cambridge in the United Kingdom and the
University of Uppsala in Sweden. Further, this work combines multiple inertial
sensors and mathematical models to increase the accuracy and obtain more
data.

However, the SafeDevs system for the automotive use case utilizes a system in
package sensor where sensor fusion algorithm and all mathematical calculations
are performed internally in the package. Therefore, this approach releases the
safety chip to perform the specified safety functions and let the sensor fusion
calculations for the sensor.

Further, an approach for tracking the attitude of a moving vehicle is intro-
duced by Ko et al. from Peking University in China361. This work proposes

360 [KHS] Kok, Hol, and Schön. Using Inertial Sensors for Position and Orientation
Estimation361 [Y. +18] Y. Ko et al. “Moving Vehicle Attitude Tracking Algorithm Based on
MEMS Inertial Navigation System”. 2018
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a system to track the position of a moving vehicle based on calculations per-
formed using a triaxial accelerometer and a triaxial gyroscope with quaternion
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). This tracking system uses a mathematical
algorithm to fuse the sensory data from two sensors to improve the accuracy of
the estimated values. Moreover, there are various conducted applications of
MEMS for vehicle monitoring like the work of Hong et al. Hanyang University
in South Korea362 in which they introduce an approach to control vehicle
stability using Global Positioning System (GPS) and the MEMS. The proposed
mathematical model uses the sensors to estimate the required side-slip angle to
stabilize the vehicle in critical driving conditions.

Accordingly, the previous studies that introduce various applications of
MEMS to control and monitor different factors in vehicles. Further, the
SafeDevs system provides a more advanced approach to implement the same
methodologies introduced by these two studies with more advantages such as the
system requires less performance regarding that the utilized sensor implements
the fusion algorithm and Kalman filter. Also, the rotation system provides
another possibility to add more accuracy. Further, the SafeDevs approach
detects the events that affect vehicle stability to reduce their side effects on the
vehicle and the working environment. In addition, this approach can be used
to estimate the side-slip angle to stabilize the vehicle, which opens another
implementation for this novel system.

Moreover, many research works considered obtaining the features of the
mechanical vibrations because of their vital role in the safety, reliability, effi-
ciency, and performance of different machines, including the vehicular systems.
Thereby, a study conducted by Sawicki et al. from the Military University of
Technology in Poland363, which studies the characteristics of vibration signals
captured by triaxial accelerometers and gyroscopes for a driving car. The
proposed system assigns different vibration signal bands for various driving
conditions such as typical maneuvers, road pavement surface, and disruptions
generated by the engine. Further, the system stores the captured vibration
signals for later analysis of the vehicle structure and driver behavior.

However, this approach can be useful for SafeDevs to define the characteris-
tics of other vibration sources, such as the conditions of the rails and roads to
recognize and isolate them. Further, the SafeDevs for the automotive use case

362 [S. +17] S. B. Hong et al. “Multi-rate vehicle side slip angle estimation using
low-cost GPS/IMU”. 2017

363 [SRS13] Sawicki, R6zanowski, and Sondej. “MEMS sensors signal preprocessing
for vehicle monitoring systems”. 2013
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is more efficient in performing such capturing of data regarding its ability to
detect the spinning and sliding conditions during driving.

Furthermore, the work of Wei et al. form the Harbin institute of technology
in China364, utilizes the vibration phenomenon to monitor the rail status based
on a rail defect detection method that gathers vibration acceleration signals
from the vehicle track to extract the typical rail defect excitations. Further,
the research work conducted in the Austrian Institute of Technology GmbH
by Alten et al.365, uses the MEMS accelerometers with a statistical analysis
integrated with machine learning to figure out recognition patterns to detect
rail corrugations.

However, the SafeDevs for the automotive use case presents a more advanced
option to perform the same approaches to collect the features of vibrations
generated from rail conditions that are part of the difficulties encountered in
the railway use case.

Consequently, the novel concepts of SafeDevs represent enhanced method-
ology to exploit the vibration phenomenon to monitor the vehicles and their
operating environments. This enhancement is related to the more advanced
sensor systems that can cover all the previous applications with less necessary
performance and more accuracy.

8.3 The Safety-Related Approach

8.3.1 Overview of the Problem

The contemporary vehicular means are no longer only seen as an assembly of
steel and engine, powered by fuel. Still, the electrical and electronic components
represent more than forty percent of the total cost of modern vehicles, and
this percentage can reach seventy-five percent for electric or hybrid vehicu-
lar systems366. Further, modern vehicles like cars can have more than fifty
computerized systems for monitoring and controlling almost everything from
ride handling to entertainment and communication systems367. However, this
increase in the integration of electronic systems into almost all new kinds of
vehicular means is driven by various factors such as safety, performance, and

364 [Wei+13] Wei et al. “Rail defect detection based on vibration acceleration signals”.
2013365 [AF19] Alten and Fuchs. “Detecting and Classifying Rail Corrugation Based on
Axle Bearing Vibration”. 2019

366 [Rob14] Robert Bosch GmbH. Bosch automotive electrics and automotive
electronics: Systems and components, networking and hybrid drive. 2014

367 [O’s17] O’shea. Automotive electronics: What are they, and how do they differ
from "normal" electronics? - Power Electronics. 2017
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ecological requirements. Further, the interaction and collaboration among
these different complex electronic systems enable them to operate as driver
assistance systems that relieve the driver or the vehicle controller and optimize
the safety in the operating environment by ensuring the fault-free function of
the vehicle. Accordingly, the safety guarantee of the humans in the operating
environment comes into concern if some of these electronic functions start to
fail. Therefore, the primary interests in the vehicles industry are the safety
of humans, extending the virtual age of the vehicles, and reducing the costs
related to the maintenance and repairing with assuring a high level of safe
functioning of these driving machines.

However, abnormal events like spinning and sliding increase the hazardous
situations in the operating environment, thus influencing the safety of the in-
volved humans. Further, the existing measurement systems are not compatible
with being used in safety-critical environments because they are not initially
developed in terms of functional safety. Besides, the cost of the currently avail-
able systems in the market is very high regarding that mechanical engineering
primarily dominated the entire automobile industry, and they developed the
safety mechanisms based on hydraulic or pneumatic without relying on elec-
tronics or digital systems368. Therefore, the prevention of wheel slipping and
spinning events by a safety-related miniaturized digital intelligent monitoring
system comes to a corresponding meaning.

8.3.2 Overview of the Research Goals

More robust processes are required to develop such safety-related systems to
ensure that all safety objectives are fulfilled and satisfied. Hence, there are
many standards prepared to manage the complexity in vehicular electronic
systems such as standards for road vehicles, railways, agricultural machinery and
tractors, lightweight utility vehicles, and others. Further, all these standards
are derivatives standards from IEC-61508, which is the basic functional safety
standard that represents an umbrella document covering multiple industry
sectors and applications. Further, regarding that this research work intends
to develop a novel safety-related detection system in the domain of vehicles
without targeting a specific type, the generic standard IEC-61508 is adopted.

Consequently, the goals of this research work in the term of safety-related
is to develop the entire novel spinning and sliding detection system according
to the international safety standard IEC-61508 and to ensure that the system

368 [Ros16] Ross. Functional safety for road vehicles: New challenges and solutions
for e-mobility and automated driving. 2016
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achieves a high safety integrity level of SIL3. Further, the vibration and rotation
subsystems that are combined in the new safety-related detection system must
fulfill the safety integrity level of SIL 3 by implementing the required safety
structures.

8.3.3 Overview of the Findings

The novel concept of the SafeDevs system adopted for the railway use case
utilizes an internally developed safety chip that implements the 1oo2 safety
structure and certified as a SIL 3 safety-chip. Further, the vibration sensor
system utilizes the BMA180 acceleration sensor and implements the 1oo3 safety
structure to comply with the requirement of the IEC-61508 standard.

However, the failure rates and the common cause failures factors for the
subsystems of SafeDevs are estimated based on the industrial sources, Siemens
norm SN 29500-2, and IEC-61508-6 standard. Further, the calculations of the
probability of failure per hour show that the proposed system based on the
adopted electrical components and the safety structures fulfills the specified
safety requirement of SIL3.

Moreover, the concept of SafeDevs system adopted for the automotive use
case utilizes Hercules TMS570 safety-chip that implements the 1oo1D safety
structure and certified as SIL 3 safety-chip. Further, the vibration subsystem
utilizes the BNO055 sensor to implement the 1oo3 safety structure, and the
rotation subsystem utilizes the WDGI 58H incremental rotary encoder to
implement the 1oo2 safety structure to comply with the IEC-61508-3 standard.

Furthermore, the failure rates and the common cause failures factors for the
subsystems combined in SafeDevs are estimated based on the manufacturers’
sources, the Siemens norm SN 29500-2, and IEC-61508-6 standard. Accordingly,
the calculations of the probability of failure per hour for all subsystems shows
that the proposed system with the utilized hardware components and the
followed safety structure achieves the determined safety requirement of SIL 3.

Consequently, the findings show that the novel concept of the SafeDevs
system utilized in railway and automotive use cases meet the specified safety
requirement of SIL 3. Therefore, this novel approach introduces a cost-effective
safety-related system that achieves a high safety integrity level, and it is suitable
for functioning in critical applications like monitoring vehicles.
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8.3.4 Comparing with the Related Works

The concept of vehicle stability and controlling abnormal events represent
attractive fields for researchers in the newly emerged types of vehicles such
as electric, autonomous, crewless vehicles, and even robots. Accordingly,
the research work conducted by Zhang et al.369, in Changchun university of
technology in China, develops an approach to distribute the torque for electric
vehicles equipped with four independent wheel motors to improve vehicle
handling and stability under various driving conditions.

However, this work considers the tire forces and vehicle weight obtained
from onboard sensors to monitor the similar conditions monitored by SafeDevs
without following any safety-related standard. Further, SafeDevs represents
the right choice for monitoring the spinning and sliding of the wheels in the
electric vehicles to interfere with the operations of the four motors and ensure
the stability of the vehicle in hazardous driving conditions.

Furthermore, Cheng et al.370 from the college of automotive engineering
in Jilin university in China, introduces a system to control the yaw moment
for electric wheel vehicles. This work depends on the onboard sensors and a
mathematical algorithm to control the stability of electric vehicles by reducing
the sliding effects. Although the proposed system plays a vital role in vehicle
safety, it does not comply with the safety-related standards and the safety
requirements for such critical applications. Further, this approach can use the
novel concept of SafeDevs to stabilize the vehicle based on the safety-related
data provided by the system after performing the required modifications to the
algorithm. Thus, converting the system into a safety-related system with high
safety integrity level.

Moreover, the American University of Beirut introduces two research works
to estimate vehicle stability and to control the sliding statues. The first work
conducted by Daher et al.371, uses the lateral and longitudinal acceleration
signals to build a graphical representation of different areas that define the
normal driving condition area where no control action is required, and the
vehicle is stable. Therefore, the intervention is needed when the sensors readings
fall outside the region to stabilize the vehicle by calculating the corrective yaw
moment. This approach requires a proportional derivative (PD) controller

369 [Zha+17] Zhang et al. “An optimal torque distribution for electric vehicle based on
sliding mode observer”. 2017

370 [WSL15] W. Cheng, S. Chuanxue, and L. Jianhua. “Improvement of Active Yaw
Moment Control Based on Electric-Wheel Vehicle ESC Test Platform”.
2015371 [ACN17] A. M. Daher, C. R. Bardawil, and N. A. Daher. “Vehicle stability based
on g−g diagram through braking and driveline”. 2017
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to perform the calculations. The other work conducted by Bardawil et al.372

proposes a fuzzy logic estimator estimate the dynamic variables that play a
vital role in active safety systems and influence the vehicle stability, such as
the speed at the center of gravity and the side-slip angle.

However, both research works use the onboard sensors like wheel speed
sensor for acceleration and the steering sensors for side-slip angles, and the
systems are tested using simulation software such as CarSim and Matlab. On
the one hand, these approaches do not implement safety-related standards, and
they require more calculation power, which means extra cost in case of hardware
redundancy. Further, the SafeDevs system for automotive provides a more
straightforward and more effective approach to perform the same function with
less cost and a high safety integrity level in accordance with the safety-related
standards that are needed for such critical applications.

Consequently, the introduced researches consider critical applications related
to the vehicles without complying with the safety standards. Further, the novel
concept of SafeDevs represents an alternative safety-related solution for most
of the research works by providing more straightforward methods and requiring
less power consumption with flexible installation.

8.4 The Communication Approach

8.4.1 Overview of the Problem

The modern vehicles are capable of assisting the drivers by providing many
complex electronic systems that interact and collaborate and rely on sensors
distributed through the vehicle to monitor the operating environment and fulfill
the specified functions. Therefore, reliable communications among various
vehicle subsystems are essential and significant for the proper functioning.
Further, the growing interest in many new emerged concepts of intelligent
electric vehicles and self-driving vehicles, together with the rapidly developed
wireless technologies, have drastically shaped by and fused vehicles and wireless
communication into each other.

However, the safety and reliability of vehicles are enhanced via safety-
related vehicular communications. Further, the wireless technology offers many
significant advantages in vehicular systems such as reducing the mass and
volume by eliminating cables, can be embedded in different materials, the

372 [CN18] C. Bardawil and N. Daher. “Combined fuzzy and nonlinear dynamic
observer for vehicle longitudinal velocity and side-slip angle”. 2018
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cost-effective, rapid installation of the subsystems, and the ability to penetrate
many materials without the need to actual physical penetration. Consequently,
integrating safe wireless communication into miniaturized intelligent systems
to support and enhance vehicular systems is a significant concern.

8.4.2 Overview of the Research Goals

Accordingly, the goal of this research work is to integrate the safety-related
system with a redundant wireless communication system that implements
the white channel concept in data transmission for safety-related embedded
systems. Consequently, enabling the system to achieve various advantages such
as reducing the required wires, providing a standard communication interface,
a standalone system with a miniaturized size, and the ease of installation.

8.4.3 Overview of the Findings

The novel concept of SafeDevs for the railway use cases utilizes a safety-chip
that combines two internal units that are the safety-related unit and the
communication unit. However, implementing the white channel approach
utilizing this safety-chip requires one more safety-chip at the sender side,
which means extra cost and more size. Therefore, regarding the available
communication unit, the system utilizes this unit to implement the black channel
approach with redundant wireless RFM channels. However, the experiments
show that the utilized RFM modules are not efficiently immune against the
external interferences generated by power cables or metal objects, which lead
to loss connections; therefore, the modified SafeDevs for the automotive use
case utilizes the Wi-Fi technology.

Moreover, the concept proposed for the automotive use case implements the
white channel approach, where a redundant Wi-Fi channel with two different
protocols is adopted to achieve safe communication.

Consequently, the findings of both use cases meet the expectations in
fulfilling the requirements of providing a safe communication channel to transmit
critical data among the different safety-related systems in vehicular systems.
Further, enabling the SafeDevs to be a standalone miniaturized system that
only requires powering cables with flexible installation and configuration. Thus,
the system is suitable to be used in different kinds of vehicles, including the
current ones. However, the introduced communication approaches represent
an added value for the newly emerged types of electric vehicles and connected
smart vehicles as well as the concept of smart cities.
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8.4.4 Comparing with the Related Works

The work introduced by Gawad et al.373 from the German University in
Cairo, utilizes the MEMS sensor to analyze and monitor other factors in the
operating environment of vehicles like road conditions. However, this work
uses the accelerometer and GPS sensors of a smartphone to detect the different
conditions of the road and transmit them to the analysis unit. Another study
conducted at the University of California374, and the University of Michigan in
the USA375,376,377, introduces an approach to detect and report the slippery
locations in the road. The proposed system gathers data from smartphone
sensors such as accelerometer, gyroscope, and GPS to fuse them with the
data collected from the wheel speed sensor to determine the slippery locations;
further, the system transmits these locations to inform other nearby vehicles.

However, these works consider critical applications without applying the
related safety standards, and they transmit critical data using normal com-
munication means. Therefore, the novel concept of SafeDevs represents a
replacement for the utilized sensor systems and communication technologies.
Further, the same studies could be repeated with the SafeDevs system in that
achieving safety-related detection systems.

Further, the importance of safe wireless communication appears in the
monitoring applications that require to sample the sensory data from different
sensor nodes distributed in the operating environment. In addition to safety, this
wireless communication approach provides flexibility and ease of installation,
primarily when used in vehicular systems such as the railways. Accordingly,
the work introduced by Yao et al.378 from the University of Shanghai in
China, presents a new feature pattern recognition method for early warning
of defects of the railway vehicle running gear. So, this work utilizes fuzzy
clustering with self-learning to analyze the vibration signals from different
accelerometers distributed on the train vehicles to detect the defect in running
gears. Further, another study; presented by Lucero et al.379, conducted in the

373 [GEEM16] Gawad, El Mougy, and El-Meligy. “Dynamic Mapping of Road
Conditions Using Smartphone Sensors and Machine Learning Techniques”.
2016374 [Y. +17] Y. Hou et al. “VehSense: Slippery Road Detection Using Smartphones”.
2017375 [Bel16] Belzowski. The Connected Driver: Integrated Mobile Observations. 2016

376 [Rob12] Robinson. Slippery Roa Detection and Evaluation. 2012
377 [Coo12] Cook. Slippery Road Detection and Evaluation. 2012
378 [YUL18] Yao, Ulianov, and Liu. “Joint Self-learning and Fuzzy Clustering

Algorithm for Early Warning Detection of Railway Running Gear
Defects”. 2018379 [Luc+19] Lucero et al. “Accelerometer Placement Comparison for Crack Detection
in Railway Axles Using Vibration Signals and Machine Learning”. 2019
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Chongqing Technology and Business University in China in cooperation with
the University of Madrid in Spain; investigates the utilizing of two triaxial
accelerometers connected to both edges of the wheelset axis to detect cracks
in the observed shaft. This system captures the vibration signals from the
accelerometers and transmits them wirelessly to a computer to extract the
vibration features to identify the defected axels.

Although the proposed systems monitor critical events in the railway oper-
ating environment through multiple sensor nodes, they do not comply with the
related safety standard, and they do not implement the safe communication to
transmit the critical data. Therefore, the concept of SafeDevs can perform the
same critical function with the assurance of the safe transmission of safe data.

8.5 Summary

The introduced findings of this research work and the related discussions against
the stated expectations show that the SafeDevs system presents a novel concept
used for the first time for the locomotive and introduces an enhancement for the
similar works for the automotive. Further, the comparison and justifications
against similar works show that the SafeDevs provides advanced, straightforward
solutions that comply with the related safety standard by achieving a high
safety integrity level. Also, it introduces various advanced features, such as
flexibility, miniaturization, and dependability.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Work

9.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces the conclusion of this doctoral research work by briefly
describing the proposed expectations and summarizing the findings with the
related contributions and potential enhancements as future work and research.

9.2 Conclusions

This research work introduced a novel safety-related cost-effective approach
to monitor and detect the abnormal driving conditions of wheel spinning and
sliding in vehicular systems. Further, the proposed system is designed following
the IEC-61508 standard to achieve a high safety integrity level of SIL 3 and to
expand the application of this approach into different types of vehicular systems.
Also, employing of vibration phenomenon by this novel approach to understand
the statuses and the behavior of vehicles primarily for the locomotive represents
a new innovative idea.

Moreover, the approach implements an entire safety-related path that
employs several safety structures to associate the utilized sensors for the safe
capturing of the target factors at their origins. Also, the path processes and
evaluates the safe sensory data by the integrated safety-chips and prepares to
transmit them via a safe communication channel to the specified destination.

Furthermore, although the findings regarding the experiments conducted on
the locomotive have revealed that the captured vibration signals of the spinning
and sliding events compose some patterns, the detection was not possible
because of some difficulties and lack of supportive indicators that hindered
the data analysis. In contrast, the enhanced concept of this novel approach
adopted for the automotive use case has overcome some of the encountered
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barriers and proved that the approach is capable of detecting wheels spinning
and sliding with high accuracy.

On the other hand, the comparisons with similar related research works
have shown that this novel approach provides a straightforward safety-related
solution, and it supports various eligible features such as flexibility and depend-
ability. Further, the approach represents an advanced, convenient replacement
for the sensory systems utilized in the related research works and a valuable
potential opportunity to enhance the non-safety systems already installed in
the vehicular systems.

9.3 Future Work

This research work contributes to state of the art for safety-related applications
in railways and automotive domains. However, it does not claim to provide
a comprehensive solution. Therefore, there are further improvements and
additions with space for future works.

However, the enhanced concept utilized for the automotive use case can be
applied to the locomotive use case with some other additional improvements
to isolate vibration sources. Thus, the approach will be an innovative idea
in case of successful detection of wheels spinning and sliding, and it will
open a new domain for safety-related applications in the railway domain.
Moreover, the integrated vibration sensor in the automotive use case provides
various measurements such as the gyroscope data, the Euler rotation, and the
quaternion rotation that can be investigated in the detection of the targeted
events. Further, the approach can be improved to consider additional safety
function, which is detecting other types of vehicles skidding in the automotive
domain.

Furthermore, the approach used in the automotive use case can be improved
by utilizing the index signal from the rotation sensor to add another diagnostic
test, such as counting the pulses per revolution to test the correct functioning of
the sensor. Also, the feature of any-motion interrupt provided by the vibration
sensor can be used to transit the sensor to low power consumption modes
when possible and to initialize the rotation system. Besides, the experiments
conducted on the prototype vehicle can be expanded to cover different types of
roads and environment conditions. In addition, further investigation can be
performed to estimate the effect of the vehicle weight and the pulled weight in
the case of trailers on the accuracy of the detection algorithm.
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However, the prototype vehicle allows developing an autonomous system
that integrates the presented vibration detection approach with other obstacle
detection and recognition systems.
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